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Intr'oduct~ 

THE COMMON PROBLEM 
By 

Frederick S. 

"The common. problem, yours, mine, everyone's, 
Is-not to fancy what Vlerc fair in life 
Provided i-t could be-but, finding first 
What may be, then find hovr to make it fair 
Up to our means: a very different thing!" 

Robert Browning, "Bishop Blougram1 s Apology" 

Whatever else the successful explosion of the first atomic bomb at 

Ala.magordo signified, it was a victory of the most startling and conclusive sort 

for scientific research. By a huge effort· of combined action, the physical 

scientists and engineers had succeeded in compressing into a more sliver of time 

~erhaps several decades of work in applying the energy of the atom to militnry 

purposes. 

But having achieved this :miracle, the scientists themselves were not at all 

sure that :tnmlld.nd was the gainer by their desperate labors. At least some of 

them had ardently hoped that their research would prove nothing more than the 

impossibility of reaching the goal. On the surface of things, the capacity of 

atomic energy for mass destruction far exceeded any immediately realizable value 

in enhancing human com.fort and welfare. Moreover, like all physical forces, it 

was morally indifferent and could just as easily serve evil purposes as good. 

Unless some means could be found for separating out and controlling its powers 

of annihilation, the scientists• most striking victory of all time threatened on 

balance to become the heaviest blow ever struck against humanity. 

About one thing the physical scientists had no doubt whatever, and that was 

the surpassing urgency of the problem. They ~ent to extraordinary lengths to 

stir up the public to a realization of the magnitude of the danger confrontin6 
world. 

the/ They resorted to extramundane terms to make the non-scientist see that the 

new physical force was really something different, that it was even a different 

kind of difference. If they showed perhaps too great a tendency to expect 

,,. 
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mechanical answers to the problem of how to control this new and terrifying 

force, that was understandable since they were accustomed to that kind of answer 

in their own field. But in their efforts to drive home the urgency of the 

problem, they were serving a high and important purpose. 
members 

The more perceptive/ of the milita.t"'IJ profession were equally disturbed, 

although for slightly different reasons. Whatever value for peacetime uses· 

atomic energy might have, it had been developed as a weapon of war, and its first 

shattering effects had been felt in that sphere. Viha.t bothered the generals and 

admirals most v:as the startling efficiency of this ne'V'r weapon. It was so~ £.a.r 

ap.ead of the other weapons in destructive povrer as to threaten to reduce even the 

giants of yesterday to dwarf size. In fact to speak of it as just another weapon 

was highly misleading. · It was a revolutiona.ry~lopment whic~ altered the 

I.
,• .,_-:r.•• ... wt-r r'\. , 
" ·;;;' 

basic character of war itself. . .,, ~I 

In the pre-atomic days of the 19405 thSi~%een bad enough, but one did 

not have to contemplate very seriously the probable annihilation of both victor 

and vanquished. Now, even the strongest states were faced with the prospect 

that they might no longer be able, by their own strength, to save their cities 

from destruction. Not only might their regular rivals on the same level be 

equipped with powers of attack hundreds of times greater than before, but possi-

bly some of the nations.lower down in the povrer scale might get hold of atomic 

weapons and alter the whole relationship of great and small states. It was 

becom:i.Rg very hard to see how a tolerable war could be fought any more. 

Unless atomic warfare could be limited, no single state, no matter how 

' strong its military forces might be, could be at all certain to avoid being 

mortally wounded in a future war. There was not and very likely would not be a 

sure defense against atomic attack, or any reliable way of keeping bombs away 

from a nation's territory. A great power might, it is true, by building up to 

the limit of its strength, have a good chance of winning a war in the end, but 

what good was that if in the meantime the urban population of the nation had 
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been wiped out? Even military :men were beginning to think that perhaps it would 
..::;;:; 

be a good idea to look very carefully into the possibilities of restricti."lg 

atomic·warfare by internationa~ action. 

In any case it was not the task of either the physical scientist or the 

military strategist to find means of subjecting the new force to effective con-. 
trol. That was clearly a political problem, to be undertaken by the experts in 

political relationships. r~\\ 
After a few early flights of fa.."lcy, most ~~~litical analysts lapsed 

into a discreet silence on the subject. It was quickly apparent that they had 

been handed one of the toughest problems which the members of their guild had 

eyer had to face. The profound significa'l'lce of atoraic energy as a physical 

force called for political thinking on a commensurate scale. Initial probings 

with the ordinary tools of political analysis brought disappointingly small re-

sults. Each sortie into some promising opening either ended up against a solid 

wall or led into a'l'lother tangle of seer.tingly insoluble problems. No clue could 

be found to a simple formula which would offer repose to men's minds while 

opening up new vistas of unruffled prosperity. In fact there was reason to 

believe that nothing of the sort ever would be found and th2t the job was one of 

arduous and patient ex.a."llination of a whole mosaic of related problems extending 

indefinitely into the future. 

One was met right at the beginning with two dilemmas of really :ilnposing 

dimensions. The first of these arises out of the nature of the procedures 

available for the common regulation of the actions of free nations. On the one 

hand, any scheme for international control of atomic warfare must be put into 

effect by voluntary agreement. There is no supreme power to impose it from above. 

On the other hand, it seemed extremely improbable tha~ states possessing bo:rabs 

or the capacity to make them would voluntarily restrict their power to carry on 

atomic warfare merely on the promises of other states to do likewise. Because of 

the nature of the bomb, any state which broke its word and surreptitiously 
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manufactured atomic weapons could put itself in a position to exert its Will over 
. 

all those who kept their pledge. The more states observed the agreement, the 

greater the reward to the transgressor. 

The second dilemma arises out of the time element in the carrying on of 

atomic warfare. On the one hand, since no state by its own strength can be sure 

of staVing off a bomb attack, there is a growing conviction that effective con

~ol of atomic warfare must come through international action. On the other 

hand, the speed of attack by bombs can be so great that there would not appear 

a~ f:i:rst,sight to be sufficient time for any mechanism of international 

collective action to operate successfully. Before the air age, one could have 

counted on a fairly long period of grace between the time when all aggressor's 

~'· intentions became evident and the time when he could.'' attack in full force. The 
t'.: - : 
\ r,:x t 

development of air bombard.~ent shorten~d this periOd~iuerably, and the 

cor.ri.ng of atomic warfare prorrises to reduce it almost to zero. If a. nation 

suddenly threatened by atomic bomb attack has to wait while an international 

agency arrives at a decision as to what cou..~ter measures should be taken, the 

cha.~ces of saving its cities would seem to be very small indeed. 

Both of these dilemruas are directly concerned with the procedures whereby 

nations arrive at means of regulating their actions with respect.to each other. 

Both of them receive attention in the chapters that follow. At the present time 

it is only necessary to malrn some very general observations about the treaty 
, 

mechanism and the kinds of strai..~s it might be expected to bear when put to the 

task of controlling atomic warfare. 

Current popular beliefs regarding the efficacy of treaties are prone to be 

both too optiiristic and too pessimistic as to what can be accomplished by them. 

On the one hand, there is a tendency to believe that practically any international 

problem can be solved if only the nations concerned can be cajoled into signing 

a treaty. On the other hand, the spectacular ~a{lures of some treaties in the 

past have led to the '\TI.G.c;spread conviction that govern.iients in general are very 
' 
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casual about their international obligations and will disregard them whenever 

they are inconvenient. It is not unusual to find both of these views be:L'"lg held 

by the same person. 

Neither of them fi.11ds much support in practice. Those who believe that a 

treaty is the answer to everything overlook the drea:rywasteland of ineffective 

agreements that have been drafted in disregard of the limits to the loads which 

the treaty mechanism can bear. Those who make light of treaty commitments in 

general seem to ignore the fact that the vast majority of such engagements are 

continuously, honestly, and regularly observed even under adverse conditions and ,.....-., 

at considerable inconvenience to the parties. 
~ ~ ~1 

Another common belief is that treaties conta.i~an be made to contain, 

single, definite answers to all questions of concrete application, and that 

strains.on treaty observance are merely questions of moral behavior. Treaty 

failures, in other words, are regarded as lapses i..~ ~...rtue, and it is assun.ed 

that the way to avoid them is to strengthen the moral fiber of nations. 

It would be foolish to deny that over the yea.rs there have been plenty of 

cases of deliberate bad faith in the non-execution of treaties. The writers on 

international law have been sighing about it for centuries. Yet it is not help-

ful just to charge off to the fic:kleness of soverei&is the ma.w treaty failures 

that have occurred, and stop there. Most of the time there are quite under-

stand.able reasons why treaties fail to work out as expected, and in numerous 

cases it would be difficult if not impossible to place woral responsibility for 

such failure. 

A good r.ia.ny notorious cases of treaty violation have been concerned with 

treaties of peace imposed on vanquished nations after a Yrar. 'Vinere such treaties 

place onerous conditions on the losers, as they alnost always do, it can be 

safely predicted th~t they will be faithfully carried out only so long as the 

victors have both the power and the inclination to enforce them. v~rriere these 

grow· wea.l{ and observance slackens off, the erstwhile victors will certainly crY, 
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11bad faith11 but the other side will see only a just recovery of their former 

position. 

Treaties of alliance have had a decidedly spotty record. Since the possible 

effect of an alliance is to draw a third party into a war which is not of his 

do:..11g, the strain on the treaty is very great unless ~ allies f ecl at the tirae 

that they are equally threatened. It seems too much to expect that a nation 

which has no interest in the outcome of a war will risk its very life merely to 

fulfill a promise contained in a treaty of alliance. It nay vrell .do so if .the 

risk of losing is not very great, but one should not e.xo.e~t this if the odds are / ,.·- . .. 

/2 ',_.\ 
clearly against victory. r ~ 

Where conditions :have changed radically a.11d unc~ since a treaty was 

signed, a nation which suffers real injury by such change Y!ill on occ~sion refuse 

to be bound by its promises. While it is true that under international la:v:r the 

injured state is not justified in doing so Ydthout the acquies?cnc:; of the other 

side, nevertheless the absence of any dis:L11tcrested nethod of enforcing treaty 

changes to accord YT:ith changes in surrounding circumstances can cause great 

hardship and will sometimes induce the injured party to take things into its own 

hands. In these cases it usually happens that the nation opposing any change 

will raise aloft the banner of pacta sunt servanda as the basic norm of all 

international relations, yet to the other side it will seem that insistence upon 

the letter of the treaty is merely black reaction dressed up in the white gar.nents 

of morality. .. 
Efforts to limit armaments by treaty have certainly not enjoyed a brillia.."1t 

success. On the other hand, it ca-rmot be said t~at they have unifo:rnly failed. 

The more recent criticism levelled against the Yfashington Treaty for the 

Limitation of Naval Armament of 1922 was not that it was :L•effective but that it 

was so largely observGd. One lesson seems clear and that is that not much can be 

expected from attempts at limitation of an:iament -which are not closely tied in 

with the i..11ternational political pattern of the times or which go co'tLDter to the 

I~ 
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basic policies of any of the top-level powers. It is not so much the ingenuity 

displayed in-working out the details of a disarmament scheme that matters as the 

way in which it accords rvith the prevailing balance in the relationships of the 

powers. 

There are many reasons for treaty failure not directly connected with the 

subject of the treaty itself. Most of these arise out of difficulties of 

language and uncertainties of intention. Treaties deal with future contingent 

events. No matter how carefully they are drafted, there are always unforeseen 
.• 

situations arising in which the meaning of the treaty is in doubt. The surround-

ing circumstances are constal'ltly changing, and every new appeara."'lce of an old 

situation has its degree of novelty. The language~bl-which treaties are drafted 
/." -:~ 

is the language of connnon use, made up of words~often heavily laden ·with 
·~~ (' <>i;1 

ambiguity and possessing extensive twilight zones · murky meaning. The 

drafters of treaties spend long and dreary days and nights trying to forecast 

all possible conti.'11.gencies, yet the ink is· scarcely dry on the signatures when 

nei."T a.'ld troublesome situations begin to appear. Each novel case raises a con-

flict over classification. Statesman White is quite certain that it goes into 

this verbal category while Statesman Black just as fir::Uy :insists that it goes 

into that one. The fact that each one's interpretation happens to accord with 

the interests of his awn country does not remove the fact that both honestly 

believe they are right. So far as the dictionaries show, they are. 

This fact is familiar enough in the performance of cor.ipacts between individ-

uals, but usually there are ample procedures for arriving at a settlement of 

disputes in accordance with the commonly accepted values of the comr.iunity. In 

the international society the procedures are rudimentary and nornally carmot bo 

invoked unless both parties, including the one which would gain more by ha>ring 

no decision, consent to the process. Furthermore, the body of universally 

accepted ~otions as to what justice requires in the perf or:nance of treaties is 

pai.'1.fully small. 
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When one thinks of all the reasons why treaties may fail to i'ulfill their 

;::itended purposes, one may well wonde_r why nations continue to enter into them. 

It is said that the first known treaty· was made about 3000 B. c. between the 

kings of Umraa. and Lagash in settlement of a boundary dispute. No one lmows how 

many treaties have been entered into in the intervening 5000 years but it is un-

doubtedly a colossal figure. While the total has been liberally sprinkled with 

i.'1Stances of bad faith and broken engagements, it is still true that the great 

majority have been carried out by the parties in good order and have served 

their respective purposes reasonably well. r~\ 
c:j .. early there is nothing in this long expe~lence wlch compels the conclusion 

-~~ 

that the treaty process is incapable of bearing the load which would be put upon 

it by a.YJ. attempt to control atomic warfare by international action. Treaties are 

tools vmich will perform well under certain conditions and badly under others. 

If a favorable set of conditions can be coaxed into existence, there is no 

reason to dispair of finding a treaty structure that ~~ withstand the strains 

which are likely to occur. 

It is true, nevertheless, that a limitation agreement would fall into the 

class of treaties which are subjected to the greatest strains, and which not 

infrequently give way u..~der them. For one thing, the subject matter deals 

directly with the security of the state, and on such questions every state ~'ill, 

if it can, hold on to the final decision itself. That does not, of course, rule 

out tl1e possibility of coIIll!lon action, since states are quite capable of 

appreciating the advantages of such action, but it does put an outside limit on 

the dista."'1.ce to which a state will go i."'1 achieving it. 

The greatest stra:L~, of course, would come from the nature of the bomb 

itscli', and the enormous advantage that would be gained by surreptitious viola-

tion. So great would be the temptation to evade the treaty that governments 

would be extremely rclucta..~t to put much faith in it if it rested on nothing 

more than the reciprocal promises of other states. Before divesting themselves 
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of such a great source of power, they would certainly require assurances that 

they would be safeguarded against attack by a state that had secretly violated 

its promises. This is the well-lmown 11 safeguards11 problem and it is probably the 

most difficult one which the atomic energy commission will have to face. 

It is i.."l fact a very old problem. The Greeks knew about it, and their 

system of hostages was in effect a means of assuring fulfillment of treaty terms 

beyond the mere promise of the signatories.l A safeguard of allllost equal 

antiquity was the o.ath. This was particularly prevalent in the Middle Ages when 
spiritual 

_religious faith was strong and the/ supremacy of the Pope over all sovereigns was 

universally admitted. The conclusion of treaties was marked by religious cere-

monies and the trucing of the oath, the potential violator being· threatened with 

major excommunication. There is no doubt about the fact that this added con-

siderable strength to the sense of obligation of the~~tories. But eventually 

this safeguard lost its uower, due partly to a ~~tio~\ f faith, partly to - - "'; 
~·(/ •q1 

the changed position of the state in reference to the urch, but perhaps chiefly 

to the fact that it was not really reliable since the person under.oath might 

possibly be absolved from it.2 Nevertheless, the custom has continued down to 

the present day of using terms of religious significance to give as much weight 

as possible to treaty.obligations, for example, 11the sanctity of. treaties," 

"solenm covenants solenmly arrived at, 11 "sacred obligations," etc • 
. 

other forms of safeguards used today are the occupation of territory, as in 

the case of the Rhineland after the First Ylorld 1'iar, the guarantee by third 

powers of the fulfillment of a treaty, and the pledging of certain sources of 

1. This custom continued down to fairly recent times, the last well-knovm case 
being that of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapellc, October 18, 1748, which pro
vided that two English lords were to be handed over to France until the 
restoration of Cape Breton Island and the English conquestsinthc East and 
West Indies. See Coleman Phillipson, Tcrn.ination of War and Treaties of 
Peace, London, 1916, p. 208. 

2. See P. C. Bord.a, De l'!nex6cution des Tr<J.ites, Paris, 1922, pp. 37-38. 
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revenue for t.~c execution of a treaty, as Venezuela did to the European powors 

in 1902. An interesting form of indirect saf cguard is the general exchang~ of 

military and naval attaches as a method of removing fears of unfriendly war 

preparations in derogation of treaties of friendship. 

The only one of the familiar safeguards which seems to off er any promise in 

the international control of atomic energy is that of inspection. If it were 

possible to back up a limitation agreement with a system of disinterested in-

spection operating on a world-wide basis, the parties to the agreement 'YfOuld have 

a way of continuously reassuring themselves that no preparations were under- way 

.:within any state to evade the· agreement. But if this were to be the only safe-
in fact as well as in appearance; 

guard, it would have to be practically infallible/ otherwise the states living 

up to the treaty would be lulled into a sense of !aJ,.se security and the door 
/_,, .. ,., >· 

/_s:::."' "'~~.'\ 

opened to easy violation by a potential troubl&-.inaker. ~-.Furthermore, 1ulless every 

state confidently believed in the infallibility\~inspection system, 

individual nations 'Which had grown suspicious might feel impelled to resort to 

secret production of atomic weapons as a precautionary measure. 

This type of safeguard has a precedent in the inspection system developed 

in connection 'With the international control of narcotics.3 Vihile this scheme 

resulted in bringing to light a number of violations, it was by no mca.~s in-

fallible, and r7a.S scarcely effective at all against violations condoned by 

national authorities. 

Some scientists impressed by the great technical difficulties in the way of 

a really effective inspection system have taken a very gloomy vier. of the 

possibilities of such a safeguard. Others who a.re more impressed by the problems 

of concealing the large-scale operations involved in the production of atomic 

weapons arc far less pessimistic. The i.nf ormation so far made available is not 

sufficient to enable the layma.n to reach a satisfactory conclusion on the • 

3. This is discussed later in Chapter V, pp., 152-153. 
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question. Nevertheless one thing seems clear: no one has Bii:f doubt but that 
' . 

each state has the power to make certain of what is going on within its own 

borders :i,n the production and use of fissionable materials. If that is true 

for every state, then it necessarily follows that global control is not impossible 

from a technical standpoint, since means could be found for making use of the 

various national systems as the basis for international control. But this is a 

political rather than a scientific problem. The mem?ers of the atomic energy 

commission may well find it worth their while to explo~e it thoroll.ghly. 

What all this comes down to is the following: There is no reason to believe 

that the treaty mechanism is inherently incapable of bearing the load Ymi.ch would 
, 

be associated with the interna~ional control of atomic weapons. Nevertheless, 

this load would necessarily be very great indeed, and there is no likelihood 

that nations would willingly narrow their freedom of action in relation to 

atomic energy merely on the naked promise of other statos to do likewise. The 

potential advantages to be gained by a successful evasion of such a treaty are 

apparentJ:y so stupendous that very powerful safeguards would have to be provided 

against possible violations, None of the ordinary types of safeguards seem 
'\\'l\O'ti' t>r 

strong enough to provide this assurance. ../ ("-.. \ 
- ~ ~, 

One possible way of meeting this problem woui& be to/ eliminate all existing 
~ 

atomic weapons, destroy all means of production and prohibit all future ·steps 

tov1ard production. This idea has Wide public support and is in fact set forth 

in the Truman-Attlee-King declaration and the Moscow resolution as one of the 

ultimate aims of the vrork of the atomic energy commission. But in moving in this 

direction, one is met by a third dilemma of imposing proportions. On the one 

hand, having no bombs in existence T10Uld seem to remove Bii:f opportunity to embark 

on an adventure in atomic warfare. On the other hand, if no bombs are in 

existence, then 8IJY" state which successfully evades the agreement and produces 

bombs would have a complete monopoly of them. Under such conditions the 

/ 

!3 
... - ~-
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opportunities for world dominance would be breath-taking. Hence we come to the 

paradox that the further we go by international agreement in the direction of 

eliminating bombs and installations, the stronger becomes the temptation to 

,. evade the agreementt The feeling of security 1'/hich one imagines would come from 

a bombless world would seem to be a fleeting one~ 

This suggests that the basic problem is somewhat different from that of 

just getting rid of bombs. It is rather a question of how to reduce to the lov<est 

possible minimum the potential advantages to be gained by a successful evasion 

of a lilnitation agreement. If the threat to security comes from the prize that 

is ~va;Lla.ble to a violator of a treaty, then the sensible thing to ~o would be 

to take 83-ray the value of the prize. Obviously this would not be an easy thing 

to do, but one has at hand a new and pmverful aid for accomplishing it and that 
p,:~\ 

':::\ is atomic energy itself. 
I 

It happens that the atomic bomb is one 1rsuasive deterrents to 

adventures in atomic warfare that could be devised. It is peculiarly well 

adaped to the technique of retaliation. One must assume that, so long as bombs 

exist at all, the states possessing them will hold themselves in readiness at all 

times for instant retaliation on the fullest possible scale in the event of an 

atomic attack. The result would be that any potential Yiolator of a limitation 

agreement would have the terrifying contemplation that not only uould he lose 

his cities immediately on starting an attack, but that his transportation and 

connn1l.'1.ication systems would doubtless be gone and his industrial capacity for 

producing the materials of war would be ruined. -If in spite of all this he 

still succeeded in winning the war, he would find that he had conquered nothing 

but a blackened ruin. The prize for his violation of his agreement would be 

ashesl 

Hence there does seem to be available a saf cguard strong enough to act as 

a real deterrent against possible evasion of a limitation agreement. But it is 
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powerful medicine and should not be the sole means of assuring the observance of 

the treaty. Some kind of inspection system would still be extremely helpftil. 

And the first line of defence would always have to be the constant exercise of 

farsighted, conciliatory diplomacy :in order to avoid the building up of tensions 

that might tempt nations to seek a solution through the use of force. Thus we 

come to the final paradox that Yt'hile the best vvay to avoid atomic warfare is to 

get rid of war itself, the strongest present ally :in the effort to get rid of 

lVar is the capacity to resort to atomic warfare at a moment's notice. 

The development of the changes :in three 

major fields: (1) :in the military affairs of nations, 

relationships, and (3) in the organized international machinery for peace 

and security. Each one of these is dealt with in the following text and there 

is a f:inal chapter on the problem of international control of atomic weapons. 

There are still large gaps i.n the information that is essential to arriving at 

satisfactory answers to specific questions. The authors of the folloi'!'ing text 

are acutely a...-;are of these gaps and are anxious not to claim anything more for 

their contributions than that they are preliminary essays in an exceedingly 

difficult and complex subject. But it is time for responsible scholars to 

speak out to the best of their ability and not wait until all the evidence is in 

on every question. Only through the hard work of many minds is it likely that 

the means shall be found to remove the threat of disaster now facing us, a 

threat the like of which has never been seen before in the history of this planet. 

17 



WAR TI~ THE ATOMIC AGE 

By Bernard Brodie 

Most of those who have held the public ear on the subject of the bomb have 

been content to assume that war and obliteration are now completely synonymous, 
. 

and that modern man must therefore be either obsolete or fully ripe for the 

:milleiW.um. No doubt the state of obliteration-if t~at should indeed be the 

future fate of nations which cannot resolve their disputes-provides little 

scope for analysis. A few degrees difference in nearness to totality is of 

relatively small account. But in view of man's historically tested resistance 
I 

to drastic changes in behavior, especially in a ber..ign direction, one may be 

pardoned for wishing to examine the various possibilities inherent in the 
'°':'.'\(:'(I 

situation before talcing any one of them for granted. {~ '~t) 

It is already !mown to us all that a war with at; ~bs would be 

immeasurably more destructive and horrible than a:rry the world has yet knovm. 

That fact is indeed portentous, and to many it is overwhelming. But as a datum 

for the formulation of policy it is in itself of strictly limited utility. It 

underlines the urgency of our reaching correct decisions, but it does not help 

us to discover which decisions are in fact correct. 

Men have in fact been converted to religion at the poi.~t of the S\"lord, but 

the process generally required actual use of the sword against recalcitrant 

individuals. The atomic bomb does not lend itself to that kind of discrirainate 

use. The wholesale conversion of mankind away from those parochial attitudes 

bound up in nationalism is a consummation devoutly to be wished and, where 

possible, to be actively promoted. But the mere existence of the bomb does not 

promise to accomplish it at an early enough time to be of any use. The careful 

handling required to assure long and fruitful life to the Age of Atomic Energy 

will in the first instance be a function of distinct national governments, not 

-14-
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all of which, incidentally, reflect in their behavior the will of the popular 

majority • 
. 

Governments are of course ruled by considerations not wholly different 

from those which affect even enlightened individuals. That the atomic bomb is a 

weapon of incalculable horror will no doubt impress most of them deepJ.Y. But 

they have never yet responded to the horrific implications of war in a uniform 

way. Even those governments which feel impelled to the most drastic self-

denying proposals will have to grapple not merely with the suspicions of other 

governments but with the indisputable fact that great nations have very recently 

been ruled by men who were supremely indifferent to horror, especially horror 

inflicted by them on people other than their own. 

Statesmen have hitherto felt themselves heir policies on 

the assumption that the situation might again arise where to one or more great 

pmvers war looked less dangerous or less undesirable than the prevailing condi-

tions of peace. They will want to know how the atomic bomb affects that 

assumption. They must realize at the outset that a weapon so terrible cannot but 

influence the degree -0f probability of war for any given period in the future. 

But the degree of that influence or the direction in which it operates is by no 

means obvious. It has, for example, been stated over and over again that the 

atomic bomb is par excellence the weapon of aggression, that it weights the 

scales overwhelmingly in favor of surprise attack. That if true would indicate 

that world peace is even more precarious than it was before, despite the greater 

horrors of war. But is it inevitably true? If not, then the effort to make the 

reverse true would deserve a high priority among the measures to be pursued. 

Thus, a series of questions present themselves. Is war more or less likely 

in a world which contains atomic bombs? If the latter, is it sufficiently un-

likely--sufficiently, that is, to give society the opportunity it desperately 

needs to adjust its politics to its physics? What are the procedures for effect-

ing that adjustment within the limits of our opportunities? And how can we 
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enlarge our opportunities? Can we transpose what appears to be an immediate 

crisis into a long-term problem, which presumably would permit the application 

of more varied and better-considered correctives than the pitifully few and in-

adequate measures which seem available at the moment? 

It is precisely in order to answer such questions that we turn our attention 

to the effect of the bomb on the character of war. We lmow in advance that war, • 

' if it occurs, will be very different from what it was in the past, but what we 

want to lmow is: how different, and in what ways? A study of those que$tions 

should help us to discover the conditions which will govern the pursuit.of wofld 

security in the future and the feasibility of proposed measures for furthering 

that pursuit. At any rate, we lmcrw that it is not the mere existence of 'the 

weapon but rather its effects on the traditional pattern of war which will 

each other. 

-Attlee-
The Truman/King statement of November 15, in its first 

paragraph a few specific conclusions concerning the bomb which have evolved as of 

that date: "We recognize that the application of recent scientific discoveries to 

the methods and practice of war has placed at the disposal of mankind means of 
military 

destruction hitherto unknmm, against which there can be no adequate/defense, 

and in the employment of which no s1-l'lgle nation can in fact have a monopoly. 11 

This observation, it would seem, is one upon which all reasonable people 

would novr be agreed. But it should be noted that of the three propositions 

presented in it the first is either a gross understatement or meaningless, the 

second has in fact been challenged by persons in high military authority, and the 

third, while generally admitted to be true, has nevertheless been the subject of 

violently clashing interpretations. In any case, the statement does not furnish 

a sufficient array of postulates for the kind of analysis we wish to pursue. 

It is therefore necessary to start out afresh and examine the various 

features of the bomb, its production, and its use which are of military 

, 
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importance. Presented below are a number of conclusions concerning the 

character of the bomb which seem to this writer to be inescapable. Some of the 

eight points listed already enjoy fairly universal acceptance; most do not. 

After offering with each one an explanation of 'Why he believes it to be true, 

the wt'iter will attempt to deduce from these several conclusions or postulates 

the effect of the bomb on the character of war. 

I. The power of the present bomb is such that arry city in the world can be 

-?*?? 7' effectively destroyed by one to ten bombs. • • .. , 

While this proposition is not likely to evoke much dissent, its immediate 

implications have been resisted or ignored by important public officials. These 

implications are two-fold. First, it is now physically possible for air forces 

no greater than those existing in the recent war to wipe out all the cities of a 

great nation in a single day-and it will be shown subsequently that vrhat is 

physically possible must be regarded as tactically fe . · ice.-,, Secondly, with our 

present industrial organization the elimination of 0 r;~itie; ould mean the 
-'~·voH 

elimination for military purposes of practically the who e of our industrial 

structure. But before testing these e::>..-traordinary implications, let us examine 

and verify the original propositio:_ ~ ~ Q ~ 

The bomb dropped o~completely pulverized an area of which the 

radius from the point of detonation was about one and one-quarter miles~ However, 

everything within a radius of two miles was blasted with some burning and between 

two and three miles the buildings were about half destroyed. Thus the area of 

total destruction covered about four square miles, and the area of destruction 

and substantial damage extended over some twenty-seven square miles. The bomb 

dropped on Nagasaki, while causing less damage than the Hiroshima bomb because 

of the physical characteristics of the city, was nevertheless considerably more 

powerful. We have it on Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer's authority that the Nagasaki 

bomb "would have taken out ten square miles, or a bit more, if there had been 

? 
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ten square miles to take out. 114 From the context in which that statement 

appears it is apparent that Dr. Oppenheimer is speaking of an area of total 

destruction. 

The city of New York is listed in the World Almanac as having an area of 

365 square miles. But it obviously would not require the pulverization of every 

block of it to make the whole area one of complete chaos and horror. Ten well-

placed bombs of the Nagasaki type would eliminate that city as a contributqr :t.o 

the national economy, whether for peace or war, and convert it instead into a 

catastrophe area in dire need of relief from outside. If the figure of ten 

bombs be challenged, it need only be said that it would .make very little 

difference militarily if twice that number of bombs were required. Similarly, it 

would be a matter of relative indifference if the power of the bomb were so in-

creased as to require only five to do the job. Increase of pmver in the indi-

vidual bomb is of especially little moment to cit'ies::"p:t; small or medium size, 
/ '.' <~\ 

which would be wiped out by one bor.ib each whethe't that~ · omb were of the Nagasaki 
/"'G'oijl 

type or of fifty times as :much pm1er. No conceiva 

the atomic bomb could compare in importance with the disparity in power between 

atol!lic and previous types of explosives. 

The condition at this writing of numerous cities in Europe and Japan 

sufficiently underlines the fact that it does not require atomic bombs to enable 

man to destroy great cities. TNT and incendiary bombs when dropped in sufficient 

quantities are able to do a quite thorough job of it. For that matter, it should 

be poi...'1ted out that a single bomb which contains in itself the concentrated 

energy of 20,000 tons of TNT is by no means equal i..'1 destructive effect to that 

number of tons of TNT distributed among bombs of one or two tons each. The 

destructive radius of any one bomb increases only with the cube root of the 

4. 11Atomic Weapons and the Crisis in Science, 11 Saturday Review· of Literature, 
November 24, 1945, p. 10. 
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explosive energy released, and thus the very concentration of power in the at9mic 

bomb detracts from its overall effectiveness. The bomb must be detonated from an 

altitude of at least 1,000 feet if the full spread of its destructive radius is 

be to realized, and much of the blast energy is absorbed by the air above tht? 

target. But the sum of initial energy is quite enough to afford such losses. 

If should be obvious that there is much more than a logistic difference 

involved between a situation where a single plane sortie can cause the destruction 

of a city like Hiroshima and one in which at least 500 bomber sorties are re-

quired to do the same job. Nevertheless, certain officers of the U. S. Arrey Air 

Forces, i..'1 an effort to 11 deflate11 the atomic bomb, have observed publicly enough 

to have their comments reported in the press that the destruction wrought at 

Hiroshima could have been effected by two days of routine bombing with ordina..-r-y 

bombs. Undoubtedly so, but the 500 or more bombers needed to do the job under 

those circumstances would if they were loaded with atomic bombs be physically 

capable of destroying 500 or more Hiroshimas in the same interval of time. That 

observation discounts certain tactical considerations. These will be taken up 

in due course, but for the moment it is sufficient to point out that circumstances 

do arise in war when it is the physical carrying capacity of the bombing vehicles 

rather than tactical considerations which will determine the amount of damage 

~ ({'o <_-~~\) 

II. No adequate defense against t}le'._,.bqmb,kxists, and the possibilities of 

done. 

its existence in the future are exceedingly remote. 

This proposition requires little supporting argument in so far as it is a 

statement of existing fact. But that part of it which involves a prediction for 

the future conflicts with the views of most of the high-ran.'!J;:ing military officers 

who have 'ventured opinions on th~ implications of the atomic bomb. No layman can 

with equanimity differ from the military in their own field, and the present 

writer has never entertained the once-fashionable view that the military do not 

know their own business. But, apart from the question of objectivity concerning 
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professional interests~in which respect the record of the military profession 

is neither.worse nor better than that of other professions--the fact is that the 

military experts have based their arguments mainly on presumptions gleaned from 

a field in which they are generally not expert, namely, military history. 

History is at best an imperfect guide to the future, but w~en imperfectly under-

stood and interpreted it is a menace to sound judgment. 

The defense against hostile missiles in all forms of warfare, whether on 

land, sea, or in the air, has thus far depended basically on a com.bination-{)f, 

first, measures to reduce the number of missiles thrown or to interfere with 

their aim (i.e., defGnse by offensive measures) and, secondly, ability t~ absorb 

those which strike. To take an obvious example, the large vrarship contai."1.s in 

itself and in its escorting air or surface craft a volume of fire power which 

usually reduces and may even elililinate the blovra of the adversary. Unlike most 

targets ashore, it also enjoys a mobility which enables it to maneuver evasively 

under attack (which vd.11 be of no value under atomic bombs). But unless the 

enemy is grotesquely inferior in stremgth, the ship's ability to survive must 

ultimat~ly depend upon its compartmentation and armor, that is, on its ability to 

absorb punishment. 

The same is true of a large city. def ended against the German 

V-1 or "buzz-bomb" first by concerted bombing attacks upon the German experimental 

stations, industrial plants, and launching sites, all of which delayed the V-1 

attack and undoubtedly greatly reduced the number of missiles ultimately launched. 

Those which were nevertheless launched were met by a combination of fighter 

planes, antiaircraft guns, and barrage balloons. Towards the end of the eighty-

day period ivhich covered the main brunt of the attack, some 75 per cent of the 
. 

bombs launched were being brought down, and, since many of the remai.TJ.der were 

inaccurate in their flight, only 9 per cent were reaching London? These London 

5. Duncan Sandys, Report on the Flying Bomb, pamphlet issued by the British In
formation Services, September, 1944, p. 9. 
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was able to 11 absorb11 ; that is,. there were casualties and damage but no serious 

impairment of the vital services on which depended the city's life and its 

ability to serve the war effort. 

It is precisely this ability to absorb punishment, whether one is speaking 

of a Vlarship or a city, which seems to vanish i..Tl the face of atomic attack. For 

al..'!Ilost a:rry kind of target selected, the so-called "static defenses" are defenses 

no longer. For the same reason too, mere reduction in the number of missiles 

which strike home is not sufficient to save the target, though it may have some·· 

effect ~n tge enemy's selection of targets. The defense of London against V-1 

was considered effective, and yet in e~ghty days some 2,300 of those missiles hit 

the city. The record bag was that of August 28, 1944, when out of 101 bombs 

which approached England 97 were shot dovm and only four reached London. But if 

those four had been atomic bombs, London survivors would not have considered the 

record good. Before we can speak of a defense agai..Tlst atomic bombs being eff ec-

tive, the frustration of the attack for any given target area must be complete. 

Neither military history nor a.."1 ana.J.ysis of present trends in military 

technology leaves appreciable room for hope that means of completely frustrating 
/ .. ,~·~." v - - • << .... :.,.\ (~· attack by aerial missiles will be developed. ~' ~ \ 

} .... I 
\ .s:_"- I 

In his spe~ch before the Washington Honumeri~.lftober 5, 1945, Fleet 

Admiral Chester Y!. Nimitz correctly cautioned the. American people against leap-

ing to the conclusion that the atomic bomb had made armies and navies obsolete. 

But he could have based his cautionary note on better grounds than he in fact 

adopted. "Before risking our future by accepting these ideas at face value," he 

said, "let us examine the historical truth that, at least up to this time, there 

has never yet been a weapon agairist uhich man has been unable to devise a counter

weapon or a defense.6 

6. For the text of the speech see the Nmv York Times, October 6, 1945, p. 6. See 
also the speech of President Truman before Congress on October 23, 1945, in 
which he said: "EverJ new weapon ·will eventually bring some counter-defense 
against it. 11 
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Apart from the possible irrelevancy for the future of this observation~ 

against 'Which the phrase 11 at least up to this ti.me" provides only formal pro-

tection--the fact is that it is not historically accurate. A casual reading of 

the history of military technology does, to be sure, encourage such a doctrine. 

The naval shell gun of 1837, for exmnple, was eventually met with iron armor, and 

the iron armor in turn provoked the development of the "built-up" gun with 
' 

greater penetrating power; the submarine was countered ·with the h3rdrophone and 

supersonic detector and with depth charges of various types; the b.ombint; airplane 

accounted for the development of the specialized fighter aircraft, the highly 

perfected antiaircraft gun, and numerous ancillary devices. So it has always ..,. 

been, and the tendency is to argue that so it aJ,ways will be. · 

In so far as this doctrine becomes dogma. and is applied to the atomic bomb, 

it becomes the most dangerous kind of illusi~ have already seen that the 
(~c~ '"'\ 

defense against the V-1 was only relativelyt~ffect:f:je, and something approaching 

much closer to perfect effectiveness would ~n·necessary for V-1 missiles 

carrying atomi~ bombs. As a matter of fact, the defenS$ against the V-2 rocket!; 

were of practically zero effectiveness, and those vn10 know most about it admit 

that thus far there has been no noteworthy progress against. the V-2.7 

These, to be sure, were new ~eapons. But what is the story of the older 

weapons? After five centuries of the use of hand arms with fire-propelled 

'Wrought by this and comparable explosives on la.TJ.d, sea, and in the 

7. See Ivan A. Getting, "Facts About Defense," Nation, Special Supplement, Dec. 
22, 1945, p. 704. Professor Getting played a key part in radar development 
for antiaircraft work and was especially active in measures taken to defend 
London against V-1 and V-2. 

B. The new glass-fiber body armor, "Doron, 11 will no doubt prove useful but is 
not expected to be of more than marginal effectiveness. 

_ ... 
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War II is an eloquent commentary on the limitations of the defenses. The 

British following the first World War thought they had in their "Asdic" and 

depth charges the complete answer to the U-boat, but an only slightly improved 

U-boat succeeded :in the recent war in sinki..~g over 23 million gross tons of 

shipping. So the story might go on endlessly. It has simply become customary 

·to consider an "answer" satisfactory when it merely diminishes or qualifies the h. 

effectiveness of the weapon against which it is devised, a.~d that kind of cliStom 

will not do for the atomic bomb. ~ < ~-"·· .... <' .... ", 

I':' :;_I 
Despite such statements as that of Canad!.3;.an General A. G. L. McNaughton 

that means with which to counter the atomic b~.already "clearly in sight, 11 9 

it seems pretty well established that there is no specific reply to the bomb. 

The physicists and chemists who produced the atomic bomb are apparently unanimous 

on this point: that while there was a scientific consensus long before the atomic 

bomb e;d..sted that it could be produced, no comparable opinion is entertained 

among scientists concern:L~g their chances of devising effective counter-measures. 

The bomb itself is as free from direct interference of any kind as is·the 

ordinary bomb. When the House Naval Affairs Committee circulated a statement 

that electronic means were already available for exploding atomic bombs "far 

short of their objective without the necessity of locating their position, 11 10 

scientists qualified to speak promptly denied this assertion and it was even 

dismvned by its originators. 

Any active defense at all must be along the lines of affecting the carrier, 

and we have already noted that even when used with tho relatively vulnerable 

airplane or V-1 the atomic bomb poses· wholly new problems for the defense. A 

nation which had developed strong defenses against invading aircraft, which had 

found reliable means of i....-1terfering with radio-controlled rockets, "l":hich had 

9. l·!ew York Herald Tribune, October 6,, 194.5, p. 7, 

10. New York Times, October 12, 194.5, p. 1. 
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developed highly efficient counter-smuggling and counter-sabotage agencies, 

and which had dispersed through the surrounding cou..."ltryside substa..."ltial portions 

of the industries and populations normally gathered in urban communities would 

obviously be better prepared to resist atomic attack than a nation which had 

either neglected or found itself unable to do these things. But it would have 

only a relative advantage over the latter; it i'TOuld still be exposed to fear-

In any case, technological progress is 

~ {./ '·c~.\ 

not 1~obe confined to 

ful destruction. 

measures of defense. The use of more perfect vehicles and of more destructive 

bombs in greater quantity might very well offset any gains in defense. And the 
'= 

*wutr" a -

bomb already has a fearful lead in the race. 

Random and romantic reflections on the miracles which science has already 

wrought are of smaU assistance in our speculations on future trends. World 

l'iar II saw the evolution of numerous instruments of war of truly startling 

ingenuity. But with the qualified exception of the atomic bomb itself (the 

basic principle of which was discovered prior to but in the same year of the 

outbreak of -vrar in Europe), all Trere simply mechani::':Lal adaptations of scientific 

principles which were well knmm long before the war. It was no doubt a long 

step from the discovery in 1922 of the phenomenon upon which radar is based to 

the use of the principle in an a.~tiaircraft projectile fuse, but here too 

realization that it might be so used considerably antedated the fuse itself. 

The advent of a "means of destruction hitherto unk:nown11-- to quote the 

Tru.-rnan-Attlee-King statement--is certainly not new4 The steady improvement of 

weapons of war is an old story, and the trend in that direction has in recent 

years been accelerated. But thus far each new implement has, at least initially, 

been limited enough in the scope of its use or in its strategic consequences 

to permit some timely measure of adaptation both on the battlefield and in the 

minds of strategists and statesmen. Even the most "revolutionaryn developments 
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of the past se·em by contrast with the atomic bomb to have been minor steps in a 

many-sided evolutionary process. This process never permitted any one invention 

in itself to subvert or even to threaten for long the previously existing 

equilibrium of military force. A:ny startling innovation either of offense or 

defense provoked some kind of answer in good time, but the answer was rarely 

more than a qualified one and the end result was usually a profound and 

sometimes a politically significant change in the methods of waging war.11 

With the introduction_, however, of an explosive agent which is several 

million times more potent on a pound for pound basis than the most powerful 

explosives previously known, we have a change of quite another character. The 

factor of increase of destructive efficiency is so great that there arises at 

once the strong presumption that the experience of the past concerninB event;ia} 

adjustment might just as well be throvm out the window. Far from being some-

thing which merely "adds to the complexities of field cor.nna.nders," as one 

.American military authority put it, the atomic bo:mb seems so far to overshadow 

a:rry military invention of the past as to render ~~ison ridiculous. 

(f <' 

·-\""' 
extrao:tiaina military premium upon III. The atomic bomb not onlJr places a.'1 

the development of new types of carriers but also greatly extends the destructive 

range of existing carriers. 

World War II saw the development and use by the Germans of rockets capable 

of 220 miles range and carrying approximately one ton each of TNT. Used against 

London, .these rockets completely baffled the defense. But for single-blow 

·weapons which were generally inaccurate at long distances even with radio control, 

they were extremely expensive. It is doubtful whether the sum of economic 

11. For a discussion of developing naval technology over the last hundred 
years and its political significance see Bernard Brodie, Sea Power in the 
Machine Age, Princeton, N.J., 2nd. ed. 1943. 
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damage done by these missiles equalled the expenditure which the Germans put 

into their development, production, and use. At any rate, the side ~njoying 

command of the air had in the airplane a much more economical and longer-range 

instrument for inflicting daillage on enemy industry than Yias available in the 

rocket. The capacity of the rocket-type projectile to strike without warning 

in all kinds of weather with complete immunity from all known types of d~fenses 

guaranteed to it a supplementary though subordinate role to bomber-type aircraft. 

But its inherent limitations, so long as it carried only chemical eA'}llosives, 

were sufficient to warrant considerable 

development. 

Hmvever, the power of the new bomb 

reserve in predictions of its future 
,~~'\ • ·,c 

l -..... " ~ 

i"' ~l 
\ -:::. } 

complete~ the considerations 

which previously governed the choice of vehicles and the manner of using them. 

A rocket far more elaborate and expensive than the V-2 used by the Germans is 

still an exceptionally cheap means of bombarding a country ii' it can carry m 

its nose an atomic bomb. The relative inaccuracy of a:im--vlil.ich continued 

research will no doubt reduce--is of much diminished consequence when the radius 

of destruction is measured in miles rather than yards. And even with existing 

fuels such as were used in the German V-2, it is theoretically feasible to 

produce rockets capable of several thousands of miles of range, tlifough the 

problem of controlling the flieht of rockets over such distances is greater 

than is generally assumed. 

Of more immediate concern than the possibilities of rocket development, 

however, is the enormous mcrease in effective bombing range which the atomic 

bomb gives to existmg types of aircraft. That it has this effect becomes 

evident when one examines the various factors which deternine under ordinar<J--

that is, non-atomic ~otlb--conditions whether a bombing campaign is returning 

military dividends. First, the ca"llpaisn shows profit only if a large proportion 
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returning from individual of the planes, roughly 90 per cent or more, are 
... jC et"~~~ 

12 
str~es. otherwise one's air force may diminish in magnitude more rapidly 

than the enemy's capacity to fight. Each plane load of fuel must therefore cover 

a two-way trip, allo?d.ng also a fuel reserve for such contingencies as adverse 

winds and combat action, thereby diminishing range by at least one-half from 

the theoretical maximum. 

But the plane cannot ·be entirely loaded with fuel. It must also carry 

besides its crew a heavy load of defensive armor and arnament, Above all, it 

must carry a sufficient load of bombs to make the entire sortie worth while--a 

sufficient load, that is, to warrant attendant expenditures in fuel, engine 

maintenance, and crew fatigue. The longer the distance covered, the smaller the 

bomb load per sortie and the longer the interval betv1een sorties. To load a 

plane vdth thirty tons of fuel and only two tons of bombs, as we did in our 
- I Bl• 

first B-29 raid on Japan, will not do for a systematic ca..'Upaign of strategic 

bombing. One must get closer to the target and thus transfer a greater propor-

13 tion of the carrying capacity from fuel to bombs. What we then come out with 

12. The actual figure of loss tolerance depends on a number of variables, includ
ing replacement rate of planes and crews, morale factors, the military value of 
the damage being inflicted on the enemy, and the general strategic position at the 
moment. The 10 per cent figure used for illustration in the text above was favored 
by the war correspondents and press analysts during the recent war, but it must 
not be taken too literally. 

' 13. It should be noticed that in the example of the B-29 raid of June 15, 1944, 
cited above, a reduction of only one-fourth in the distance and therefore in the 
fuel load could make possible (unless the plane was originally overloaded) a 
tripling or quadrupling of the.bomb load. Something on that order was accomplish
ed by our seizure of bases in the Mariannas, some 300 miles _closer to the target 
than the original Chinese bases and of course much easier supplied. The utility 
of the Hariannas bases was subscquently·enhanced by our capture of Iwo Jima and 
Okinmra., -rrhich served as emergency landing fields for returning B-29s and also 
as bases for escorti.'1.g fiGhters and rescue craft. Tm"Tards the end of the campaign 
we were dropping as much as 6,000 tons of bombs in a single raid on Tok".ro, there
by assur:ing ourselves high military dividends per sortie investment. 

.~/ 
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is an effective bomb:ing range less than one-fourth the straight-l:ine cruis:ing 

radius of the pla.~e under optimum conditions. In other words a plane capable, 

without too much stripping of its equipment, of a 6,000-mile non-stop flight 

would probably have an effective bomb:ing range of substantially less than 
........ ,,.. 

1,500 miles. /~~ 
;-:-..' \\ 
-- "', With atomic bombs, however, the conside'.\a!'_ions ijescribed above which so 

~ severely limit bomb range tend to vanish. There is no question of increa~ing 

the number of bombs in order to make the sortie profitable. One per plane is 

quite enough. The gross weight of t~e atomic bomb is secret, but even if it 

weighed tvm to four tons it would still be a light load for a B-29. It would 

certa'inly be a sufficient pay load to warrant any conceivable military expendi-

ture on a single sortie. The next step then becomes apparent. Under the 

callously utilitarian standards of military bookkeeping, a plane and its crew 

can very well be sacrificed in order to deliver an atomic bomb to an extreme 

distance. We have, after all, the recent and unforgettable experience of the 

Japanese Kamikaze.14 Thus, the plane can make its entire flight in one direction, 

and its range would be almost as great with a single atomic bomb as it would be 

with no bomb load whatever. The non-stop flight during November 19h.5 of a B-29 

from Guam to Wash:ington, D.c., almost 8,200 statute miles, was in this respect 

~ 

14. On several occasions the U. s. Army Air Forces also demonstrated its will
ingness to sacrifice availability of planes and crews--though not the lives of 
the latter~in order to carry out specific rilissions. Thus L."1 the Doolittle raid 
against Japan of April 1942, in which sixteen Mitchell bombers took off from the 
carrier Hornet it was known beforehand that none of the planes would be recovered 
even if they succeeded in reach:ing China (which several failed to do for lack of 
fuel) and that the members of the crews were exposing themselves to uncommon 
hazard. And the cost of the entire expedition was accepted mainly for the sake 
of dropping 16 tons of ordinary bombs l Similarly, several of the Liberators which 
bombed the Ploesti oil fields in August 1943 had insufficient fuel to return to 
their bases in Horth Africa a."ld, as was foreseen, had to land in neutral Turkey 
where planes and.crews were interned. 
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more than a stunt. It was a rough :indication effective bombing 

range with atomic bombs of types of aircraft already in use.15 

Under the conditions just described, arry world power is able from bases 

within its own teITitories to destroy all the cities of a."'.IY other world power. 

It is not necessary, despite the assertions to the contrary of various naval and ___._ 

political leaders including President Truman, to seize advanced bases close to 

enemy territory as a prerequisite to effective use of the bomb.16 The lOssons of 1 
the recent Pacific war in that respect are not merely irrelevant but misleading, :::-1' 
and the effort to inflate their significance for the future is only one exiample. 1, 
of the pre-atomic thinking prevalent today even among people who understand fully ~ 

the power of the bomb. To recognize that power is one thing; to draw out its 

full strategic implications is quite another. 
~ ·l 
t-..: • .[ 

The facts just presented do not mean that distance loses all its importance ~ ~ 

as a barrier to conflict between the major power centers of the world. It would~ ; 

!i still loom large in any plans to consolidate an atomic bomb attack by rapid 

invasion and occupation. It would no doubt also influence the success of the ~ : 

bomb attack itself. Rockets are likely to remain of lesser range than aircraft ~ 
• 

and less accurate near the li.i.-U.ts of their range; and the weather hazards which "l l . -p' ~ 
still affect aircraft multiply 17ith distance. Advanced bases will certainly no~~ 

be valueless. But it is nevertheless a fact that under existing technology the ~ .. 
distance separating, for example, the Soviet Union from the United States offers 

no direct.immunity to either with respect to atomic bomb attack, though it does 

l5. See Ne'Vf York Times, November 21, 1945, p. 1. It should be noticed that the 
plane had left about JOO gallons, or more than one ton, of gasoline upon landing 
in Washington. It was of course stripped of all combat equipment (e.g., armor, 
guns, ammunition, gun-directors, and bomb-sights) in order to allow for a greater 
gasoline load. Planes bent on a bombing mission would probably have to carry 
some of this equipment, even if their OYm survival was not an issue, in order to 
give greater assurance of their reaching the target. 

16
• See President Truman's speech before Congress on the subject of universal 

military training, reported in the New York Times, October 24, 1945, p. 3. 

3.:f 
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so for all practical' purposes l'lith respect to ordinary bombs.17 
~.'='~l\!;owt!I, (". 

CJ. ~ 

IV. Superiority in air forces, though a more-; effective safeguard in itself than 

superiority in naval or land forces, neverth~ils to guarantee security. 

This proposition is obviously true in the case of vecy long range rock~ts, 

but let us continue to limit our discussion to existing carriers. In his Third 

P..eport to the Secretary of War, dated November 12, 1945, General H. H. Arnold, 

connnanding the Army Air Forces, made the following statement: 11Mea.rnvhile @...e., 

until vecy long range rockets are developec:D, the only known effective means of 

delivering atomic bombs in their present stage of development is the vecy heavy 

bomber, and that is cert.aii.-i of success only when the user has air superiority:U18 

This writer feels no inclination to question General Arnold's authority on 

matters pertaining to air combat tactics. However, it is pertinent to ask just 

what the phrase "certain of success" means in the sentence just quoted, or 

rather, hovf much certainty of success is necessary for each individual bomb be-

fore.an atomic bomb attack is considered feasible. In this respect one gains 

some insight into what is in General Arnold's mind from a sentence which occurs 

somewhat earlier on the same page in the Report: "Further, the great unit cost 

of the atomic bomb means that as nearly as possible evecy one IID:1st be delivered 

to its intended target." Here is obviously the major premise upon which the con-

clusion above quoted is based, and one is not disputing General Arnold1 s judgment 

in the field of his own specialization by exa.r.lir..ing a premise which lies wholly 

outside of it. 

17 • Colonel Clarence S. Irvine, who commanded the plane which flew non-stop from 
Guam to Washington, was reported by the press as declaring that one of the 
objects of the flight was 11 to show the vulnerability of our country to enemy 
air attack from vast distaitees. 11 New Yorl: Timns, November 21, 1945, p. 1. 
18 • See printed edition of the Report, p. 68. In the sentence following the one 
quoted, General Arnold adds that this statement is 11 perhaps true only temporarily ,11 

but it is apparent from the context that the factor he has in mind which might 
terminate its 11 truthfulness 11 is the development of rockets comparable to the V-2 
but of much longer range. The present discussion is not concerned with rockets 
at all. 
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When the bombs were dropped on Hiroshillla t:'"d Nagka.ki in August 1945, there :; , I 

were undoubtedly ver-J few such bombs in existen ':O< ~ ~..mJch would be reason enough 

for considering each one precious regardless of cost. But their development 

and production up to that time amounted to some 2 billions of dollars, and that 

figure would have to be divided by the number made to give the cost of each. 

If, for example, there were 20 in existence, the unit cost would have to be 

reckoned at $100,000,000. That, indeed, is a staggering sum for one missile; 

being approximately equivalent to the cost of one Iowa class battleship. It is -• 
quite possible that there we~e fewer than 20 at that time, and that the unit 

cost was proportionately higher. For these and other reasons, including the 

desirability for psychological effect of ma.king certain that the initial demon-

stration should be a complete success, one can unders~and why it was then con

sidered necessary, as General .Arnold feels it will remain necessary, to "run a 

large air operation for the sole purpose of delivering one or two atomic bombs.11 19 

But it is of course clear that as our existing plant is used for the pro-

duction of more bombs--and it has already been revealed that over three-fourths 

of the 2 billion dollars went into capital investment for plants and facilities 20 

-the unit cost will decline. Professor Oppenheimer has estimated that even vdth 

existing techniques and facilities, that is, allowing for no improvements whatever 

19. ~., p. 68. 

20 • According to the figures provided the Mac!dahon Co!!IIllittee by Major General 
Leslie R. Groves, the total capital investment spent and co::nmitted for plants 
and facilities as of June 30, 1945 was $1,595,ooo,ooo. Total operating costs 
up to the time the bombs were dropped in Au6Ust were $405,ooo,ooo. The • 
larger sum is broken down as follows: 

IJanufacturing facilities alone-----------$1,242,000,000 
Research ------------------------ 186,000,000 
Housing for workers-------------------- 162,500,000 
Workmen's compensation and medical care-- 4,500,000 

Total------$1,595,ooo,oo 

One might question the inclusion of the last item as a part of 11 capital invest
ment," but it is in any case an insignificant portion of the whole. 
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in the production processes, the unit cost of the bomb should easily descend to 

something :in the neighborhood of ~~l,000,000.~~ 
(~ ~) 

Now a million dollars is a large sum o:f;,.~oney jor any purpose other than 
~ 

war. Just what it means in war may be gau~ed by the fact that it amounts to 

substantially less than the cost of two fully equipped Flying Fortresses (B-l?s, 

not B-29s), a considerable number of which we1~e e..v.:pended in the recent war 
. , 

Ydthout waiting upon situations in which each sortie would be certain of success. 

The money cost of the war to the United States was sufficient to have paid !or J 
2 or 3 hundred thousand of our million dollar bombs. It is evident, therefor~, 

that in the future it will not be the unit cost of the bomb but the n\llllber of ~~ 
bombs actually available which will determine the acceptable wastage in any .( 

atomic bomb attack.22 

Thus, if Country A should have available 5,000 atoillic bombs, and if it 
• 

should estimate that $00 bombs dropped on the cities of Country B would practi

cally eliminate the industrial plant of the latter nation, it could afford a 

wastage of bombs of roughly 9 to 1 to accomplish that result. If its estimate 

should prove correct and if it launched an attack on that basis, an expenditure 

of only S billions of dollars in bombs would give it an advantage so incon-

cievably overwhel."lling as to make easy and quick victory absolutely assured-

provided it was able somehow to prevent retaliation in kind. The importance of 

the latter proviso will be elaborated in the whole of the follovri..~g chapter. 

21• loc. cit., p. 10. 

22 • This discussion recalls the o~ten repeated canard that admirals have been 
cautious of risking battleships in action because of their cost. The 13 old 
battleships and 2 new ones available to us just after Pearl Harbor reflected no 
great mone-.r value ,but they were considered precious because they were scarce and 
irreplacable. Later in the war, when new battleships had joined the fleet and 
when we had eliminated several belonging to the enemy, no battleships were 
with.held from any naval actions in which they could be of service. Certainly 
they were not kept out of the dangerous waters off Normandy, Leyte, Luzon, and 
Okinawa. 
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Meanwhile it should be noted that the figure of S,OOO bombs cited above is, as 

will shortly be demonstrated, by no means an impossible or extreme figure for 

any great power which has been producing atomic bombs over a period of ten or 

To approach the same point 

'0.,,o· ... ",. 

,_,"~c (,"'-;, 
6 .;; 

from another ~~' ne 

fifteen years. 

might take an example 

from naval warfare. The commander of a battleship will not consider the money 

cost of hi~ 16-inch shells (perhaps $3,000 each at the gun's breech) when en-

gaging an enemy battleship. He will not hesitate, at least not for financial 

reasons, to open fire at extreme range, even if he can count on only one hit in 

thirty rounds. The only consideration which could give him pause would be the 

fear of exhausting his armor-piercing ammu..~ition before he has sunk or dis-

abled the enemy ship. The cost of each shell, to be sure, is rau.ch smaller than 

the cost of one atomic bomb, but the a.mount of damage each hit acco~plishes is 

also smaller-disproportionately smaller by a wide marg:i..~. 

In calculations of acceptable wastage, the money cost of a weapon is usually 

far overshadowed by considerations of availability; but in, so far as it does 

enter into those calculations, it must be weighed against the amount of damage 

done the enemy with each hit. A m.-Lllion dollar bomb which can do a billion 

dollars worth of damage--and that is a conservative figure--is a very cheap 

missile indeed. In fact, one of the most fr•ightening things about the bomb is 

that it makes the destruction of enemy cities an immeasurably cheaper process 

than it was before, cheaper not alone in terms of missiles but also in terms of 

the air forces necessary to do the job, Provided the nation using them has 

enough such bombs available, it can afford a large number of misses for each 

hit obtained. 

To return to General Arnold's observation, we know from the experience of 

the recent war that very :L"lf erior air forces can penetrate to enenrJ targets if 

they are willing to make the necessary sacrifices. The Japanese aircraft which 

raided Pearl Harbor were considerably fewer in number than the American planes 
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available at Pearl Harbor. That, to be sure, was a surprise attack preceding 

declaration of hostilities, but such.possibilities mu.st be taken into account 

for the future. At any rate, the Japanese air attacks upon our ships off 

Okinawa occurred more than 3 years after the opening of hostilities, and there 

the Japanese, who vrere not superior in numbers on any one day and who did indeed 

lose over 4,ooo planes in 2 months of battle, nevertheless· succeeded in sinking 

or damaging no fewer than 253 A..~erican warships. For that matter, the British -
were effectively raiding targets deep in Germany, and doing so without suffer-

ing great casualties, long before they had overtaken the German lead in numbers 

.o.f aircraft. The war has demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt that the sky 

is much too big to permit one side, however super:i,.~ shut out enemy aircraft 
/ ~-:-.· ..... ,.... ... , I ·;· ·.· , 

completely from the air over its te:rritorie~. ~1~~~-:. ,0 "l 
The concept of 11 command of the air, 11 which ha · used altogether too 

loosely, has never been strictly analogous to that of 11 connnand of the sea. 11 

The latter connotes something approaching absolute exclusion of enemy surf ace 

craft from the area in question. The former suggests only that the enemy is 

suffering losses greater than he can afford, whereas one's own side is not. 

But the appraisal of tolerable losses is in part subjective, and is also affected 

by several variables which may have little to do with the number of planes downed. 

Certainly the most important of those variables is the amount of damage being 

inflicted on the bombing raids. An air force which can destroy the cities in a 

given territory has for all practical purposes the fruits of command of the air, 

regardless of its losses. 

Suppose, then, one put to the Army Air Forces the follovring question: If 
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3,000 enemy bombers fly:ing simutaneously but individually (i.,e., completely ,, ....... ~--·""·~---~---
scattered) 23 invaded our skies with the jntention of dividing between them as 

targets most of the 92 .American cities which contain a population of 100,000 or 

over (embracing together approximately 29 per cent of our total population), if 

each of those planes carried an atomic bomb, and if we had 9,000 alerted fight-

ers to oppose them, how much guarantee of protection could be accorded those 

cities? The answer would undoubtedly depend on a number of technical and 

geographic variables, but under present conditions it seems to this writer all 

too easy to envisage situations in which few selected as targets 

would be· spared overvmelming destruction. 

That superiority which results in the 

undoubtedly necessary for successful strategic bombing with ordinary bombs, where 
' 

the weight of bombs required is so great that the same planes must be used over 

and over again. In a sense also (though one must register some reservations . 

about the exlusion of other arms) General Arnold is right when he says of atomic 

bomb attack: "For the moment, at least, absolute air superiority in being at all 

times, combined with the best antiaircraft ground devices, is the only form of 

defense that offers any security whatever, and it must continue to be an 

. 24 
essential part of our security program for a long time to come. 11 But it must be 

23• The purpose of the scattering woUld be simply to :imp~se maximum confusion on 
the superior defenders. Some military airmen have seriously attempted to dis
count the atomic bomb with the argu."TI.ent that a hit upon a plane carrying one 
would cause the bomb to explode, blasting every other plane for at least a mile 
around out of the air. That is not •vby formation flying is rejected in the 
example above. Ordinary bombs are highly immune to such mishaps, and from all 
reports of the nature of the atomic bomb it would seem to be far less likely to 
undergo eA-plosion as a result even of a direct hit. 

24. Ibid., p. 68. 
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added that the "only form of defense that offers any security whatever 11 falls 

far short, everi without any consideration of rockets, of offering the already 

qualifie~ kind of security it formerly offered. 

V. Superiority in numbers of bombs is not in itself a guarantee of strategic 

superiority in atomic bomb vrarfare. 
. . 

Under the technical conditions apparently prevailing today, and presumably 

likely to continue for some time to come, the primary targets for the atomic 

bomb will be cities. One does not shoot rabbits vrith elephant guns, especially 

if there are elephants available. The critical mass conditions to which the 

·bomb l.s inherently subject place the mi:minum of destructive energy of the 

individual unit at far too high a level to warrant its use against any target 

where enemy strength is not already densely concentrated. Indeed, there is 

little inducement to the attacker to seek any other kind of target. If one side , 
can eliminate the cities of the other, it enjoys an advantage which is practically 

final victory, provided '7-~its own cities are not s:i.lllilarly 
/ ... - (,~, 

j ~·- -~\ 

. [~ ~-

that the bomb is inevit~apon of indiscrililina.te destruction 

tantamount to 

eli:minated. 

The fact 

"Vld.11 carry no weight in any war in which it is used. Even in World Tiar II, in 

which the bombs used could ·~o a large extent isolate industrial-targets from 

residential districts within an urban area, the distinctions ilIIposed by inter-

national law between "milita...7H and "non-military" targets disintegrated 
25 

entirely. 

Hmv large a city has to be to provide a suitable target for the atomic 

25• This was due in part to deliberate intention, legally permitted on the Allied 
side under the principle of retaliation, and in part to a desire of the respective 
belligerents to ma.x:i..mize the effectiveness of the air forces available to them. 
11 Precision bombing" was always a misnomer, though some selectivity of targets vras 
possible in good weather. However, such weather occurred in Europe considerably 
less than half the time, and if the strategic air forces were not to be entirely 
grounded during the remaining ti.me they were obliged to resort to "area bombing. 11 

Radar, "lvhen used, was far from being a substitute for the human eye. \ 
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bomb will depend on a number of variables--the ratio· of the number of bol:lbs 

available to the number of cities Vlhich might be· hit, the v1astage of bombs in 

respect to each target, the number of bombs which the larger cities can absorb 

before ceasing to be profitable targets, and, of course, the precise characteristice 

and relative accessibility of the individual city. Most important of all is the 

place of the particular city in the nation's economy. We can see at once that it 

does not require the obliteration of all its tO"l.'IlS to make a nation wholly incapable 

of defending itself in the traditional fashion. Thus, the numb~ of critical 

targets is quite limited, and the number of hits necessary to vdn a strategic 
' 

decis.ion--always excepting the matter of rc;taliation-is correspond~gly limited. 

That does not mean that additional hits would be useless but simply thatdiminsh-

ing returns would set in early; and after.the cities of say 100,000 population 

were eliminated the returns from addi t~9~ombs eA.-pended would decline drasti-

cally. r'~ '\' 
We have seen that one has to allor~~tage of missiles in warfare, and 

the more missiles one has the larger the degree of wastage which is acceptable. 

Lloreover, the number of bombs available to a victi.-rn of attack will always bear 

to an L"'lportant degree on his ability to retaliate, though it vrill not itself 

determine that ability. But, makine due allov1ance for these considerations, it 

appears that for any conflict a specific number of bombs will be useful to the 

side using it, and anything beyond that will be luxury. What that specific 

nmnber would be for arry given situation it is wholly impossible to determine. 

But we can say that if 2,000 bombs in the ha~ds of either party is enough to 

destroy entirely the economy of the other, the fact that one side has 6,ooo and 

the other 2,000 will be of relatively small si6nificance. 

We cannot, of course, assume that if a race in atomic bombs develops each 

nation will be content to.lir.ri.t its production after it reaches what it assumes 

to be .the critical level. That would in fact be p.oor strategy, because the 

actual critical level could never be precisely determined in advance and all 
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sorts of cont:L"lgencies would have to be provided for. Moreover, nations will be 

eager to make whatever political capital (in the narrowest sense of the term) 

can be :made out of superiority in numbers. But it nevertheless remains true 

that superiority :L."1 numbers of bombs does not endow its possesor with· the kind of 

military security whichjff;.p rmerl.yJesult:tfrom s~eriority j,Ii a.rr:ri.es,. navies, 
I\ J_.... -I-- . -- I 12 \\ I • . _.. 

• .ro ~ ()Jv-.. • · ~ · Ao ~ '7).Ji... ~ I· ;_;,r~ '1.:;.,. · :...;..~ ~ 
and air .L.Orces. -+- '1 l Q G , , \ (. { i J- ~ ',-> 

\1N~ r fi cL.c .... "'" ............ ' c \_._r{~' \C....'"~it A-... \....._ t.-"'- ._, J :,_.A ,,_.;.--. -

r "' \ 
VI. The nev1 potentialities which the atomic bomb gives to sabotage, must not 

be overrated. 

With ordinary explosives it was sically inpossible for agents 

to smuggle into another countrJ, either prior to or during hostilities, a 

sufficient quantity of materials.to blow up more than a very few specially chosen 

objectives. The possibility of really serious damage to a great power resulting 

from such enterprises was practically nil. A wholly new situation arises, how-

ever, where such materials as U-235 or Pu-239 are employed, for only a few pounds 

of either substance is sufficient, when used in appropriate engines, to blow up 

the major part of a large city. Should those possibilities be developed, an 

extraordinarily high premium ·will be attached to national competence i.."1 sabotage 

on the one hand and in cou.."lter-sabotage on the other. The F.B.I. or its counter-

part would become the first line of national defense, and the encroachment on 

civil liberties ·v.'hich would necessarily follow would far exceed in magnitude 

and pervasiveness llilything uhich democracies have thus far tolerated in peace-

time. 

However, it would be easy to exa~gerat'e the threat i."1...11.erent in that situa-

26 tion, at least for the present. From various hints contained in the SIJY""th Report 

26• :Henry D. Smyth, Atomic Energy for !.:ilitary Purposes,, The Official Report on 
the Development of the Atomic Bomb under the Auspices of the United States 
Government, 1940-1945 Princeton University Press, paragraphs 12.9-12.22. 

l/..;7 
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and elsewhere, 27 it is clear that the engi.~e necessary for utilizing the explosive, 

that is, the boml;> itself, is a highly intricate ana fairly massive mechanism. 

The massiveness is not something Which we can expect future research to di:minish. 

It is inherent in the bomb. The mechanism and casing surrounding the explosive 

element must be heavy enough to act as a "tamper," that is, as a means of holding 

the explosive substance together until the reaction has made substanti~l progress. 

OtherNise t...~e materials wou,ld fly apart before the reaction was fairly begun. 

And since the Smyth Report makes it clear that it is not the tensile strength 

- of the tamper but the inertia due to mass which is important, we need expect no 

particular assistance £rom metallurgical advances. 2~\ · 

The designing of the bomb apparently involved s~he major problems 

cf the whole "Manhattan District11 project. The laboratory at Los Alamos was 

devoted almost exclusively to solving those problems, some of rrhich for a ti."lle 

looked insuperable. The former director of that laboratory has stated that the 

results of the research undertaken there required for its recording a book of 

some fifteen volumes. 29 The detonation problem is not even remotelj.~ like that of 

any other explosive,. It requires the bri:1gi:1e toe;ether instantaneously i.."1 perfect 

union of two or more subcritical masses of the eA~losive material (which up to 

27• General Arnold, for example, in his Third Report to the Secretary of War 
asserted that at present the only effective means of delivering the atomic bomb 
is the "very heavy bomber." See printed edition, p. 68. 
28• One might venture to speculate whether the increase in power which the atomic 
bomb is reported to have undergone since it was first used is not due to the use 
of a more massive tamper to produce a more complete reaction. If so, the bomb 
has been increasing in weight rather than the reverse. 

29• Robert J. Oppenheimer, ~· ~., p. 9. 
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that moment must be insulated from each other) and the holding together of the 

combined mass until a reasonable proportion of the urani'Ul!J. or plutonium atoms 

have undergone·fission. A little reflection will indicate that the mechar.ism 

which can accomplish this must be ingenious and elaborate in the extreme, and 

certainly not one which can be slipped into a suit case ~ 
•t ~ n .T' 

It is of course possible that a nation intent upon ~Ing the atomic 

bomb as a sapotage instrument could work out a much simpler device. Perhaps 

the essential mechanism could be broken down into small component parts such 

as are easily smuggled across national frontiers, the essential mass being 

provided by crude materials available locally in the target area. Those familiar 

with the present mechanism; d<' not consider such an eventuation likely. .And if 

it required the snmggli.ng of whole bombs, that too is perhaps possible. But the 

chances are that if two or three were successfully introduced into a country by 

stealth, the fourth or fifth would be discovered. Our federal police agencies 

have made an impressive demonstration in the past, with far less motivation, of 

their ability to deal with smugglers and saboteurs. 

Those, at any rate, are some of the facts to consider when reading a 

statement such as Professor Harold Urey was reported to have made: ".An enemy 

who put twenty bombs, each with a time fuse, into twenty trunks, and checked one 

in the baggage room of the main railroad station in each of twenty leading 

.American cities, could wipe this country off the map so far as military defense 

is concerned.1130 Quite apart from the question of whether twenty bombs, even 

if they were considerably more powerful than those used at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 

·could produce the results which ·Professor Urey assumes they would, the mode of 

30. 
The New Republic, December 31, 1945, p. 885. The statement quoted is that 

used by the New Republic, and is probably not identical in wording vrith Prof. 
Urey's remark. 
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distribution postulated is not one which recommends itself for aggressive 

purposes. For the detection of one or more of the bombs would not merely 

compromise the success of the entire project but would give the intended victim 

the clearest and most blatant warning imaginable of what to expect and.prepare 

for. Except for port cities, in which foreign ships are always gathered, a 

surprise attack by air is by every consideration a handier~ of doing the job. 
/" c_C. ·,~,1 ~I', ( ' 

VII. In relation to the destructive powers of the bomb~~orl~i~esources in raw 

materials for its production must be considered abundant. 

Everything about the atomic bomb is overshadowed by the twin facts that it 

exists and that its destructive pmver is fantastically great. Yet vii.thin this 

framework there are a large nu."Ilber of technical questions which must be answered 

if our policy decisions are to ·proceed in anything other than complete darkness. 

Of first importance are those relating to its availability. 

The manner in which the bomb was first.tested and used and various indica-

tions contained in the Smyth Report suggest that the atomic bomb cannot be "mass 

produced11 in the usual sense of the term. It is certainly a scarce commodity 

in the sense in which the economist uses the term "scarcity," and it is bound to 

remain extremely scarce in relation to the number of TNT or torpex bombs of 

comparable size which can be produced~ To be sure, the bomb is so destructive 

that even a relatively small number (as compared with other bombs) may prove 

sufficient to decide a war, especially since there will be no such thing as a 

"near miss"--anything near will have all the consequences of a direct hit. 

Hmvever, the scarcity is likely to be sufficiently :important to dictate the 

selection of targets and the circumstances under which the missile is 

hurled. 

A rare explosive will not normally be used against targets which are naturally 

dispersed or easily capable of dispersion, such as ships at sea or isolated 

industrial plants of no great magnitude. Nor will it be used in types of attack 
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l'lhich shal'f an unduly high rate of loss among the attacking instruments-u."'lless, 

as we have seen, the target is so ir.Iportant as to warrant.high ratios of loss 

provided one or a few missiles penetrate to In these respects the effects of 

scarcity in the explosive ipaterials are intensified by the fact that it requires 

certain :m:inimunr amounts to produce an explosive reaction and that the minimum 

quantity is not likely to be reduced materially, if at all, by further research. 31 

The ultimate physical l:iJnitation on world atomic bomb production is of· course 

the amount of ores av.:.ilable for the derivation of materials capable of spon-

taneous atomic fission. The only b.:i.sic !!l.ateritl th~s far used to produce bombs 
,...,-, 

is uranium, and for the moment only uranium need be considered/~~_..; . ,. . <~' 
(

"' :. 1· ' 
~ '-r 

.::st:Lrrutes of the .LlIIlount of uran.iilll av.::.il.:.ble :LTl the earth'?h _crust" vcry be
~ 

tueen 4 and 7 pc.rts per million--a very considerable quantity indeed. The 

element is very Tiidcly distributed, there being about .:. ton of it present in each 

cubic r:iilo of sea uater and about one-seventh of an ounce per ton (average) in 

all granite and baso.lt rocks, which together comprise. ~bout 95 per cent by weight 

of th0 earthis crust. There is more uranium present in the eurthis crust than 

cadl!l:i.Ui-n, bismuth, silver, mercury, or iodine, .::md it is <:'..bout one thousand times 

as prevalent as gold. Houevor, the number of places in which uranium is lmorm to 

31. 
The figure for critical nti.ni.."ITIL."ll mass is SC!~rct According to the Smyth Report, 

it was predicted in Bay 1941 th.'.lt the critical mass would be found to lie bctvreen 
2 kg mid 100 kg (para.oc-raph 4.49), .'.ll1.d it was later found to be r::J.Uch nearer the 
minimu.."ll predicted than the r.ia.xinum. It is worth noting, too, that not only does 
the critical :raass present a lower li!l".it in boob size, but also that it is not 
feasible to use very nruch more th.:m the critical mass. One reason is the.deton
ating problem. Uasscs above; the criticcl level crumot be kopt fror;i cxplod.inf, 
and detonation is thcref oro produced by the instantaneous asscnbly of subcritical 
masses. The necessity for instant and sir.m:utancous assembly of th~ :r:iassos used 
nust obviously li.!Ji. t their mllib0r. Tho scicntilic e:xplnnc::tion of the critical 
t.1'.lss condition is prcsontod in the S~h Roport i."1 paragr~phs 2.3, 2.6, and 2.7. 
Ono nnst alvrcys distinguish, ho-rrcvcr,, bctY;oen the chain ro~ction Yrhich occurs L"
thc plutorliun-producing pile .::md that ...-.:hich occurs in the bonb. Although the 
general principles detcrr.ri...Tling criticcl r.iass arc siJ:lilDX for the trro reactions, 
the actual rnss needed .::nd tho character of the reaction arc very diff eront in 
the t1ro cases. Sec also ibid., par.:i.graphs 2.35, 4.15-17, n.,."lcl 12.13-15. 
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exist in concentrated foI'I!l is relatively small, o.nd of these places only four arc 

lmmm to have the concentrated dcposi ts in substantial ru:iounts. The latter de-

posits ar.e fo'lll'ld in the Great Bear Lake region of northern Canad.D.., the Belgian 

Congo, Colorado, and Joachir.wthal in Czechoslovakia. Losser but ncvcrthel0ss 

fairly extensive deposits are kncmn to exist also in 1.radagascar, India, and 

Russian Turkestan, uhile snall occurrences are fairly well scattered over the 

globe.32 

The pre-vrar I:l.:'trket was doninatcd by tho Belgian ~nso ~\:i Canada, Tiho agreed 
I? Q 

33 lfJ 

in 1939 to share it in the r~tio of 6o to 40, a proportion uhich presunably re-

fleeted YThat was then thought to be their respective reserves and productive 

capacity. Hov.over, it novr appears likely that tho Canadian reserves are consid-

erably greater th::m. those of the Congo. In 1942 the Congo produced 1,021 tons 

of unusual]y rich ore containing 695.6 tons of u3os--or about 590 tons of uranim:i 

octai.34 In gcngra1, horrcvor, the ores of Canada and the Congo are of a richnessr 

of about one ton of uranium in from fifty to one h'lll'ldred tons of ore. The 1 
' 

Czechoslovakian deposits yielded only fifteen to twenty tons of uranium oxide 

(u3os) annually before the war.35 This rate of extraction could not be very 

greatly expanded even under strained operations--since the total reserves of the 

Joachimsthal region are far smaller than those of the Congo or.Canada or even 

Colorado. 

The quantity of U-235 in pre-metallic uranium is only about .7 per cent 

(or l/l40th) of the -whole. To be sure, plutonilllIP-239, which is equally as 

32 • See "The Distribution of Uranium in nature, 11 an unsigned article published 
in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists of Chicago, Uo. 4 (Feb~ 1, 1946), p. 6. 
See also U.S. Bureau or Mines: llinerals Yearbook, 1940, p. 766; ibid., 194;3, 
p. 828; H. V. Ellsworth: Rare Element ~·fulerals in Gailada, Geologica'.l Survey of 
Canada, 1932, p. 39. 

33. Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 755. 
34. Ibid., p. 828. See also A. W. Postel, 
University of Pennsylvania, 1943, p. 44. 
35. The llineral Industry of the British 
Sunmu:.ry, ,3 , Lon on, 193 , p. 

The Mineral Resources of Africa, 

ire and Forei Countries, Statistical 
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effective in a bomb as U-235, is deri~ed from the more plentiful U-238 isotope, 

but only through a chain reaction that depends on the presence of U-235, which is 

broken down in the.process. It is doubtful whether a given quantity of uranium 

can yield substantially more plutonium than U-235.36 It appears also. from the 

Smyth Report that the amount of U-23.5 which can profitably be extracted by 

sep~ation of the isotopes is far below 100 per cent of the amount present at 

least under present techniques,37 r,·~ ' 
What all these facts add up to is perhaps sl.llmi~ the statement made 

by one scientist that there is a great deal more than enough fissionable 

material in lmovm depo~its to blow up all the cities in the world, though he 

added that there might not be. enough to do so if, the cities were divided and 

dispersed into ten times their present nUL1bcr (the size of cities included in 

that connnent was not specified). Whatever solace that statement may bring is 
• 

tempered by the understandi...'1.g that it refers to lmown deposits of uranium ores only 

and assumes no great increase in the efficiency of the bombs. But how are these 

factors likely to change? 

It is hardly to be questioned that the present extraordinary !ililitary 

premium on uranium vrill stimulate intensive prospecti..."'lg and result in the dis-

covery of many new deposits. It seems clear that some of the prospecting which 

went on during the war was not without result. The demand for uranium hereto-

36• The Smyth Report is somewhat misleading on this score, in that it gives the 
impression that tije use of plutoniU!il rather than U-235 makes it possible to 
utilize 100 per cent of the U-238 for atomic fission energy. -See paragraphs 
2.26 and 4.25. Hm'vever, other portions of the saae report give a more accurate 
picture, especially paragraphs 8.18 and 8.72-73. 

37. Among numerous other hints is the statement that in September 1942 the 
plants working on the atomic bomb were already receiving about one ton daily of 
uranium oxide of high purity (paragraph 6.ll). Eaking the conservative as
sumption that this figure represented the minimum quantity of uranium oxide 
being processed daj_ly during 1944-45, the U-235 content would be about 115 
pounds. The actual figure of production is still secret, but from all available 
indices the daily production of U-235 and Pu-239 is even now very considerably 
below that amount, 
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fore has been eA-tremely limited and only the richer deposits were worth wor~g~ 

ma:LTlly for their vanadium or radium conten~or for that matter worth keeping 

track of .38 So far as uranium itself was encouragement 

It is true that the radioactivity of 

.,, 
c, ~ i 

uranium aifur:f sensitive test 

for prospecting e.."Cisted. 

of its presence, and that the data accumulated over the last fifty years make it 

appear rather unlikely that wholly new deposits will be found comparable to 

those of Canada or the Congo. But it is not unlikely that in those regions 

known to contain uranium, further eA"Ploration will reveal much larger quantities 

than had previously been suspected. It seems hardly conceivable, for example, 

that in the great expanse of European and Asiatic Russia no additional workable 

deposits will be discovered. 

In that connection it is worth noting that the cost of mining the ore and 

of extracting the uranium is so small a fraction of the cost of bomb production 

that (as is ~ true in the search for radium) even poorer deposits are decidedly 

usable. Within certain wide limits, in other words, the relative richness of the 

ore is not critical. In fact, as much uraniura can be obtained as the nations of 

the world really desire. Gold is commonly mined from ores containing only o~e-
• 

fifth of an ounce per ton of rock, and there are vast quantities of granite which 

contain from one-fifth to one ounce of uranium per ton of rock. 

Although the American experiment has thus far been confined to the use of 

uranium, it s~ould be noted that the atoms of thorium and protoactiniu.~ also 

undergo fission when bombarded by neutrons. Protoactini'lLlil can be eliminated 

from consideration because of its scarcity i..~ nature, but thorium is even more 

plentiful than uranium, its average distribution in the earth's crust being some 

twelve parts per million. Fairly high concentrations of thorium oY..ide are 

J8. 
"Iuaterial for U-23.5, 11 The Economist (London), November 3, 1945, pp. 629-30. 

, 
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found in monazite sands, vlhich exist to some extent in the United States, 

Ceylon, and the Netherla.I:lds East Indies, but to a much greater extent in Brazil 

and British India. The Smyth Report states merely that thorium has 11no apparent 

advantage over uranium" (paragraph 2.21), but how important are its disadvantages 

is not stated. At any rate, it has been publicly announced that thorium is 

already being used in a pilot plant for t..11e 

in Canaa.a.39 

In considering the availability of ores to p 

energy set up 

powers, it :i.,;i always 

necessary to bear i..'1 mind that accessibilitJr is not determined exclusively by 

national boundaries. Accessibility depends on a combination of geographic, 

political, and power conditions and on whether the situation is one of war or 

peace. During wart:illle a great nation will obviously enjoy the ore resources - -------- --- - ·- ·- -- ·------ --

both of allied countries and of those territories which its armies have overrun, -----··-------------· --- ----------- - -----------------·----·----
~oug_h jn the_fntllr.e.-±.lle _ores_ made av:ai J ahl fL9nlL.afier....the outbreak of 

h~tili ~i_es may not he._of._r;i.uch iJ:mortance. Because of the poll tical orientation 

of Czechoslovakia towards the Soviet Union, the latter will most likely gain in 

peacet:illle the use of the Joachimstllalores,40 just as the United States enjoys 

the use of the immensely richer deposits of Canada. The ores of the Belgian 

Congo •till in peacet:illle be made available to those countries which can either 

have the confidence of or coerce the Belgian Governiient (unless the matter is 

decided by an international i...'1.Strument to which Belgium is a party); in a time 

of general war thesa..":le ores would be controlled by the nation or IJ.B.t_ions whose ------------ ---- -------·-

39. New York Herald Tribune, December 18, 1945, p. 4. Incidentally, the Canadian 
pile is the first one to use the much-discussed 11heavy-water11 (which contains the 
heavy hydrogen or deuterium atom) as a moderator in place of the graphite 
(carbon) used in the American piles. 
40. 

However, lfr. Ja..ri liasaryk, Czechoslovak Foreign l.li..--iister, asserted in a 
speech before the Assembly of the U.N.O. on January 17, 1946 that 11 no Czecho
slovak uraniTuu vrill be used for destructive purposes. 11 l!m·r Yorl:: T:llnes, January 
18, 1946, p. 8. 

5D 
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sea and air power gave them access to the region. 

Since the atoms of both U-235 a.~d Pu-239 are stable (in 

technical language: possess a long 11half-life 11 ),.subcritical masses.of either 

material·l!l<ly be stored practically indefinitely. Thus, even a relatively slow 

rate of production can result over a period of time in a substantial accumulation 

of bombs~ But how slow need the rate of production be? The process of pr,oduc-

tion itself is inevitably a slow one, and even with a huge plant it would require 

perhaps several months of operation to produce enough fissionable material for 

the .first bomb. But the rate of output thereafter depends entirely on the ex-

tent of the facilities devoted to production, which in turn could be geared to 

the amount of ores being made available for processing. The eminent Danish 

scientist, Niels Bohr, who was associatod Yrith the atomic bomb project, was 

reported as having stated publicly in October 1945 that the United States was 

producing three kilograms (6.6 pounds) of U-235 daily.41 The a.mount of plutonium 

being concurrently produced might well be considerably larger. Dr. Harold C. 

Urey, also a leading figure in the bomb development, considers it not unreason

able to assume that ?Tith sufficient effort 10,000 bombs could be produced,42 and 

other distinguished scientists have not hesitated to put the figure considerably 

higher. Thus, while the bomb may remain, for the next fifteen or twenty years 

at least, scarce enough to dictate to its would-be users a fairly rigorous 

selection of targets and means of delivery, it will not be scarce enough to spare 

any nation against which it is usecl from a destruction immeasurably more devas-

ta ting than that endured by Germany in r:·orld 1:ar II. 

It is of course tempting to leave to the physicist familiar 1vi th the bomb 

all speculation concerning its future increase in povrer. However, the basic 

41. 
Time, October 15, 1945, p. 22. 

42.-
New York Times, October 22, 1945, p. 4. 

,,- J 
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comprehend, and it is satisfyi.11g 

developments of th~~futur~J are not difficult to 
~ 

intellectually to have some basis for appraising 

principles 'Which must govern the 

in terms of probability the random estimates which have been presented to the 

public. Some of .those estimates, it must be said, though emanating from distin-

guished scientists, are not marked by the scientific discipline which is so rig-

orously observed in the laboratory. Certainly they cannot be. regarded as dis-

passionate. It might therefore be profitable for us to examine briefly (a) the 

relation of increase in power to increase of descructive capacity, and \b)'the 

'Several ±'actors which r.rust determine the inherent power of the bomb. As we have 

seen, the radius of destruction of a bomb increases only as ~he third root of the 

explosive energy released. Thus, if Bomb A has a radius of total destruction of 

one mile, it would take a bomb of 1:,000 times the power (Bomb B) to have a radius 

of destruction of ten miles.43 In terms of area destroyed the proportio~ does 

not look so bad; nevertheless the ~ destroyed by Bomb B would be only 100 time~ 

as great as that destroyed by Borab A. In other words, the ratio of destructive 

efficiency to energy released would be only one-tenth as great in Bonb B as it is 

in Bomb A. But when we consider also the fact that the area covered by Bomb B is 

bound to include to a nuch greater degree tha.11 Bonb A soctions·of no appreciable 

milita.rJ significance (assm:ting both boLlbs are perfectly ained), the Dilitary 

efficiency of the boLlb falls off even norc rapidly with increas;ng pO'rmr of the 

individual unit than is indicated above.44 \"."hat this means is that even if itwere 

technically feasible to ucco~pl~sh it, an i.~creasc in the power of the boLlb 

43. 
Si.nee the Hiroshina bomb had a radius of total destruction of sor::1cthing under 

1-1/4 wiles; its power ;vould have to be increased by sono 600 tines to gain the 
hypothetical ton nile radius. 
44. 

The bon1:: of longer destructive radius would of course not have to be aiLled as 
accurately for any giv~n target; and this fact may prove of ll!portancc in very 
long rango rocket fire, which can never be expected to be as accurate as bombing 
fron airplanes. But here again, largo nUI!:.bers of nissilcs vTi.11 also make up for 
the inaccuracy of the L~dividual nissilo. 
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gaL'1cd only by a proportionate increas~ in the mass of tho scarce and expensive 

fissionable natcrial within it i70uld be very pool" econoey. It T:ould be ouch 
--~.....,, 

bettor to use: the extra quantities to !nake extra bombs. · . ·· '<\ 

(

• =:,' \\ 

~ ~i 
It so happens, however, that in atonic boobs the total nn.~t of;encrgy re-

~ 
leased per kilogrc:u:i of fissionable material (i.e., the efficiency of energy 

release) increases vrith the size of tho bor.i.b. 45 This factor, weighed against \ 

those nentioncd in the previous paragraph,, indicates that there is a theoretical \ 
\ 

optil:!Ur1 size for the bomb which has perhaps not yet been deterri..incd and which . 

nay very well bo appreciably or even consid0rably larger than the Nagas~ bomb. 

But it should be observed that considerations of ::lilitm7 oconony arc not the 

only factors v7hich hold dovm the opt:L.-rur.: size. One f Clctor, already noted, is the 

steeply ascending difficulty as the n~bcr of subcritical ::1'.lsses incrc~scs of 

• securL'1g siI:rultancous and perfect union anonG thcL'.. A.'1othcr is the problcl:l of 

the envelope or tzu::pcr. If the increase of -::reiGht of the tanpur is at all pro-

portionato either to the increase in the a.count of fissionable r.intorial used or 

to the an.aunt of energy roleased, the gross wei::_l'ht of the boTJb r.-.it;ht quickly 

press against the technically usablo li:·.Uts. In short, tho fact that c:.n enornous 

increase in the power of the bonb is theoretically conceivable docs not nGan that 

it is likoly to occur, either soon or lator. It has always been theoretically 

possible to pour 20,000 tons of TNT together :LTl one cas0 and detonate it as a 

45. 
s~iyth Report, paragraph 2: 18. This p:·:.cnoi::cnon is no doubt c!uo to the f<:!.ct 

that the greater the r.iarg:L'11 above the critical r.1.'.lSS lir.uts, the faster the re
action nnd hence the grc:itcr the proportion of !:"..:tt0rial y;hich undcrgoc:s fission 
b..::f ore the heat generated expands c.ml disrupts the bonb. It night be noted c.lso 
that oven if there wor·o no oxpcnsion or bursting to halt it, tho reaction would 
ce<lsc at .::i.bout the tine the fissionable r.:iatorial re:::aL":ing fell below critical 
r.:ass conditions, v;hich rrould also tend to put a pro:-.lilL"'.1 on h:;.ving a largo r.-:argin 
above critical nass liLiits. At any rate, n.n:,rthing like 100 per cent detonation 
of tho explosive contents of the atonic bm:lb is totally out of tho queotion. 
In this respect ato;.:ic e:x:plosivos differ :Jru'kedly fro;:: ordin::....-.r 11 high explosives" 
like TNT or torpcx, 1·rhorc there is no difficulty in getti.."'lg a 100 p.::r cont re
action o.ml 1·:horc the energy rcloascd is there:foro directly proportionate to tho 
anoW1t of C},,,"Plosivc filler in the bonb. 
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112. It is desired to emphasize again the tact 
that this study does not constitute a war plan, nor is 
it a prediction that war will occur. In tact, such a 
war might readily be avoided if the po~tical, social and 
economic forces of the world are mobilized to repudiate 
the utilization or military force as an instrument ot 
national policy 1n line with the philosophy of this study. 

113. While the pattern of war discussed herein is 
developed chronologically, any studies which might be 
based hereon should be undertaken in the reverse order. 
Studies of future war require as an initial basis, a de
tailed considere.tion or international objectives and 
national objectives in order to determine what this 
nation and its Allies might desire to achieve in a post
war world. It would be necessary to consider next how 
those objectives might be achieved in war. Studies 
should then be made to discover what conditions should 
obtain at the end or the war which would foster the 
achievement or national and international objectives. 
The type of military campaigns which would result in 
those conditions might then be designed. Finally, 
mobilization plans and preparations must be made to 
support such an overall war effort. 

114. If this study serves no other purpose, it 
should be useful if it has emphasized the facts.that the 
pattern of future war depends upon the objectives of this 
nation, and without these objectives, no one can prepare 
adequately for a possible war. The nature or a future war 
should be made a continuing study. The answers to many 
problems would never be known until or after the war. It 
is hoped that the U. S. and her potential Allies will 
foster numerous studies that will confirm or reject and 
develop substitutes for concepts developed herein. How
ever, it is predicted that tuture studies will tend to 
confirm the concepts on the general pattern or future 
war as depicted herein. 
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single bor1b; but after sone forty years or Bore of its use, the largest a:iount 

of it poured into a single lu.."'i_P was about six tons. 46 

To be sure, greater power in the bonb will no doubt be attained by increas-

i..ig the efficiency of the explosion without necessarily adding to the quantities 

of fissionable naterials used. But the curve of progress i..11 this direction is 

bound to flatten out and to remain far short of 100 per cent. The bonb is, to 

be sure, in its 11 infancy, 11 but that statement is nisleading if it inplies that 

we nay e.xpect the kind of progress vrhich we have Ydtnessod over the past century 

in the stcar.; engine. Tho bo:c1b is now, but the people who developed it were able 

to avail then.selves of the fabulously elaborate a.."'ld advanced technology already 

cxist:L'"lg. Any nmir device created todcy i~eady at birth a hi6hly perfected 

instI'll!lcnt. ~/'"., '·c 

One cannot dis;:iiss the :c.a.ttcr of m~"'0 efficiency of the brob 1'ri thout 

noting that the nilit~.r uses of radio-activity nay not be confined to bo:::ibs. 

Even if tho project to produce tho bo:w had ulti.natcly ftilcd, the by-products 

f ornod fro~ sone of th0 internediate processes could have been used as an ex-

trenely vicious forD of poison gas. It 1.'ras ost~:iated by t"1'o non.bars of the 

"Hanhattan District" project that the radioacth-e by""."products forned in one day's 

run of a 100,000 krr. chain-reacting pile for the production of plutoniu.j (the 

prcduction rate· at Hanford, Yiashi...'1gton was fron five to fifteen tines as groat) 

~light be sufficient to nako a lar6o area unir1habitablc. 4? Fortunately, harrever, 

mtcrials which ere da....igerously radioactiYe tend to lose their radioactivity 

rather quickly and thorcf ore cannot be stored. 

46. 
In the 10-ton bo::.:b, 0:£: -r:hich it is fair to estiri...ato that at least 40 per 

cont of the weight nust be attributed to tho natal case. In a.rnor-picrcing shells 
and bonbs the proportion of weight devoted to mot:ll is very nuch highor, running 
above tho 95 per cont nark in ru:Ljor-caliber naval shells. 
l~7. 

Snyth Report, paragraphs 4.26-28. 
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VII. Regardless of American decisions concerning retention of its present 

secrets, other pmters besides Britain and Canada •:ill be prod1:l.cinc, tho bar.lbs 

in quantity in a period or five to t3Il years. 

This proposition of course ignores the pos0ibility of uffcctivo regulation 

of bor1b production being L-::rposed by international action vrithin such t:i.r1e period. 

A discusnion of' that possibility is left to subsequent chapters. One nay <ll'ltic-

ipatc that discussion, houcvcr, to the extent of point:L"'lg out th<it there is 

little to induce nations like the Sov-iet Union or Fr<lllco to agree to such regu-

lation until they ccm start out on a position of p::trity Td.th the United Statas--

parity not alone in bcnbs but j_ri LJ.bility to produce: the bor.:b. In cmy case, whc.t 

-;re arc prir.mrily concerned witl1 in tho prcs·.:mt discussion is not vrhcther other 

nations 'Will actll.'.llly be producing the boob but uhcthcr they will be in a posi-
~,.. ....... ~ 

;,~·- -; ":\ 
tion to do so if they choose. ;"' -~-

Statcnents of public officiQls mi.~~<ilists ind.ic~tc an enornous con-

fusion concerning the extent a..'1d. charc..ctcr of the secret now :L! the possession 

of the United States. Opinions -vary fro::i the observation th2.t 11 thcro is no 

secret" to the blunt cement of Dr. \"";a.1tcr R. G. Baker, Vice-President of the 

General Electric Conpa....'1.y, that no n~tion other than the United St2tcs h~s suffic-

48 
ient wealth, natorials, and industrial resources to produce the bor...b. 

f.o;:.c clarification is discernible in Prcsidant Tru::m.n' s message to Congress 

of October 3, 194.5, in v,i'hich the President rccor:n:icndcd the cstablishnont of 

security rcgulat ions c::..'1.d the prescription of suitable penalties for their viola-

tion and wont on to n.dd the following: "Scientific opinion ap:?oars to bG pract-

ically un.n..-:iLlous that th.:: essential theoretical knovrlGdgc upon which the dis-

ccvery is b~scd is already Widely kno~n. There is also substantial agrocwcnt 

th<lt f oroi~n rosoarch can co::i.c abreast cf our pres<.mt thccrctic.:i.l kno~·rledgc in 

tinc. 11 Tho C:JPhasis, it should be i.1cteC:., is on "thcor.::tical lmonlod&;c. 11 A good 

deal of baGic scientific data is still bound by rigorous secrecy, but such data 

48. 
New York Tines, October 2, 1945, p, 6. 
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is appnrcntly not considcrod to be crucial. \-:hilo the retention of such secrets 

would iJ;iposc upon the scientists of other nations the necessity of co.rrying 

through a good deal of tir:10-consu.":'i.."1g research which would ncr0ly duplicate that 

cl.ready done in this country, there seco.s to be little question that co'\.ll'ltrics 

like tho Soviet Union and Fr.::.ncc and probably several of the lesser nations of 

Europe have the resources in scientific talent to acco:Iplish it. It is (a) the 

tochnic~ a.~d engineering deto.ils of the :canuf acturing process for tho fission-

able ~.atari.:lls and (b) the design of the bonb itself ~"hich aro thought to be the 
~ 

critic al ht:rdles. / :''- <\ \ 
!"' .:; . 

At a public meting in nishington ~bcr 11, 1945, Major General Leslie 

n. Groves perr.ti.tted hir:is;;lf th-3 observation that the bo:wb was not a problen for 

us but for our grandchildren. Y.'hat ho obviously i.'1tcndod that stat0I:1cnt to con-

voy was the idea that it would t.:ikc other nations, like Russia, :wnny years to 

duplic~tc our feat. r.ncn it uas subnittcd to h:L-::. that tho scientists who worked 

on the problcn11crc practically U."'la..."li.~ous in their disagreeDDnt, ho r~sponded 

that they did not undc::rsta..'l'ld the problm::.. Tho difficulties to be ovcrcone, he 

insists, a.re not prinarily of a scientific but of a.'1 engineering character. And 

•vhilc tho Soviet Union nay have first-rate scientists, it clearly docs not have 

tho great resources in cngin:;oring talent or the indust:-in.l laboratories that 

we enjoy. 

Pcrh<lps ac; but there arc n f cw pcrtinc::nt facts 1-rhich bear or:. such a surnisc. 

Ji'irst of all, it has always been axiona.tic i."1 the arr.ied services th.::i.t the only 

way re.:Qly to keep a device sucret is to keep tho f.:.ct oi' its existence secret. 

Thus, the essenti.:Q basis of secrecy of the ato:Uc bo:1b disappenrod on August 6, 

1945. But the s~o day sa11 the; releasa of the SD'.fth Report, which was subse-

qucntly published in book fon:1 nnd Y8.dcly distributed. Ife::n21;)c.;rs of tho T.'ar 

Dcpnrtncnt vn10 approv~d its publication, including Gcnor~l Groyes hi:iself, insist 

that it reveals nothing of i:·.:portance. But sci0r.tists close to the project point 

out that the Sr.;;>rth Report rcvotls substa.ntinlly everything that the Anorican and 
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associated scientists then.selves lmow up to the close of 1942. It in fact tells 

nuch of the subsequent find:L~gs as well. In any case, fro~ the end of 1942 it 

was only tno and one-half yours before Yrc had the bonb. 

Tho Snyth Report reveals .::unong other things that five distinct and separate 

processes for producing fissionable mterials were pursued, and that '111 were 

successful. These involved four processes for the soparntion of the U-235 

isotope fr on the nore cannon f orns of uraniun .:md one basic process for the pro-

duction of plutoniun. Ono of the isotope separation processes, tho so-called 

"centrifuge process," was never pushed beyond the pilct plant stage, but it was 

successful as far as it yms pursued. It was dropped when the gaseous diffusion 

nnd e:lcctronagnotic act.hods of isotopu scpar~tion pronisod assured success .. 49 

The thor.:1:11 diffusion proc~ss was restricted to a sr.mll pli~t. But nny of these 

processes nould h.:ivc sufficoc'. to produco the fission.::i.blo natcri:lls for the bonb. 

Each of these processes presuntod problons for Tlhich genertlly nultiple rather 

than single solutions ucre discovered. Each of then, furthernare, is described 

in tho report in fairly revecl.ing though general toms. Finn.lly, the report 

probabl;y- reveals enough to indicate to the careful rcQdcr Tlhich of the processes 

presents the fcTrest problens and offers the nost prcfit<ible yield. Another 

n.::i.tion nishinG to produce tho bonb c~inc its efforts to that ono process 
/ c;~" <., \\ 

/.;,· ~~I 
or to sooc r1odification of it. · c:: ~ 

idcn of its basic character. Suporfici.:i.lly at lc.::i.st, the problew. of bo::ib design 

suens a bottlcn.::ck, since the sano bol:lb is required to handle the r.m.tc:rials pro-

duced by ililY of the five processes nentioned above. But that is like s.:i.ying that 

while gasoline cnn be produced in sovortll different ways, only one l~ind of engine 

ca.n utilize it effectivuly. Tho bo:w.b is gadgetry, <md it is a co'!Z".:onplacc in tho 

history of technology th.:.t ncchanical devices of radicclly different design hCtvc 

been perfected to achieve a corr.ion end. The n.::i.cI'-inc gun has several variants 

·L9: . . .. 
Sec Sr:ryth Report, chaps. 'l."ii-xi, also paragraph 5.21. 
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Trhich operate on basically d.if forcnt principles, and the s.:i.ne is no doubt true of 

dish -rrashinz :?.a.chines. (~-
~- r "':. \ - ~ \ 

So110 of these who were associated with the bqi\'o desi~ project ca.i-:i.c mray 

trcncndously i;.Ipressod with the see:ri.ngly insupern.~icultios 17hich 11cre 

overcone. Undoubtoclly they wer..: justified in their .:idniration for tho ingenuity 

displ~cd. But they arc not justified in assuning that aggregations of talented 

youne r.ien L11 other :po.rts of the world could not display equally brillia.nt in-

genuity. A high-runking naval officer, who v;as associated with the Los Alanos 

Laboratory, in an effort at a recent public necting to iripress his audience TTith 

th8 scc::.lo of the obstacles •'lhich will beset <l.ny other nation that attonpts to 

na..~c a bonb, reported that one particularly tryi.."1t; problen was o~:-crcone only 

boc~use one scientist happened to nisundersta."1d ::moth~r. It :oust be sub~itted 

that the United States can hardly base its security on the supposition that 

scientists abroad will be unable to wisundcrst<l!ld each other. 

T:c cannot assuno that uh<it took us faro a."1d one-half years to accowplish, 

Tlithout tho certai."1ty that success uas possible, should t::lk:e micthcr groat nation 

t11enty to thirty years to duplicate vd th the full lmow1od~e tl'l<:t the thing has 

been done. To do Be would be to cx..~ibit an CA-trcr10 for~ of ethnocentric soub-

ncss. It is true that we nobilizcd a vast Cll.~o'l.!?1t of tnlcnt, but Ancrican ways 

are frequently wasteful. 

rte wore s:L-:rultan..::ously pushing fol"imrd on a great nany other scientific and 

cnginccrin:::; frcnts h:'.v"°in.g not:iinc to do -.'.'itl:. t.lie ntonic bonb. Another· nation 

•rhich has fcTrcr cnc;inocrn and scientists thD.Il. Yrc havo could nevertheless, by con-

contra.ting all its pertinent talc!lt on this one job.:--.'.l."ld th.3re is plenty of 

n0tivation--1:~shal as great a fund of scientific mid oneincerLriti vrorkcrs as it 

iroillci need, por!:.J.ps .'.!S ::mch c..s rre did. The J:J.pancse, for cx<:! . .;.-:rplc, before tho re-

cent wb.r, were i..."ltcnt on hav-inr; a gocc: torpedo, and. by concentrating on that end 

produced a superb torpedo, though thGy had to accept inferiority to us in practi-

cally every other aspect of naval ordna"lcc. One should expo ct a sL-Ular 
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concentration in other countries on the atomic bo:rab, and one should expect also 

comparable results. t0·1 
It is clear also that the money cost is no barri\rb_to ~nation worthy 

~ 
the name. The two billion dollars which the bomb development project cost the 

United States must be considered small for a weapon of such eX!:iraordinary 

military power. Moreover, that sun is by no mea."ls the measure of what a com-

parable development would cost other nations. The Anerican program was pushed 

during vrartime under extreme urgency and under war-inflated prices. Money costs 

were always considered secondary to the savi."lg of tme. The scientists and 

·engineers who designed the plants and equipment were constantly pushing into the 

unknown. The huge plant at Hanford, Washington for the production of plutonium, 

for exai..-iplc, was pushed forrrard on the basis of that a.mount of knowledge of the 

properties of the new clei:i.ent which could be gleaned from the study of half a 

milligraw in the laboratories at Chicago.50 Five separate processes for the 

production of fissionable :r.iatori.:lls were pushed concurrently, for the planners 

had to hedge against the possibility of failure in one or more. There was no 

roon for weighing the relative economy of each. Minor fr.ilures and fruitless 

researches did in fact occur in each process. 

It is fairly safe to say that another cou..J.try, proceeding only on the in-

formatibn available in the Smyth Report, would be able to reach s0r.1ething com-

parable to the Ar:lerican production at less than half the c ost--even if we adopt 

the .A..~erican price level as a standard. Another country would certainly be able 

to economize by selecting one of the processes and ignori.~g the others--no 

doubt the plutoniun production process, since various indices seem to point 

cle~ly to its bei.11g the least difficult and the most rer;arding one--an inpression 

50:- S:r:zyth Heport, paragraph 7.3. A milligrara is a thousandth of a gran (one 
United States dL~e weighs 2-1/2 grams). See also~., paragraphs 5.21, 7.43, 
8.1, 8.26, and 9.13. 
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which is confinled by the public statements of sone scientists.51 General Groves 

has revealed that about one-fourth of the entire capital invest::nent in the ato:nic 

botib went into the plutoni~ production project nt Hanford • .52 As fuller informa-

tion seeps out even to the public, as it inevitably will despite security regula-

tions, the signs pointing out to other nations the r:i.ore fruitful avenues of 

endeavor will becm:1e more abundant. Scientists nay be effectively silenced, but 

they can..11ot as a body be nado to lie. And so long as they taLl{ at all, the 
r-

hiatuses in their speech tlaY be as oloqucn~- the :L.'1forned listener as the 
/',_~ .. _:"''c .·. r·r.~ ". 

. : ~ 

! = -
\"\. i 

'(~ 

speech itself. 

51. Dr. J. R. Dunning, Director of Columbia University's Division of War Research 
and a leading figure in the research ~'ill.ch led to the atomic bomb declared be
fore the American Institute of Electrical Sngineers that improvements in the 
plutoniUI;J. producing process 11have already made the extensive plants at Oak Ridge 
technically obsolete." New York Tir.les, Januar.r 24, 1946, p. 7. The large Oak 
Ridge plants are devoted almost exclusively to the isotope separation processes. 

52 • The Han.ford, 1ilashington plutonium plant is listed as costmg ·'.~350,000,000, 
and housing for workers at nearby Il.ichla.nd cost an additional 'i~4B,ooo,ooo. This 
out of a total country-wide capital investment, :L.~cluding housing, of 
~~1,.595,ooo,ooo. The monthly operating cost of the Hanford plant is esti.TIJa.ted at 
$3,50o,ooo, as compared with the (i6,ooo,ooo per month for the diffusion plant at 
Oak Ridge and $12,000,000 for the electro-ma.cnetic plant, also at Oak Ridge. 
These figures have, of course, little neaninz without some l::nowled.ge of the 
respective yields at the several plants, but it ::.iay be significant that in the 
projection of future operating costs, nothing is said about Hanford. Accordi.~g 
to General Groves the operating costs of the electro-nagnetic plant will diminish, 
while those of the gaseous diffusion plant will increase only as a result of 
completion of plant enlargement. Of course, t:1e degree to which less efficient 
processes were cut back and more efficient ones expanded would depend on con-

. siderations of existing capital i..~vestment and of the desired rate of current 
production. 



Chapter II 

IliPLICATIONS FOR MILfttftt ?OLICY 

Dy 

Bernard Brodie r1., 
Under conditions existir1g before the atomic ~jwas possible to con

template methods of air defense keeping pace with and perhaps even outdistancing 

the meruis of offense. Long-range rockets baffled the defense, but they were 

extremely expensive per unit for inaccurate, sinble-blow weapons. Against bot'lb-

ing aircraft, on the other hand, fighter planes and antiaircraft guns could be 

extremely effective. Progress in speed and altitude performance of all types of 

aircraft, which on the whole tends to favor the attacker, was more or less offset 

by tech.~ological progress in other fields where the net result tends to favor the 

defender (e.:;., radar search and tracki...'"lg, proxirrdty fused projectiles, etc.) • 

.At any rate, a future war between great powers could bu ·~.risualized as one in 

which the decisive effects of stratG::;ic bombing would be contingent upon the 

cumulative effect of prolo:ieed bombardment efforts, which i:mulC: in turn be gov-

crned by aorial battles and even whole campaigns for master:~ of the air. !!oJ....11-

i7hile--if the recent v:ar ca.~ serve as a pattern-th3 old.tJr forms of warfare on 

lend nnd sea would exercise a tolling cffoct not or.ly o:i the ultimate decision 

but on the cffcctivones2 of thG strategic bombinG itself. Convorsely, the 

strato0ic bombing wocld, as 1ras c::::rtainly true again.st Germany, influGnce or 

detcrm.i_-r1c tho docision mainly throu:;h its effects· on the ground ca..1'ilpaigns. 

The atomic bomb· seems, hmvcvar, to erase the patt~rn described above, first 

of all because its enormous destructil.rc potency is bound vastly to reduce the 

time necessary to achieve tho rosllits which accrue from str.:i.togic bonbing--.:md 

there caTJ. no longer be any dispute about the decisiveness of str<:1.togic bonbi."'lg. 

\\ In fact, the css.::nticl change i."1troducod b:r tho atomic bomb is not primarily that -
1 
\ 

it i;d.11 ma.kc war more violcnt--a city ca.'!"J. bo .::.s effectively dastroyocl with TNT \ \ 

and incondiaries--but that it will concentrate tho violence i."1 terms of ti.r!c. 

-57-
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A i7orld accustomed to thinking it horrible that wars should last f ou;r or five 

years is now appalled at the prospect that future wars may last only a few days. 

One of the results of such a change would be that a far greater proportion 

of human lives would be lost even in relation to the greater physicaJ,. damage 

done. The problem of alerting the population of a great city and permitting 

resort to air raid shelters is one thing when the destruction of that city 

requires the concentrated efforts of a great e:;:iemy air/i'orce; it is quite 
/~> ~ ~r- '" 

n.nother when the job can be done by a few aircraft f),jing at~extreme altitudes. 
\ "<> J 
\'. ~· / 

Moreover, the feasibility of building adequate air rai~lters against the 

atomic bomb is more than dubious when one considers that the New Mexico bomb, 

which was detonated over 100 feet above the ground, caused powerful earth trenors r, 
,( 

\ 

of an unprecedented type lasti.."lg over twenty seconds.53 The problem merely of 

ventilati..~g deep shelters, which would require the shutting out of dangerously 

radioactive gases, is considered by some scientists to be practically insuperable. 

It would appear that the only way of safeguarding the lives of city dwclle:::-s 

is to evacuate them from their cities entirely in periods of crisis. But such a 

project too entails some nearly insuperable problems. 

What do the facts presented in the preceding pages add up to for our 

military policy? Is it worth-while even to consider military policy as having 

any conseque..~ce at all in an age of atomic bombs? A good many intelligent 

people thi.'l'J.k not. The passionate and exclusive preoccupation of some scientists 

and la:Ylll.en with proposals for "world government11 and the like-in which the 

arguments are posed on an 11 or else" basis that pertits no question of feasibility--

argues a profound conviction that the sa1'eguards to security formerly provided 

by military might are no longer of any use. 

Indeed the postulates set forth and argued in the preceding chapter would 

•seem to admit of no other conclusion. I.f our cities can be wiped out in a day, 

53. 
~' January 28, 1946, p. 75. 
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if there is no good reason to e:h'Pect the development of specific defenses 

against the bomb, if all the great porrers are already within striking range of 

each other, if even substantial superiority in numbers of aircraft and bombs 

offers no real security, of what possible avail can large ~rmies and navies be? 

Unless we can strike first and eliminate a threat before it is realized in 

action--something ''llli.ch our national Constitution effectively f orbids--we are 

bound to perish tlilder attack without even an opportu."'lity to mobilize resistance. 

Such at least seems to be the prevailing conception among those who, if they give 

a.TJ.y thought at all to the military i.."'11plications of the bo~_ontent themselves 
/

·.':t,:··'·\;··(> ... ~ 
. '-' ,. '· 

v."ith stressing its character as a lTeapon of aggression. ~:{o_ J 
The convictior. that the bo:r:ib represents the apotheos~·aggressive in-

struments is especially marked mQ.ong the scientists who developed it. They 

know the bomb and its power. They also know their ovm limitations as producers 

of rairacles. They a.re therefore much less s~-:ruine than many laymen or military 

officers of their capacity to provide the instrument which will rob the bomb of 

its terrors. One of t.~e most outstanding among them, Professor J. Robert 

Oppenhe:ilner, has expressed himself quite forcib~ on the subject: 

"The pattern of the use of atord.c weapons was set at Hiroshima. They are 

weapons of aggression, of surprise, and of terror. If they are ~ver used again 

it may well be by the thousands, or perhaps by the tens of thousands; their 

method of delivery may well be different, and may reflect new possibilities of 

interception, and the strategy of their use may well be different from what it 

was against an essentially defeated enemy. But it is a weapon for aggressors, 

and the cler.i.ents of surprise and of terror arc as intri..1.sic to it as are the 

fissionable nuclei. 11 54 

The truth of Professor Oppenhe:b.icr 1 s statement depends on one vital but 

une~-prcssod assumption: that the nation which proposes to lau.~ch the attack will 

54• "Atomic Heapons and the Crisis in Scicnce, 11 Saturday Review of Literature, 
Hovenbcr 24, 1945, p. 10. 
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not need to fear retaliation. If it must fear retaliation, the fact that it 

destroys its opponent's cities some hours or even days before its ovm are 

destroyed my avail it little. It may indeed coim:lcncc the evacuation of its own 

cities at the same noment it is hitting the eneI:JY's cities (to do so earlier 

would provoke a like move on tho opponent's part) and thus present to retalia-

tiori cities which are empty. But the success even of such a move would depend 

on the time interval between hitting and being hit. It certainly would not save 

the enormous physical plant which is contained in the cities and which over any 

length of time is indispensable to the life of the nati.onal. cormunity. Thus the , ... -- - - . :·-~ 

Iv ~-

element of surprise may be less important than is gen~ally assumea.55 
\ <~ ·,.-

? . 

If the aggressor state mu.st fear retaliation, it w;iJ.l..laiaw that even if it 

is the victor it will suffer a degree of physical destruction incomparably 

greater than that suffered by any defeated nation of history, incomparably 

greater, that is, than that suffered by Germany in the recent vrar. Under those 

circunstances no victory, even if guaranteed in advance--which it never is--

would be worth the price. The threat of retaliation does not have to be 100 per 

cent certain; it is sufficient if there is a good chance of it. But that chance 

has to be evident. The prediction is more irnportant than the fact. 

The argument that the, victim of an attack might not lmow where the bombs 

are coming from is almost too preposterous to be worth an51vering, but it has been 

made so often by otherwise responsible persons that it co.n..~ot be wholly ignored. 

That the geographical location of the launching sites of lon3-range rockets may 

remain for a time unlmovrn is conceivable, though 1ullikely, but that the identity· 

of the attacker should reIJain unknmm is not in modern times conceivable. The 

55. A superior army which advances by surprise on a critical objective obliges 
the opponent to grapple with it at a pl..:lce and time of its own choosing. A 
bombing attack has no such confining effect on the initiative of the enemy so 
long as his means of retaliation remain relatively intact. Bombs of any kind 
arc generally not used aga:....'11.st ca.ch other, and the advantages which follow from 
surprise in their use are usually of a tactical rather than strategic nature. 
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fear that one's country might suddenly be attacked in the Midst of apparently 

profound peace has often been voiced, but, at least in the last century qrid a 

half, it has never been realized. As advancing technology makes war more horrible, 

it also makes the decision to resort to it more depende.."lt on an elaborate 

psychological preparation. In international politics today fm·r things are more 

certain than that an attack must have an antecedent dispute of obviously grave 

character. Even those st.::.tesmen who remai.."l blind to the most blatant warnings 

56 will understand the significance of those ·;:arnings once thG attack occurs. 

Especially today, Yrhen there are onl:· t'r:o or three powers of the first ranlc, the 

identity of the major rival is unambiguous. In fact, as Professor Jacob Viner 

has pointed out, it is the lack of ambiguity concerni..}.g....~~e major rival which 

makeD the bi-polar power system so dangerous. , _ ·~ ! 
•_c ) 

There is happily little disposition to believe~~he atomic bomb by its 
, 

nere existence and by tho horror implicit in it "makes i7ar impossible." In the 

sense that war is sonething not to be endured if any reasonable alternative remains, 

it has long been "impossible." But for that very reason we cannot hope that 

the bomb makes 1:.rar impossible in the narro~-rcr sense of the word.. Even Ydthout 

it the conditions of modern i.-rar should have baen a sufficient deterrent but 

proved not to be such. If the atomic bo:w.b can be used Yd th out fear of substantial 

retaliation in k:L."ld, it vd.11 clearly cncouxage aggression. So much the more 

reason, therefore, to take all possible steps to assure that multilateral 

possession of the bomb, should that prove inevitable, be attended by arrangements 

to nake as nearly certain as possiblt: that the aggressor who uses the bomb ••rill 

56• It is possible, of course, that a state which has resolved to fight as a 
result of a political crisis L'lay for tactical reasons await the partical 
dissipation of the crisis tem::ion, perh<,ps furthering tho process by a decGptive 
acquiescence or surrender; but oven if this ;·•ere likoly-v;hich it is not--the 
identity of .the attacker rrould still bw lmorm. 

/I. 
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If such arrangements are made, the bomb cannot but prove in the net a 

powerful inhibition to aggression. It would make relatively little difference if 

one povrer had more bombs and were better prepared to resist them than its 

opponent. It would in any case undergo incal~ulable destruction of life and 

property. It is clear that there existed in the 'thirties a deeper and probably 

more generalized revulsion against war than in any other era of history. Under 

those circumstances the breeding of a new war required a situation combining 

dictators of singular irresponsibility •with a notion among them and their general 

staffs that aggression would be both successful and cheap. The possibility of 

irresponsible or desperate men again becoffii.ng rulers of powerful states cannot 

under the prevailing system of international politics be ruled out in the future. 

But it does seem possible to erase the idea--if not among madl!len rulers then at 

least among their milita.I"'IJ supportors--that aggression w'~cii+eap. 
i _; ~I 

• t ~~ .; ; 

Thus, the first and mo.s:t_v.i_t!?-1 st cu ip_~Ancrican ''Stlcuri ty program for the 
~ 

age of atomic bombs is to take m~as_~cs to guarantee to ourselves in case of 

attack the possibility of rctaliatiolf.. µ-i l:ind. The m-itcr in ma'ldng that state-
~ - ~ - ---~- --·-~ .. -~ --·- .... ---- .. -----

mcnt is not for the momcmt con::erncd about who will 1.tin the nm:t war in which 

atomic bombs arc used. Thus far the chief purpose of our military establishment 

has been to win wars.. Fro:n nmv on its chief ptu·pose must be to avert them. It 

can have almost no other useful purpose. 

Neither is tho writer especially concerned with whether the guarantee of 

retaliation is based on national or international porrcr~ Howev3r, one cannot be 

unmindful of one obvious fact: for the period i..'ilIIlcdiatcly al1ead, we must evolve 

om~ plai."lS with the lmowlcdgc that there is a vast difference between v;hat a 

nation can do domestically of its oYm volition and on its own i..~itiative and 

what it can do with respect to programs 1vhich depend on achieving agreement with 

other nations. Naturally, our domestic policies concerning the atomic bomb and 

the national dcf cnse generally should not be such as to prejudice real 
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opportunities for achieving world security agreements of a worth-while sort. 

That. is an important proviso and LlE..Y become a markedly restraini..'lg one. 

Some means of L11ternational protection for those states which cannot protect 

themselves will remain as necessary in the future as it has been in the past.57 

Upon the security of such states our ovm security must ultimately depend. 

But only a great state which has taken the necessary steps to reduce its mm. 

direct vulnerability to atomic bomb attack is i.'1. a position to offer the necessary 

support. Reducing vulnerability is at least one ~ay of reducing temptation to 

potential aggressors. And if the technological realities make reduction of 

vulnerability largely synonymous with preservation of striking pO\'rer, that is a 

fact which must be faced. Under those circurr~tances CJIJ.Y" domestic measures which 

effectively guaranteed such preservation of striking p01"rer under attack would 

contribute to a more solid basis for the operation of an international security 

system. 

It is necessary therefore to e~""Plore all conceivable situations where the 

aggressor's fear of retaliation 1vill be at a mini..~u.~ and to seek to eli.r.ri.na.te 

them. The first and most obvious such situation is that m which the aggressor 

57. The argument has been ma.de that once the middle or small powers have atomic 
bombs they vrill have rastored to thCJn the ability to resist effectively the 
aggressions of their er.::at poncr neighbors-an ability which othcriti.se has well
nigh disappeared. This is of course an int~resting speculation on which no 
final ansrror is forthcoming. It is true that u small power, vmile admitting that 
it could not Ttin a war against a great nei::;hbor, could nevertheless threaten to 
use the bomb as a penalizing instrument if it were invaded. But it is also true 
that tho great-power aggrGssor could make counter threats concorning its· conduct 
while occupying the country· 11hich had used atomic bombs against it. It seems to 
this v.rriter highly unlikely that a small power would dare threaten use of the 
bomb against a great ncighbqr which was sure to overrun it quickly once hostilities 
bcgml, especially since such a threat could serve as a justification, if one 
vrero nocdcd, for the use of the bomb by the groat-power aggressor. 
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has a monopoly of the bombs. The United Stctes has a monopo~r today, but trusts 

to its reputation for benignity and~what is more impressive~its conspicuous 

weariness of war to still the perturbations of other powers. In a.nY case, that 

special situation is bound to be short-lived. The possibility of a recurrence 

of monopoly in the .future would seem to be restricted to a situation in which 

controls for the rigorous suppression of atomic bomb production had been imposed 

by international agreement but had been evaded or violated by one power v:ithout 

the know1edge of the others. Evasion or violation, to be sure, need not be due 

to aggressive designs. It might stem simply from a fear that other nations were 

doi..."'lg likmvise and a desire to be on the safe side. Nevertheless, a sit'uation of 

concealed monopoly would be one of the most disastrous ~4J.ablc from the point 
I~ .,,r:.· .... 11., ~·#· ·~' 

of view of ·world peace and securit~r. It is therefore ~ntirelt ~:reasonable to 
' I 

insist that any system for the international control o;<~~tssion of bomb pro-

duction should include safeguards promising practically 100 per cent effectiveness 1 

The use of secret agents to plant bor.ibs in t..11 the major citi0s of a.'1 

intended victim was discussed in the previous chapter, where it was concluded that 

except in port cities easily accessible to f'oreign ships such a mode of attack 

could hardly commend itself to an ~ggrcssor. Nevertheless, to the degree that 

such plantinc of bombs is reasonably possible, it suggests that one side might 

gain before the opunin~ of hostilities an enormous advantage in the deployment 

of its bombs. Clearly such an ascondancy would contain no absolute guarantee 

against retaliation$ unless the advantage in deployment were associated Tdth a 

marked advantage in psychological preparation for resistance. But it is clear 

also that tho relative position of two statos concerning ability to use the 

atomic bomb depends not alone on the number of bombs in the possession of each 

but also on a host of other conditions, includine respective positions concerning 

deployment of the bombs and psychological preparation against attack. 

One of the most important of those conditions concerns the relative position 
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of the rival powers in technological development, particularly as it affects the 

vehicle for carrying the bombs. At present the only instrument for bombardlru;nt 

at distances o.f over 200 miles is the airplane (rdth or Without crGW). The 

controlled rocket capable o.f thousn.nds of miles of range is still very much in 

the future. The experience of the recent war was nnalyzcd :in the previous 

superior quantitatively and qualitatively in both aerial offense :::.nd def0nse as 

to be able to range practically undistU!'bed over the enemy's territories while 

shutting him out largely, ev~"'l if not co:rn;iletely, from incursions over its own. 

While such a dispar:i.ty is likely to be of less illiporta.."1.ce in a war of atomic 

bombs than it has been in the past, its residual iraportance is by no means in

significant .58 And in so far· as the development of rockets nullifies that type 

of disparity in offensive power, it should be noted that the development of 

rockets is not likely to proceed at an equal pace among all the larger powers. 

One or several will far outstrip the others, depending not alone on the deeree 

of scientific and engineering talent available to each country but also on the 

effort which its government causes to be channelled into such an enterprise. 

In any case, the possibilities of an enormous lead on the part of one power in 

effective use of the atomic bomb arc inseparable from technological development 

in vehicles--at least up to a certain co:rmnon level, beyond which additional 

58•rt was stated in the previous chapter, p. 21, that before we .can consider a 
defense against atomic bombs effective, 11 the frustration of the attack for any 
given target area must be complete." The emphasis in that statement is on a 
specific and limited target area such as a small or mec.":.ium size city. For a 
whole nation containing r:iany cities such absolute standards are obviously in
applicable. The requirenents for a "reasonably effective" defense would still 
be far higher than 1vould be the case with ordinary TUT bombs, but it would 
cert~- not have to reach 100 per cent frustration of the attack. All of which 
says little more than that a nation can absorb more atomic bombs than can a 
single city. 

,,c 
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development m.a.y matter little. 

The consequences of a marked disparity between opponents in the spatial 

concentration of populations and industry is left to a separate discussion later 

in this chapter. But one of the aspects of the problem which might be mentioned 

here, particular:Qr as it pertains to the United States, is that of having con-

centrated in a single city not only the main agencies of national government 

but also the whole of the executive branch, including the several successors to 

the presidency ana the topmost military authorities. While an aggressor could 

hardly count upon destroying at one blow all the persons who might assume 

leadership in a crisis, he might, unless there were considerably greater 

geographic d~centralization of national leadership than exists at present, do 

enough da-r:iage with one bomb to create complete confusio!l, in the mobilization of 

resistance. /-· 
0

" , \~-l 
\-:-;: J 

It goes without saying that the governments an~~ations of different 

countries will show different levels of apprehension concerning the effects of 

the bomb. It might be argued that a totalitarian state would be less unready 

than would a democracy to see the destruction of its cities rather than yield on 

a crucial political question. The real political effect of such a disparity, 

however-if it actually exists, which is doubtful-can easily be exaggerated. 

For in no case is the fear of the consequences of atomic bomb attack likely to 

be low. More :L."'Iportant is the likelihood that totalitarian countries can impose 

more easily on their populations tha.~ can democracies those mass movements of 

peoples and industries necessary to disperse urban concentrations. 

The most dangerous situation of all Ymuld arise fr on a failure not only of 

the political leaders but especially of the militar;r authorities of a nation 

like our own to adjust to the atomic bomb in their thinking and planning. The 

possibility of such a situation developing in the United States is very real and 

very grave. We are familiar v.'ith the example of the French General Staff, which 
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failed to adjust in advance to the ld.nd of Yiarfare obtaining in 1940. There are 

other examples, less well-kncmn, 1'/'hich lie much closer home. In all the investi-

gations and hearings on the Pearl Harbor disaster, there has at this writing not 

yet been mention of a fact which is as pertinent as any-that our ships -rrere 

virtually naked in respect to antiaircraft defense. They were certai.."1.ly naked 

in cotlparison to what 1ras considered necessary a brief two years later, when the 

close-in antiaircraft effectiveness of our older battleships r.as esti.nated by the 

then Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance to have increased by no less than 100 ti.r.ies 1 
' 

That achievement Yras in great part the redemption of past errors of omission. The 

admirals who had spent so m2.."1Y of their waking hours denying that the airplane was 

a grave r.ienace to the buttleship had never taken the elementary steps necessary to 

validate their op:inions, the steps, that is, of cov~~ir ships with as many 
1: ~ 

as they could carry of the best antiaircraft guns a~ilable 
Ooqi 

Whatever r.iay be the specific changes indicated, it is clear that our. military 

authorities r.i.11 have to bestir them.selves to a Trholly u...~precodented degree in 

revising military concepts inherited from the past. That will not be easy. They 

Iliust be prepared.to dismiss, as possibly irrelevant, experience gained the hard 

wa.y in the recent vrar, during which their pcrform1nce vm.s on the whole brilliant. 

Thus far there has bGcn no public evidence that A."llcrican military authorities 

have begun really to thi.."lk in terms of atomic warfare. The test announced with 

such fanfare for the SUIJI:lcr of 1946, when sor.ie ninety-seven naval vessels vrill 

be subjected to the blast effect of atomic bombs, merely serv-es to confirI!l this 

:ixlpression. Presumably the test is intended to gauge the defensive efficacy of 

tactical dispersion, since there cnn be little doubt of the consequences to any 

one ship of a near hit. Yihilc such tests arc ccrtai..'1.ly useful it should be 

recognized at the outset that they can provide no answer to the b.'.lsic_ question of 

the utility of sea pouer in the future. 

Ships at sea are in any case not anong the most attractive of r:ri.litary 

targets for ator.tl.c bonb attack. Their ability to disperse makes then comparatively 
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wasteful targets for bombs of such concentrated pmver and relative scarcity; 

their mobility makes them practically impossible to hit with super-rockets of 

great range; and those of the United States Navy at least have shown themselves 

able, vdth the assistance of their own aircraft, to impose an impressively high 

ratio of casualties upon hostile planes endeavoring to approach them. But the 

question of how their avm security is affected is not the essential point. For 

it is still possible for navies to lose all reason for be:L~g even if they them-

selves remain completely :i.mnrune. 

A nation which had lost most of its larger cities and thus the major part 

of its industrial plant nigb.t have small use for a fleet. One of the basic 

purposes f o~ch a navy exists is to protect the sea-borne transportation by 

which the national industry imports its raw materials and exports its finished 

commodities to the battle lines. Moreover, 'Without the national industrial 

plant to service it, the fleet would shortly find itself without the means to 

function. In a word, the strategic issues posed by the atomic bomb transcend 

all tactical issues, and the 1946 test and the controversy which vrill :inevitably 

follow it will no doubt serve to becloud that basic 

Outlines of a Defense Program in the Atomic Age 

What are the criteria by ;-.nich we can appraise realistic milita._7 thinking 

in the age of atomic bombs? The burden of the anm~er will depend primarily on 

whether one accepts as true the several postulates presented and argued in the 

previous chapter. One might go farther and say that since none of them is 

obviously untrue, no prograr.i of military preparedness y,ti.ich fails to consider the 

likelihood of their being irue can be regarded as comprehensive or even reasonably 

adequate. 

It is of course always possible that the world may see another major war in 

which the atomic bomb is not used. The awful menace to both parties of a 

reciprocal use of the bomb may prevent the resort to that weapon bye ither side, 

( 

P.? 
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even if it does not prevent the actual outbreak of hostilities. It is, for 

reasons which will presently be :indicated, highly unlikely that such a situation 
t 

will occur. But even if it did occur, the shadarr of the atomic bomb would so 

govern the strategic and tactical dispositions of either side as to create a 

wholly novel form of war. The ld.nd of spatial concentrations of force by which 

in the past great decisions have been achieved would be considered too risky. 

The whole economy of war would be affected, for even if the governments were 

?lilli.ng to assume r€~ponsibility for keeping the urban populations in their 

homes, the spontaneous exodus of those populations from the cities might reach 

such proportions as to malce it difficult to service the machi.'1es of war •. The 

conclusion is inescapable that war W"'...i..11 be vastly different because of the atomic 

bomb whether or not the bomb is actually used. , ---~:--:~'\ 

But let us now consider the degree of probabi~(ity ~\erent in each of the 
Ooqi 

three main situations which might follow from a fail e to prevent a major war. 

These three situations may be listed as follovm: 

(a) a war fought v:ithout atomic bombs or other forms of radioactive 

energy; 

{b) a war in which atomic bombs Yrere introduced only considerably after 

the outbreak of hostilities; 

( c) a war in vrhich atomic bombs were used at or near the very outset of 

hostilities. 

Vie are assuming that this hypothetical conflict occurs at a time mien each of the 

opposing sides possesses at least the "know-how" of bomb production, a situation 

vrhich, us argued in the prevj_ous chapter, c::.pproximates the realities to be 

eJ...."Pected not more than five to ten years hence. 

Under such conditions the situation described under (a) above could obtain 

only as a result of a mutU<ll fear of retali~tion, perhaps supported by inter-

national instruments outla~'i.~g the bomb as a weapon of war. It would not be 
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.likely to result from thc operation of an international system for the suppression 

of bomb production, since such a system would almost certainly not surv~ve the 

outbreak of a major war. If such a systa'IJl were in fact effective at the opening 

of hostilities, the situation resulting would be far more likely to fall under 

(b) than under (a), unless the war were very short. For the race to get the 

bomb would not be an even one, and the side which got it first in quantity would 

be u.~der enormous temptation to use it before the opponent had it. Of course, 

it is more reasonable to assume that an international situation which had so 

far deteriorated as to permit the outbreak of a major war would have long since 

seen the collapse of whatever arrangements for bomb production control had 

previously been imposed, unless the conflict were in~ee~'ecipitated by an 
'·'' ., < \ 

exercise of sanctions for the violation of such a c~:.~l ~tem, 
Thus we see that a war in which atomic bombs ar~ed is more lilceJ.y to 

occur if both sides have t..~e borabf in quantity from the beginning than if neither 

side has it at the outset or if only one side has it.59 But hoTI likely is it to 

occur? Since the prime motive in refraining from using it would be fear of 

retalitation, it is difficult to see why such a fear should be strong enough to 

prevent the use of the bomb without being strong enough to prevent the outbreak 

of war in the first place. In other words, the whole situation would argue a 

kind of margin.al behavior 1'rhich is f orcign to human nature. 

The fact is that once hostilities broke out, the pressures to use the bomb 

w·ould swiftly reach unbearable proportions. One side or the other 1muld feel 

that its relative position respecting ability to use the bomb rd.ght deteriorate 

as the -r;ar progressed, and that if it failed to use the bonb 1-rhile it had the 

59 • One ca.'l almost rule out too the possibility that war Yrould break out between 
two great pov:ers nhere both lm0w that only one of them had the bombs in quantity. 
It is one of the old maxir'.,s of poucr politics that crest une crime de faire la 
guerrc sans comptcr sur la superioritc, and certai.."'lly a monopoly of atomic bombs 
woula be a sufficiently clear definition of superiority to dissuade the other 
side from accepting the gauge of war u.'lless directly attacked. 

I 
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chance it might not have the chance later on. The side which was decidedly 

vreaker in terms of industrial capacity for war would be inclined to use it in 

order to equalize the situation on a lower common level of capacity--for it is 

clear that the side with the more elaborate and intricate industrial syst~m would, 

other thin~s being equal, be more disadvantaged by mutual use of the bomb than 

its opponent. In so far as those "other things 11 were not equal, the disparities 

involved would also militate for the use of the bomb by 

And hovering over the situation from beginning to end w 

fear on each side that the enem~r might at 

;de or the other. 
(.·"'cn~o1~t,,. ..., 

· d be \h.e intolerable 
.. : i , 
'his dreaded 

weapon, a fear which could hardly fail to stimulate an anticipatory reaction. 

Some observers in considering the cha.'1ces of effectively outlawing the 

atomic bomb have taken a good deal of conf ort from the fact that poison gases 

were not used, or at least not used on any considerable scale, during the recent 

;7ar. There is little warrant, however, for assuming that the two problems are 

D 
analagous. Apart from the fact that the recent -rrar presents only a single case 

and argues little for the experience of another war 0ven with re~pect to gas, it 

is clear that poison gas and atomic bombs represent two vrholly different orders 

of magnitude in military utility. Tho existence of the treaty outlawing gas was 

important, but at leaGt equally important was the conviction in the minds of the 

military policy-makers that TIIT bombs a.'1.d tanks of gelatinized gasoline--rrith 

which the gas bombs 1rould have had to compete in airplane carrying capacity-were 

just as effective as gas if not more so. Both sides were prepared not only to 

retaliate vrith gas against gas attack but also to neutralize with gas masks a.~d 

11 decontamination unitsu the chcni.i.cals to which they might be exposed. There is 

visible today no comparable neutralization agent for atomic bombs. 

Neither side in the recent vm.r ...-dshod to bear the onus for violation of the 

obligation not to use gas when such violation promised no particular military 

advantage. But,, unlike gas, the atomic bomb is a 11oapon rrhich can scarcely 

fail to be decisive if used at all. That is not to say that any offort to 
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outlaw use of the bomb is arrant nonsense, since such outlawry might prove the 

indispensable crystalizer of a state of balance which operates against use of 

the bomb. But Tiithout the existence of the state of balance-in terms of · 

reciprocal ability to reta.lic.te in ldnd if the bomb is used-any treaty purposing 

to outlaw the bomb in war would have thrust upon it a burden far heavier than 

If the analysis presented in the 

~ /<,•'v· . ·• •r :'"• 

preceding para~:phs ir correct, we must 
~ 

such a treaty can normally bear. 

conclude that of the throe situations listed above, that described under (b) is 

considerably more likely to occur than that presented under (a), and for much 

the same reasons the situation listed under (c) has a greater degree of prob-

ability of occurcncc than (:·J). In other words, if the f car of reciprocal use of 

the bomb is not sufficie..."lt to prevent a war from breaking out in the first place, 

it is hardly li..'k:ely to be sufficient to prevent tho bomb from being used, and if 

the bomb is going to be used at all in a conflict it is likely to be used early 

rather than late. 

What do these conclusions r:iean concerning the defense preparations of a 

nation like the United Stc.tcs? In anmTcrL."lg this question, it is necessary 

first to anticipate the arzument that nthe bost defense is a strong offense," 

an argument v,rhich it is nov; fashionable to link with animadversions on the 

"Maginot complex." L--i so far as this doctrine becomes dogma, it may prejudice 

the security interests of the cou..."ltry and of the world. Although the doctrine is 

basically true: n.s a gcnerc.1 proposition, cspccin.lly lrhen applied to hostilities 

already under way, the political facts of life concerning the United States 

government under its present Constitution make it most probable that if war 

cor.i.cs TIC ·will recc.:dvc the first blow rather thrui deliver it.., Thus, o-ur most 

urgent military problcn is to reorganize ourselves to survive a vastly more 

destructive "Pearl Harbor" thrui occurred in 1941. othcrrrisc we shall not be 

aole to t.:ike the off cnsivc ~t all. 
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The atomic bomb will be introduced into the conflict only on a gigantic 

scale. No belligerent wotld be stupid enough, in opening itself to reprisals in 
. 

kind,, to use only a few boobs. The init'al.stages of the attack will certainly 

involve hundreds of the bombs,, more likely thousands of them. Unless tl}e . 

argument of Postulate II and IV L'll the previous chapter is wholly preposterous, 

the target state •rill have little chance -0f effectively halting or fending off 

the attack. If its defenses are highly efficient it may dorm nine planes out of 

every ten attacking, but it will suffer the destruction of its cities. That 

destruction maybe accomplished in a day, or it may take a week or more. But 

there ·will b0 no opportunity to incorporate the strength residing in the cities, 

whether in the form of industry or personnel, into the forces of resistance or 

counter-attack. The ability to fight back after an ataiiii:c""··bomb attack will 

depend on the d.egree to which the armed forces have '1kde th~Jiselves independent 
"ql 

of the urban communities and their industries for su:;:iply and support. 

The proposition just made is the basic proposition of atomic bomb warfare,, 

and it is the one r.hich our milita...···y authorities continue consistently to over-

look. They continue to speak in terms of peaceti.rn.c military establishments which 

are simply cadres and ·which arc expected to undergo an enormous but slow expansion 

after the outbreak of hostilitios. 60 Therein lies the essence of what may be calla:l 

00• General H.H. Arnold's Third Report to the Secretary of War is in general out
standing for the breadth of vision it displ~ys. Yet one finds in it statements 
like the following: "An Air Force is always verging on obsolescence and,, in time 
of peace, its size and replacement rate will always be inadequate to meet the ftll 
demands of war. Military Air Power should, therefore, be nlGasurcd to a large 
e:ct.ent by the ability of the existing Air Force to absorb :in time of emergency the 
increase required by y;ar together with nc•7 ideas and techniques" (page62). Else
vrhere in the same Report (page 65) si..'TI:i..l<::.r remarks are made about the m .. "P~u1sion of 
personnel nhich, it is presumed,, ..-rill al.-:ays follow upon the outbreclc of hostilities. 
But ncmhere :L"l the report is the possibility envisaged that in a war which began 
i::ith an atomic bomb att~ck there Llight be no opportunit:;r for the expansion or 
even replacement either of planes or personnel. The sa."!le omission, needless to 
say, is discovered in practically all the pronouncements of top-ranking Army and 
Havy officers concerning their mm pla.."ls for the future. 
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"pre-atomic thinking." The idea which must be driven home above all else ia, 
r 

that a military establishment which is expected to fight on after the nation has'i 

undergone atomic bomb attack must be prepared to fight with the men already l 

.'I
I 

mobilized and 1'Tith the equipment already in the arsenals. And those arsenals 

must be in caves in the wilderness. The cities "Will · r.vas.t catastrophe areas, 
; t\ 

and the normal channels of transportation and co ~~ation.; J will be in unutter-
""~ 

able confusion. The rural areas and the smaller towns, though perhaps not 

struck directly, will be in varying degrees of disorganization as a result of the 

collapse of the metropolitan centers with which their economies are intertTTined. 

Naturally, the actual d3grce of disorganization in both the struck and non-

struck areas will depend on the degree to which we provide beforehand against 

the event. A good deal C<ln be done in the nay of decentralization and reorgani-

zation of vital industries and services to avoid complete paralysis of the 

nation. More will be said on this subject later in the present chapter. But 

the id0a that a nation which had undergone days or weeks of atomic bomb attack 

Vlould be able to achieve a production for vrar purposes even remote~r comp.::trable 

in clmracter and magnitude to A.11erican production in World War II simply does not 

make sense. The war of atomic bombs must be fought YTith stockpiles of arms in 

finished or semi-finished state. A superiority in raw materials Trill be about 

as important as a superiority in gold resources was in World War II though it 

was not so long ago that gold rras the essential sinew of war. 

All that is being presumed here is the kind of destruction which Germany 

actually underwent in the last year of the Second ~'!orld War, only telescoped in 

time and considerably multiplied in magnitude_ If such a presumption is held to 

be undul}- alarr:iist, the burden of proof must lie in the discove~J of basic errors 

in the argument of the precedj_11g chapter. The essence of that argument is simply 

that what Germany suffered because of her inferiority in the air may now well be 

suffered in greater degree and in far less time, so long as atomic bombs are 
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used, even by the po'\'Ter which enjoys air superiority. And vmile the armed forces\ 

mast still prepare against the possibility that atomic bombs will not be used in j 

another war~a situation which might perm.it full mobilization of the national { 

resources in the traditional manner--they must be at least equally ready to fight l 
a war in which no such grand mobilization is permitted. ;~-~\ 

'~ ... 
The forces which vdll carry on the war after a larg~atomic bomb \ 

attac~ may be divided into three main categories according to their respective 

functions. The first category will comprise the force reserved for the retal-

iatory attacks with atomic bombs; the second will have the mission of invading 

and occupying enemy territory; and the third will have the purpose of resisting 

enemy invasion a.nd of organizing relief for devastated areas. Professional mil-

ita±y officers Yrill perhaps be less disturbed at the absence of any distinction 

between land, sea, ancl air forces than they Y:ill be at the sharp distinction 

between offensive and defensive functions in the latter two categories. In the 

past it was more or less the same army which was either on the offensive or the 

defensive, depending on its strength and on the current fortnnes of ....-;ar, but, for 

reasons which will presently be made clear, a much sharper distinction bemecn 

offensive and defensive forces seems to be in prospect for the future. 

The force delegated to the retaliatory attac~: with atomic bombs will have to 

be maintained in rather sharp isolation from the national community. Its func-

tions must not be compromised in the slightest by the demands ~or relief of 

struck areas. Whether its operations arc with aircraft or rockets or both, it 

vrill have to be spread over a large nu.":lbcr of widely dispersed reservations, each 

·of considerable area, in which the botlbs and their carriers arc secreted a."ld as 

far as possible protected by storage undergrou.'1d. These reservations vrill of 

course have a completely intagrated and independent syst~m of intor-communication, 

a.'1d the commander of the force should h2.ve a sufficient autonomy of authority to 

be able to act as soon as he has established the fact that the country is being 

hit with atomic bonbs. He should not have to 1vait for orders which may never be 

qO 
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Before discussing the character of t..~e force set apart for the job of inva-

sion, it is necessary to consider whether invasion and occupation remain indis-

pcnsablo to victory in an era of atomic anergy. Certain scientists have argued 

privately that they are not, that a nation committi..--ig aggression filth atomic 

_ bombs would have so paralyzed its opponent as to II!.'.lkc inVa.sion wholly superflu-

ous. It might be alleged that such an argument does not give due credit to the 

atomic bor.ib, s :ince it neglects the necessity of preventing or :mini.-nizing rctal-

iation in kind. If the experience with the V-1 and V-2 launchi.'1g sites in World 

War II means a.TJ.ything at all, it indicates that only occupation of such sites 

will finally prevent their being used. Perhaps the greater d.:istructivcness of 

the atomic bomb as conpared with the bombs used against the V-1 o.nd V-2 sites 

will make an essential difference in this respect, but it should be remembered 

that thousands oft ons of bor..bs were dropped on those site<> ..__,•0
"ho .. ,, <-.;-

c::· "';. 

At any rate, it is unlikely that any aggressor will be able·,\o c01~f. upon elim-
\,_~ 

inating 'With his initial blOIT the ener:zy-'s entire r.IDans of retaliation. If he 

knows the location of the crucial nreas, he vrill seek to have his troops descend 

upon C!lld seize then.. 

But even apm-t fro::i tho question of direct retaliation -vrith a.tonic bo:ios, 

:invasion to consolidate the effects of an atomic bonb attack will still be 
which 

necessary. A nation/had :L"lflicted enormous hu:r:w.n and m~terial d~~a~o upon an-

other uould find it intolerable to stop short of eliciting fron the latter an 

acknarrlcdgncnt of defeat i.."1plc:mcntcd by a readiness to accept control. Wars, in 

other -rrords, arc fought to be tcITlinatod,, and to be terminated decisively. Ro-

gardlcss of technological chruigcs, war re;"Jains, as Clausewitz put it, an "in-

stru..--:icnt of policy,," a means of rcaliz:L-rig a political end. To be sure, a nation 

:r:ia.y adr.i.it defeat n...!d agroc to occupation prior to actual invasion of its hOiao-

land,, as the Japanese did. Dut it by no DGQ.IlS follorrs that such will b~ the rulo. 

Japan was conpletc:J.y defeated strategically before the atonic bo::ibs were used 

~/ 
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against her. She not only lacked means of retali.:i.tion with that particular 

weapon but was without hope of being able to take aggressive action of .:!IlY kind 

or of ru;ieliorating her desperate !Jilitary position to the slightest degree. 

There is no rc.1Son to suppose that a nation which had ma.de reasonable prepara-

tions for wa:r with atomc boribs would inevitably be surrender after 

suffering the first blarr. 

A...'1. invasion designed to provont largo-scale o.tor.ri.c bo:cbs to 

any considerable degree would have to be i..11crcclibly mtift <md sufficiently pClVfcr-

ful to overr<hcl:c instantly any opposition. Moreover, it would have to descend in 

one fell ~«oop upon points scattered throughout the length and brco.dth of the 

ene!'.JY territory. The question arises whether such an operation is possible, 

especially across broad water barriers,, again::;;t any great power which is not co:o-

pl~toly asleep ~-id "hich has sizable arncd forces at its disposal. It is clGar 

that cxisti..11~ types of iorces can be tIUch easier reorganized to resist the kind 

of i.'1.vasion here cnYisaged tha.'1. to enable then to conduct so rapid an offensive. 

Extro111e Sif:iftncss of i.11vasion would demand aircraft for transport and supply 

rather than surface vessels guarded by sea power. But tho mere necessity of 

speed docs not create the conditions under l"!hich nn invasion solely by air Y."ill 

be successful, especially against largG nnd well-organized f orcos deployed over 

considerable space. In the recent T1rar tho specialized air-borne infantry div-

isions conpriscd a very s~all proportion of the arnics of each of the belligcr-

cnts. ThG. bases fro:i v.hich thcy T;crc launched TTcre i..11 cver;r case rclati Yely 

close to the objective, and ex~opt c..t Crete their r.J.ission was always to co-

operate with i.1UCh larger forces approaching by land or sea. To be sure, if the 

air forces arc relieved by the ator.1i.c bonb of the burden of devoting great nUJ.!1-

bcrs of <::.ircraft to strategic bonbing with ordi..11ary bo:i.lbs, they Trill be able to 

accept to a r..mch greater extent than hcretof ore tho t~sk of scrying as a nediu::i 

of transport <md supply for tho infantry. But it should be ·noticed that the 

enoraous cxtom::ion of r<mgc for bonbing purposes 17hich the atonic bo:i:ib rmkes 
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possible docs not apply to the tra..'1.sport of troops and 

operations distance rcrllins a forni.dable barrier. 

ur4-~? 
1

. 61 
supp ics. For such 

The i.."1vasion mid occupation af .:i. great country solely or even chiefly by air 

would be an incredibly difficult task even if one assUlJos o. nini..~un of air oppo-

sition •. The o.:i.gnitude of the preparations necessary for such an operation r..ight 

nako very dubious the chance of achieYinc; tho required ueasurc of surprise. It 

nay Trell prove thn.t the difficulty of con.solidu.ti:."lg by invasion the adva."'ltagcs 

gained through ator.:ic bonb ~tt.:i.ck ~zy act as .:m .::.ddcd and perhaps decisive do-

torrent to lau.'1.ching such an attack, especially sinco. those sa."'Je difficulties 

na.ko rctc:i.liation all the narc probable. But :i.11 !lingcs on the qutlit:r of pro-

p.:i.rt:ttion of the intended "lrictill. If it has not prepared itself for .:i.tor.ti.c botli 

Tr.::.rfar:J, the initi.:i.l dev2.Sto.tin;;: att.:i.ck Yri..-11 1.l."1cloubtod.ly p.::.ralyzc it and r.nko its 

conquest easy even by a sn.:i.11 invading forco. And if it has not prepared itself 

for such mi.rfarc its helplessness Trill no doubt be sUfficicntly apparent before 

/~ 
event as to :L.'"1vitc ncgrcssion. :~-.;- ~\' the 

It is obvious t~wt the force sot .::.p.:i.rt for im~q.pi or cou."1tcr-invasion ., --..... 

purposes will h.:i.vc to bo rcl.:J.tivcly smll, co;::plctely professioncl., and tro.inccl 

to the uttcrnost. But there l:IUSt also be a very large force ready to resist .:md · 

def cat invasion b:;· the encr.iy. ~Iorc is the plo.cc for the ci tizon nrr.:cr, though it i 
; 
I 

too nust be conprised of trninod ;.ion.. T:1.:;ro 1Jill be no ti;:1e for tra;TJ.ing once the 

c.tonic bo:::b is used. Perhaps the olcl ido<!.l of the "ni..'1.ute-n:m" with his r.ruskct 

ovor his fi!'cplaco will be: resurrected, in suitably :1odernized foIT_. In a..11y case, 
---

provision :_.11st bo r.1:!.de for insto.nt nobiliza·t,ion of trained. reserves, for a wax-

i.--::un d:Jccntralization of arIJS <:L.'1.c.: supply depots and. of tactical o.uthority, a..rid 

for flexibility of operation. The trend toYm.rds greater nobility in l<J.J.-id forces 

1·rill have to bo cnorn.ously accelerated, mid st:::-.:.tor,ic concontrations T:ill have to 

to be achieved ll1 1-rays Tihich avoid a high spatio.l dom:ity of n:i..lit.:i.ry :::'orces. 

61. 
Soc above, pp. 26-30. 
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And it must be again repeated, the arms, supplies, and vehicles 

to be depended upon are those which are stockpiled in as secure 

of transportation/ 

a man.."1.er as 

possible. 

At this point it should be clear how drastic are the changes in character,~ 
\ 

equipme:it, and outlook which the traditional armed forces m'.lst undergo if they 

are to act as real deterrents to aggression iI1 an age of atomic bombs. Whether 

or net the ideas presented above are entirely valid, they nay perhaps stimulate 

those to whoili our military security is entrusted to a more rigorous and better 

informed kind of a'l'J.alysis which will reach sou.."1der conclusions. 

In the above discussion the reader will no doubt observe the absence of c:.ny 

considerable role for the Na~7. And it is indisputable that the traditional con-

cepts of military security which this country has d~:eIO'ped over the last fifty 
I,•," -,:.\ 

! « <.!. \ 

years-in which the Navy was quite correctly avowe~~ to be 'Our 11 first line of 
'v,q1 J 

defense 11 --seer.i due for revision, or at least for reco~ration. 

For in the nain sea power has throughout history proved decisive only when 

·it was applied and exploited over a period of ~onsiderable time, and in atonic 

bonb warfare that time may vrell be lacking. Where wars are destined to be short, 

superior sea povrer I!".ay prove w!1olly useless. The French naval superiority over 

Prussia in 1870 did not prevent the collapse of the French arr..ies iri a few nonths, 

nor Cid Anglo-French naval superiority in 1940 prevent an eYen quicker conquest 

of Prance-one 1·;hich night very ••ell have ended the war. 

World War II was in fact destined to prove tl1e conflict i..r1 which sea power 

reached the cul;~J.nation of its influence on I'.istory. The greatest of air wars 
r 

a.rid the one Trhic:h saw the most titanic battles of all ti1:1c on land w-as <:!.lso t.'1e 

greatest of naval wars. It could. I'..ardly have bem oti1ernisc in a vrar Yihich was 

truly global, where tho pooli'1g of resources of tho groat allies depended upon 

their ability to traverse the highrmys of the seas and where Anerica..J. men .:ind 

matGriuls played a decisive part in remote theaters which could be reached with 

the requisite burdens only ~Y ships. That period of greatest influence of sea 
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power coincicled Y:ith tho emergence of the United Sta.tcs as the l.L."1l'ivalled 

sea porrer of the uorld. Yet in nany respects all this mighty power sJcn.s 

~oncnt of its greatest glory to have bccone 

Yet certain vital tasks may remain for fleets even in a war of 

a tonic bonbs. One function which a superior fleet ser.ros at every :aor:icmt of its 

existcncc--and which therefore requires no tirJB for its application~is the de-

fcnse of coasts agai.."lst sea-borne invasion. Only since the surrender of Ger::-.any, 

"IThich nado available to us the observations of oenbcrs of the Gerr..!all High Coz:i.-

mnnd, has t..'-1c public boon mdc m-r3.l"o of so::lcti1ing which haC. previously been 

ob'l".rious only to close students of the wc.r--th2.t it vras the Roy<ll N:i:vy even Dore 

than tho R.A.F. which kept Hitler fron leapin3 across the Chrumcl i...'1 1940,. The 

R.A.F. 1vas too iI1f~rior to the Luftwaffe to count for i:ruch in itself, a.."lcl was 

inportnnt lnrgcly as a Danns of protccti..~g the ships which the Eritish would have 

interposed against any invasion attcr.ipt. 

Wo have noticocl t!1~t if srriftness nors osse:ntial to the execution of any in-

vnsion plan, tho invader Tlould be obligod to depend na.ir.ly if not cxclusiv-cly on 

trnnsport by air. But vr~ also observed -th.:i.t the difficulties in the w<Y.y of such 

an enterprise night be such as to u1ko it quite bpossiblc of achievcne:mt. For 

the overseas novcnont of <l.I'I.UGS of any sizo and cspcciall;r of their larger arns 

and supplies, sea-borne transportution proved quit~ indispensable even in an era 

i1hen giga.."ltic .:i.ir f orccs had been built up by fully nobilizcd countries over four 

yocxs of r1ar. The diffcrenc c in wc;ight-carrying capo.city bet7,roon s~1ips nnd 

planes is altogether too greo.t to porr.lit us to expect thD.t it rrill becone nili- v-' 

tarily uni.r:i.portant in fifty years or narc. 62 A for cc which is able to keep the 

onony fro:o. usi.l1c; the sc.:i.s is bou..-id. to ron.::i.in for n long t:i2:lo an \Jnornously i.:-:l-

porta'!J.t defense ag~i.."1st overseas inva~ion. 

Hm.-rcvor, the dof:::nse of coe..sts a:;ai."lst soa-bornc i..."1v.:i.sion is so:.iothing which 

pm·rcrful a'!J.d superior ~ir forces arc also able to co.rry out, though pcrhnps 

62. 
Soc Bcrni'.2.rd Brodie, A Guide to IJav.:i.l Strategy (Princeton, 3rd ed.) p. 215. 
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sonevrh::lt less reliably. If that were the solo function rc::-.aining to the :~avy, 

tho !lLl.i.."ltena.nce of hugh fleets would hnrd~r be justified. One r:ust considar also 

the possible off cnsivo value of a fl~et which has a.tonic bor.ibs at its disposal. 

It was argued L'1 the previous ch.:i.ptcr that the ator..ic bonb enorwously extends 

the effective range of bonbing aircraft, and that even today tho cities of every 

great p011cr are inside effective bonbL'1g range of planes based on the territories 

of any other great povrer. The future developncnt of aircraft will no doubt r.ia.ke 

bon.bi.."1.g at six and se:vcn thousa."ld Diles range even r:torc feasible than it is today, 

a.'1.d the tendency tovm.rd.s even highor cruising altitudes Yrill ulti.n:J.tely br:L."1.e; 

planes above tho levels where weather haz<ll'ds o..rc an :L.~ortant barrier to long 

flights. Tho ability to bring oncrs planes rclativcl:r close to the target b<::forc 

launching the~, as naval carrier forces are able ~o, nust certainly dir:1inish 
//''''''··:-'-. 

L'1 l'.:l.ili t.:u-y i.Liport.:mce. E11t it Yri.11 not whollp:" cease ·"'to be: inporta.l'lt, even :for 

0: J 
ato!'.".ic bonbs; and if the cnphasis in vohiclos is~~ocl fron aircraft to long-

rans-e rockets, there -v:ill again be an cmorr1ous adv-ant:::.ge i.'1 having one 1 s nissiles 

clos~ to the t<ll'gct. 

Even nore i::::lportant, p~rhaps, is tho fact that a fleet at sea is not easily 

located mid even le::ss casiljr dostroyed. The :::.bility to r etaliatc if attacked is 

certainly enhancocl by havi..'1g a bo:c.b-launc!1ing base which c.:mnot be plotted on a 

nap. A fleet a.r-"'1cd with atonic bar.lbs uhich had disappcarcci into the vastness of 

the seas <luring a crisis would be just one additional cleuent to give pause to an 

aggressor. It nust, however, be again rupeatcd that the possession of such a 

fleet or of advanced bases •rill not be essential to the execution of bonbin~ 

r;ti.ssions at extrene ro..."lges. 

If there shoulC: be a war i."1 which a tor.i.ic bonbs Yrerc not used--a possibility 

vrhich must always be prm:i.dud agai.'1.st--the fleet vrould retai..'1 all the f·unctions 

it has ever exercised. We knon also that there nrc ccrtairi policing obligations 

entailed in various .Ancricc:in con:li.tnonts, especially that of the United Nations 

Org~zation. The idea of using ~tonic boLlbs for such policing operations, as 
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some have advocated, is not only callous in the extreme but stupid. Even general 

bombing vii.th ordinary bombs is the worst possible way to coerce states of rela-

tively low military power, for it combines the maximum of indiscriminate de~truc

tion 'With the minimum of direct contro1. 6.3 

At any rate, if the United States retains a strong navy, as it no doubt will, 

we should insist upon that navy retaining the maximum flexibility and ad.aptabil-

ity to new conditions. The public can assist in this process by examining crit-

ically any effort of the service to freeze naval armaments at high quantitative 

levels, for there is nothing more deadening to technological progress especially 

in the Ns.vy than the maintenance in active or reserve commission a nmnber of ships 

far exceeding a."ly current needs. It is not primarily a question of how much money 

is spent or how much man povver is absorbed but rather of how efficiently money 

and man power are being utilized. Honey spent on keep:L"lg i.11 commission ships 

built for the· last war is money wf.i.ch might /be.'·'~evoted to additional research and 
/ .~(\ ' 
I ,'? -· -, 

eJ-.."Perimentation, and existing ships discoilli~e new construction. For that matter, i 

money spent on maintaining a huge navy is p~~oney taken from other serYices 

and other instruments of defense which may be of far greater relative importance 

in the early stages of a future crisis than they have bem in the past. 

The Dispersion of Cities as a Defense Against the Bomb 

Y!e have seen that the atoraic bomb drastically alters the significance of dis-

tance between riYal powers. It also raises to the first order of importa.TJ.ce as a 

factor of pmver the precise spatial arrangement of industry and population withi.'1 

each country. The enormous concentration of power in the individual bomb, irre-

ducible bel~~ a certain high limit except through deliberate and purposeless 

63. 
There has been a good deal of confusion bet11een automaticity and immediacy in 

the execution of sanctions. Those 'V'iho stress the importance of bringing military 
pressure to bear at once in the case of ar,;Tession are as a rule really less con
cerned with havi.'"1g sanctions ir.rposed quickly than they are with having them appear 
certain. To be sure, the atomic bomb gives the necessity for quickness of milit~r 
response a wholl;{ new meaning; but in the kinds of aggression with which the u.1;.o. 
is now set up to deal,, atomic bombs are not likely to be important for a very long 
tir.le. 

I. 
;,,! • 
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wastage of efficiency~ is such as to demand for the full realization of that ~ower 

targets in which the enemyts basic strength is comparably concentrated. Thus, 

the city is a made-to--order target, and the degree of urbanization of a country 

furnishes a rough i.:.-idex of its relative vulnerability to the atol:1ic bomb. 

And since a single properly-aimed bomb can destroy a city of 100,000 about as 

effectively as it can one of 25,000, it is ob\~ously an advantage to the attacker 

if the uni.ts of 25,000 are cor.i.b;ned :L.'1to units of 100,000. Moreover, a city is 

af~er all a fairly integrated community in terms of vital services and transpor-

tation. If half to tv;o-thirds of its area is obliterated, one mz.y count on it 

that the rest of the city will, under prevailing conditions, be effectively pros-
,~ J ~ -~, \ 

trated. Thus, the more the population and intlust!""J-~ a state are concentrated 
1~ J 

i.T'lto urban areas and the larger individually ~ncentrations become, the 

fei7er are the atomic bo~bs necessar;,t to effect their destruction. 64 

In 1940 there were in t..11e United States five cities with l,000,000 or :;nore 

in.fiabita...-its (one of which, Los Angeles, is spread out over more than 400 square 

miles), nine cities "bet'?reen 500, 000 nnd 1, 000, 000, t;rrenty-three cities between 

250,000 and 500,000, fifty-five be"trreen 100,000 and 250,000 and one hu.'1.dred and 

seven between 50,000 and 100,000 population. Thus, there were ninety-tvro cities 

with a population of 100,000 and. oYer, and these contained approrimately 29 per 

cent of our total poptlation. Reaching dovm to the leYel of 50,000 or more, the 

64. 
In this respect the atoraic bomb differs markedly from the TNT bomb, due to 

the much smaller radius of destruction of. the latter. The amount of destruction 
the TNT bomb accomplishes depends not on what is in the general locality but on 
what is in the :imraediate proxii1li.ty of the burst. A factory of given size re
quires a given ntt:lber of bombs to destroy it regardless of t~e size of the city 
in which it is situated. To be sure, the "nissesn count for more in a large cit~,., 
but from the point of view of the defend.er there are certain co;.npensating advan
tages in hav:L.'1g the objects to be defended gathered in large concentrations. It 
makes a good deal easier the effective deployment of fighter patrols and anti
aircraft guns. nut the latter advantage cloes not count for much in the case of 
atomic bombs, since, as argued in the previous chapter, it is practically hopeless 
to expect fighter pla..'1es and. antiaircraft guns to stop atomic bom"c attack so cor..
plstely as to save the city. 
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number of cities is increased to 199 a."1.d the population contained in them is in-

creased to sor.ie 34 per cent. ifaturally, the proportion of the nation's factories 
• 

contained in those 199 cities is far greater than the proportion of the popula-

tion. 

This is a considerably higher ratio of urban to non-urban population than is 

to be found in any other great power except Grez.t Britain. Regardless of what 

international n.easures are undertaken to cope Yrith the atomc bomb menace, the 

United States can.~ot afford to remain cowplacent about it. This measure of vul-

nerability, to be sure, :r.rust be qualified by a host of other considerations, such 

as the architectural character of the cities, 65 the manner in which they are 

individually laid out, and above all the de~ee of interdependence of industr<J 

and services between different parts of the incli\ridual city, between the city and 
/~~ 

its hinterla.."1.d, and between the different urban artts· E~t:h city is, together 

with its hinterland, an econonic and social organi - , wit a character sooewhat •n 

distinct fro~ other comparable organisms. 

A number of students have been busily at work evolving plans for the dis-

persal of our cities and the resettletient of our population and industries in a 

65. 
The difference between American and Japanese cities in vulnerability to boob

in;; attack has unquestionably been exaggerated. Host commentators "l'lho stress the 
di.ff erence forget the many square railes of predoninantly wooden fra.ne houses to 
be found in a.most a.'1.y A.":lerica~ city. And those who were i.-:ipressed with the pict
ures of ferro-concrete buildinbs sta.."1ding relatively i."1ta.ct in the midst of other
wise total devastation at Hiroshir.ia and Nagasaki will not be comforted by Dr. 
Philip Horrison' s testi.l:lony before the i.Iacl·iahon CoI:lrn.ittee on December 6, 194.5. 
Dr. ruorrison, uho i."1.spected both cities, testified that the interiors of those 
buildings were completely destroyed and the people in ther.i killed. Brick build
ings, he pointed out, and even steel-fra.'Ue buildings ·with brick walls proved 
extrc:;:iely vulnerable, 11 0f those people within a thousand yards of the blast, 11 

he added, 11abou.t one in every house or t110 escaped death fron blast or burn. rut 
they died a.rr;r.ray fror.i the effects of the rays emitted at the instant of explo
sion." He expressed hi.':lSelf as convinced that an A.."':lerican city sh--U.larly bon.bed 
11nould be as badly d.:i.naged as a Japanese city, though it would look less wrecked 
fron the air." 

Perhaps Dr. Morrison is exagzerating in the opposite direction. Obviously 
there must be a considerable difference a.i;iong structures in their capacity to 
~"ithstand blast from atomic boobs and to shelter the people within theu. But that 
difference is likely to IDI:.ke itself felt mostly in the peripheral portions of a 
blasted area. Within a radius of one mile fron the center of burst it is not 
likely to be of consequence. 
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manner calculated to reduce the n'Ul:lber of casualties and the amount of physical 

destruction that a given nu::iber of a'tomic bombs can cause. In their most drastic 

form these plans, many of which will shortly reach the public eye, involve the re-

distribution of our urban concentrations into 11 linear" or "cellular" cities. 

The linear or 11ribbon11 city is one which is very much longer than it is wide, 

with its industries and services as well as population distributed along its en-

tire length. Of two cities occupying nine square miles, the one which was one 

mile wide and nine long would clearly suffer less destruction from one atomic 

borab, however perfectly aimed, than the one which was three miles square. "The 

principle of the cellular city, on the other hand, would be realized if a city of 

the same nine-square-miles size were dispersed i."lto nine units of about one square 

mile each and situated in such a pattern that each ~ was three to five miles 
... ~:(':: .. _,- '.:- -~. 

distant from another. 

Such "planning" seems to this l'iTiter to s hovr~~ar lack of appreciation 

of the forces which have given birth to our cities and caused them to ex.pand and 

multiply. There are always important geographic and economic reasons for the 

birth and growth of a city and profound political and social resistance to inter-

ference witl1 the results of "natural" growth. Cities like New York and Chicago 

are not going to dissolve themselves by direction from the government, even if 

they could find areas to dissolve thsmselves into. As a linear city Ne>7 7orl>: 

i:rould be as long as the state of Peni."1.sylvania, and 1·vould certainly have no organic 

meaning as a city. "Solutions" like these are not only politically and socially 

tL."ll'ealistic but physically irapossible. 

Nor does it seem that the military benefits would be at all commensurate 

with the cost, even if the programs were physically possible and politically 

feasible. We have no way of estimating the absolute lm.it to t."'le number of bombs 

·which will be available to an attacker, but we lmow that unless production of 

atoIJic bombs is drastically l:i.r.ri.ted or completely suppressed by international 

agreement, the number available in the world vd.11 progress far more rapidly and 
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involve infinitely less cost of production and use than any concurrent dissolu-

tion or realignment of cities designed to offset that multiplication. If a city 

three miles square can be largely destroyed by one well aimed bomb, it will re-

quire only three well spaced bombs to destroy utterly a city nine miles long and 

one mile irride. And the· effort required in producing and delivering the two e.J...'tra 

bombs is infinitesimal compared to tr~t inYolved in converting a square city into 

a linear one. 

Unquestionably an invulnerable home front is beyond price, but there is no 

hope of gainLT"J.g such a thing in any case. What the city-dispersion-planners are 

advocating is a colossal effort and ey,penditure (esti.inated by some of them to 

amount to 300 billions of dollars) and a ruthless suppression of the inevitable 

resistance to such dispersion in order to achieve what is at best a marginal dim-

inution of vulnerability. No such program has -~he slight.est chance of being 

accepted. ~~ 
v· 

However, it is clear that the United a good cleal less 

vulnerable to atomic bomb attack than it is at present, that such reduction can 

be made great enough to count as a deterrent in the calc~lations of future 

aggressors, and that it can be done at ir:Jr.1easurably less economic and social cost 

and in a manner which i-'l'ill arouse far less resistance tha.."'1 any of the drastic 

solutions described above. 

I3ut first we r:n.1st make clear in our minds what our ends are. Our first pur-

pose, clearly, is to reduce the likelihood that a sudden attack upon us Yrill be 

so paralyzing in its effects as to rob us of all chance of effective resistance. 

And we arc interested in sustaining our pa..-rer to retaliate primarily to make the 

prospect of aggression r:iuch less attractive to the aggressor. In other words, 

we wish to reduce our VLllnerability in order to reduce the chances of our being 

hit at all.. Secondly, we wish to reduce the number of casualties and of material 

dar:rage which will result from an attack upon us of any given level of intensity. 

These trro ends are of course intimately interrelated, but they are also to a 

QI 
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degree distinguishable. A..."1d it is necessary to pursue that distinction. Wo 
··~ 

should notice also that while most industrj.es are ultimately convertible or appli-

cable to the prosecution of 1·:ar, it is possible to disti.riguish be"tYveen iadustries 

in the degree of their i..""lll!led.iate in<lispensabili ty for war purposes. Finally, 

while industries attract population and vice versa, modern means of transporta-

tion ma...~e possible a locational flexibility bet"vleen an industry and those people 

who service it and whom it serves. 

Thus it would seem that the first step· i."1 reducing our national vulne~ability 

is to catalog the industries especially and immediately necessary to atomic bomb 

warfare--a relatively small proportion of the total--and to move them out of our 

cities entirely. Where those industries utilize massive plants, those plants 

should as far as possible be broken up into smaller units. Involved in such a 

movement would be the labor forces which directly service those industries. The 
,,.~. 

great mass of rema:ining industries can be left wh~e tlieY...are within the cities, 
I ·- • 

but the population which remains with them can be ~ed, through the further 

development of suburban building, to spread over a greater amount of space. Y.1'hole 

areas deserving to be condemnned in arry case could be converted into public parks 

or even airfields. The important element in reducing casualties is after all not 

the shape of the individual city but the spatial density of population within it. 

Furthermore, the systems providing essential services, such as those .supply-

ing or distributing food, fuel, water, conmrunications, and medical care, could 

and should be rearranged geographically. Medical services, for example, tend to 

be concentrated not merely within cities but in particular sections of those cit-

ies. The conception which might govern the relocation of services within the 

cities is that which has long been familiar in warship design-compartmentation. 

And obviously where essential services for large rural areas are unnecessarily 

concentrated in cities, they should be moved. out of them. That situation per-

tains especially to communications. 
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It would be desirable also to initiate a series of tests on the resistance 

of various kinds of structures to atomic bomb blast. It might be found that one 

type of structure has far greater resistance than another without being corres-

pondingly more costly. If so, it would behoove the government to encourage that 

kind of construction in new building. Over a long period of years, the gain in 

resistance to attack of our urban areas might be considerable, and the costs 

involved would be marginal. 

So far as safeguarding the lives of urban populations is concerned, the 

above suggestions are meaningful only for the initial stages of an attack. They 

would permit a larger number to stL'!"Vive the initial attacks and thereby to engage 

in that exodus from the cities by which alone their lives can be safeguarded. 

And the preparation for such an exodus would involve a vast program for the con-

struction of temporary shelter in the coTu.~tr-Jside and the planting of emergency 

,........-....," 
stores of food. What we would then have in effect:.:is the dispersal not of cities 

but of air-raid shelters. U 
The writer is here presenting merely some general principles which might be 

considered in any plan for reducing our general vulnerability. Obviously, the 

actual content of such a plan would have to be derived from the findings of in-

tensive study by e:::perts i.'1 a rather large nu."!lber of fields. It is imperative, 

however, that such a study be got U.'1d.er way at once. The country is about to 

launch into a great construction pror;;-ram, both for dwelli.'1gs and for expanding 

industries. 1Jew sources of pmver are to be created by nmv dams. The opportuni-

ties thus afforded for "vulnerability control" are tremendous, and should not be 

permitted to slip away--at least not vrithout intensive study of their feasibilit~r. 

Those who have been predicti.""1g attacks of 1.5,000 ato!nic bombs and UP'Nard 

will no doubt look with jaundiced eye upon these speculations. For they vrill say 

that a country so struck will not merely be overwheL~ed but for all practical 

purposes vrill vanish. Those areas not directly struck will be covered with 
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clouds of radioactive dust under which all living beings will perish. 

No doubt there is a possibiµty that an initial attack can be so overwhelming 

as to void all possibility of resistance or retaliation, regardless of the pre-

cautions taken in the target state. Not all eventualities can be provided -
against. But preparation to launch such an attack would have to be on so gigantic 

a scale as to eliminate all chances of surprise. }.1oreover, while there is perhaps 

little solace in the thought that the lethal effect of radioactivity is generally 

considerably delayed, the idea will not be lost on the aggressor. The more 

horrible the results of attack, the more he will be deterred by even a marginal 

chance of retaliation. /~~"' 
(;> \' 

Finally, one can scarcely assume that the ~ld will remain either long 
~ 

ignorant of or acquiescent in the accumulations of such vast stockpiles oi' atomic 

bombs. International organization may seem at the moment pitifully L~adequate to 

cope with the problem. of controlling bomb production, but a runav;ay competition 

in such production would certainly bring new forces into the picture. In this 

.chapter and in the preceding one, the writer has been under no illusions concern-

ing the value of a purely military solution. 

Concern with the efficiency of the national defenses is obviously inadequate 

in itself as an approach to the problem of the atomic bomb. In ~o far as such 

concern prevails over the more fund.a.aental consideration of eliminating war or at 

least of reducing the chance of its recurrence, it clearly defeats its purpose. 

That has perhaps always been true, but it is a trn.th which is less escapable 

today than ever before. Nations can still save themselves by their own armed 

strength from subjugation, but not from a destruction so colossal as to involve 

coraplete ruin. Nevertheless, it also remains true that a nation which is as well 

girded for its own defense as is reasonably possible is not a tempting target to 

an aggressor. Such a nation is therefore better able to pursue actively that 

progressive improvement in world affairs by which alone it finds its true security. 
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Chapter III 

THE ATOMIC BOMB AND SOVIET-ftJ,ITP.ICAN P..ELATIONS 

By 

Arnold Wolfers 

As the Second World War drew to a close of German and 

Japa.l'lese power became certain, two new and hilrassing problems began to throw 

their shadow over the international scene: one, the future relationship between 

the United States a...~d the Soviet Union; the other, the atomic bomb. Together 

they aroused in a war wea.r-J world the horrifying thought that failure to cope 

-nth the..":i properly might lead to a third vrnrlcl war, anc. an atomic war at that. 

~nether there exists today any direct con.'t'lection between the difficulties 

besetti.l'lg American-Soviet understanding and the American possession of atomic 

power may be doubted. If the Soviet leaders are disturbed by the increase of 

American milita.r;r strength caused by the bomb or if they have been rendered more 

suspicious of American intentions because Russia has been excluded from the 

secrets surrounding atomic production, they have, in public utterances at least, 

given little expression to their feelings. The troubles which beset the states-

men and diploma.ts of the two countries in the matter of settling disputes antedate 

the atomic bomb; if they have increased in recent tir.les, the termination of 

hostilities against the co:r.:m.on enemy offers sufficient explanation. 

Even so, the possession--novr by one, later in all probability by both of 

these two giant pm'\'ers--of a weapon with the destructive pov:er of the atomic 

bomb cannot but profoundly affect their relations. Modern tech...~ological advances 

in the field of aviation· and of rocket weapons have dravm the United States and 

the Soviet Union into military propinquity; they are novr in a position to strike 

at each other from their home bases. ~'hat such proxirrity can do to the relations 

between nations the history of Europe over the past. centuries only too clearly 

-90-
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reveals. It will require the utI:J.ost care on the part of both countries if 

mutual fear of atomic attack is not to develop in them those attitudes which so 

often in the past have destroyed friendship and confidence between the nations of 

Europe. ~:-.. h,- <,<;_\ 

This is not a matter concerning the Russians ~~ourJ11ves alone. Friendly 
\"'«:> 

Oql 

relations between the two cou.'1tries Yrhich hold a predonu...11ant position of pmrer 

in the world today constitute a guarantee.of peace for all nations; conflict be-

tween them acts as a signal for nations--a.nd even for groups within nations--to 

begin lining up for another world war. Thus, as tension between th~m rises or 

falls, so will the fear which the atomic weapon has put into the hearts of men 

increase or decline. Wars between other powers, of course, remain a possibility. 

The mere suspicion, if it should ever arise, that the Germans or the Japanese 

were in possession of atomic weapons might dispel any thought of Soviet-American 

confliet; but as things stand today and so long as C-ermany a.11d Japan are kept 

under control, it seems unlikely that the ato~ic weapon would play a role in 

hostilities in which the Soviet Union and the United States were not both :L.'1volved. 

If this is correct, a discussion limited to Soviet-.P.merican relations ·will not 

give a grossly distorted picture of the effects of the new weapon on general 

world conditions, though it ca..'1...'1ot do full justice to the role of other countries. 

As these lines are V"'liitten the United ~tates possesses a monopoly of ato:r:ri.c 

povrer. Britain and Canada, while sharing the secret, are not producing the atom 

botib, nor is any other cou.'1try in a position to do so. Hm~ long it vrill take the 

Soviet Union or other countries to breal:: the monopoly nobody can p:~eC.ict; but it 

is safe to assume that before long dual or multiple possession of the bomb will 

have become a reality. 

Until that day comes, and if only for a passing moment of history, this 

country occupies a unique position among the nations--one, in fact, that has no 

parallel in history. If this c ountrJ, due to its naval and air superiority, 

enjoyed an unusual degree of immunity from attack even before the atomic bor..b was 
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invented, the solitary possession of this all-porrerful weapon has put the cities 

and production centers of the entire world, including the mighty Soviet Union, ' 

at the mercy of our peaceful intentions. There may never have been a time when 

great powers 1vere so 

One might argue 

the American people, 

dependent upon one major country. 

that, given the obvious peacefulness~weariness of 

the Soviet Union has no reason to f e~onopoly or to 

seek to match us in the production of the bomb. Some may even suspect that the 

Russians must be harboring hostile intentions toward this country if they are 

disturbed by the present situation. That would be unfair to the Soviet Union. 

She has lost some of the freedom of action on which all great powers insist. She 

cannot risk undertaking any steps which we r.iight inter:pret as a violation of our· 

national interests. If war broke out today, she would be defenseless. History 

offers no example of a powerful country resigning itself voluntarily to such 

inferiority. It should be taken for granted and should cause no suspicion or 

resentment that the Russians are bending their efforts toward breaking 1n th a 

minimmn of delay the present American monopoly. Given the position of the two 

cou.~tries in the world, it is safe to assume that the Soviet Union, unless 

forced by circu..'1Stances beyond her control, will not rest content until she has 

succeeded in match:L~g our atomic povfer too. 66 Once again parity may become the 

watchword of disarmament negotiations, only this ti..-ne bearing on the a tom bomb 

and Soviet-American relations rather than on the naval strength of Britain a.~d 

the United States. 

Since everything points to an early end of our monopoly, we have every 

66. 
The lfoscow magazine New Times, as quoted by the New York Ti.."Iles, in dis-

cussing the atomic bomb on September 3, ·speaks of "many other cou.'l"ltries • • • 
who will work with redoubled energy to invent weapons as good or better." Hew 
York Times, September 4, 1945. 
Mr. liolotov speald.ng before the Eoscow Soviet on lJovember 6, 1945, said, 11We 
shall have atomic energy too, and. many other things. 11 Information Bulletin, 
Embassy of the U .S .S .R., NovembGr 27, 1945. 
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reason to ask ourselves vihether some significant use could not and should not be 

made of it while it lasts. The fact that this count:rJ is temporarily enjoying 

absolute security from atomic attack means little because no major conflagration 

was likely to occur so soon after the close of a vrorld war anyway. 

It is being asked whether the spectacular increase in our military p01ver, 

occurring at the very time when ticklish postwar problems are being thrashed out 

between the Allies, should not be helping our diplomats to obtain resul.ts more 

nearly in line with A .. ilerican vie\VS and principles. Th~ence so far indicates 
( ~: -:~ . 
I;; ~) 

that the atomic bomb has exerted no such influence. \~ather .;;_ehan being a suitable 
~ 

instrument through which to obtain concessions from the Russians, it may have been 

an imped.:llnent to our diplomacy, There ar~ good reasons why this should be so. 

Current negotiations with the Soviet Union bear on matters which from the vielv-

point of the American public are of secondary interest; they bear an "far-away 

regions," to use the words Neville Chamberlain applied to Czechoslovakia. The 

United States vrill not attack Russia with atom bombs over such issues as democracy 

in Eastern Europe or "autonomy movementsn in Asia, and the Soviet leaders lmow it. 

American and British statesmen, as a matter of fact, have assured the Russians 

that they do not have the remotest intention of using the bomb as a means of 

diplomatic pressure.67 In saying so, they are promising little. It may be 

praiseworthy of them not to want to swing the "biG stick," but it would not be 

much of a stick if they did. All they could achieve would be to arouse resentment 

a...~d to provoke the Russians to more vigorous resistance to their desires. The 

mere suspicion on the part of the Russians that the English-speaking statesmen 

67
• Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin addressing the House of Commons stated, 11 I 

haye never once allowed ~rself to think that I could arrive at this or that 
decision because Britain was in possession of the atomic bomb, or whether she was 
not. 11 Nevr York Times, Hover.J.ber 8, 1945. 

Secretary of State James F. B--yrnes on November 16, 1945: trThe suggestion that 
we are using the atomic bomb as a diplomatic or military threat agai..."lst a.11y 
nation is not only untrue in fact but is a wholly unwarranted reflection upon 
the American Government and people •. " New York T:ilnes, November 17, 194.5. 
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might be com1ting on the "persuasive" influence of the bor.i.b, despite contrary 

professions, may be hurting the pride of the Soviet leaders and ma.Icing them .less 

conciliatory. 1fnether our possession of the bomb has made the Soviet leaders 

more cautious in their policy toward certain regions, such as China, in which 

this country is known to regard itself as being particularly interested is, of 

course, impossible to tell. All one can say is that there is no evidence that 

the Russians would have acted more aggressively if we had not possessed the bomb. 

If the monopoly cannot and should not be made to serve as an instrument of 

diplomatic pressure, must the idea of actually using. the bomb as a military 

weapon also under all circu.'!1Sta_r1ces be ruled out? The fact is that some people 

in this cotL"ltry are wondering whether there night not be purposes which would 

· justify, if not an atomic attack on the Soviet Union, then at least the threat of 

such an attackfaB If we should become involved in an at~c war after the monopoly 

has been lost, more people might ask themselves whether out of sentimentality, 

conplacency or ignorance an opportunity, u.11ique and never to recur, had not been 
~/~ 

loot. ~~ ~ 
~~ ~ 1 

To the credit of the American people it ~aid tnat where the question 

has been raised at all the attention has centered on 11ays and means by which 

ator.i.ic bombing or the threat of such bombing could be made to serve the interests 

of r.i.ankind and of the peace of the '\rvorld. A few isolated voices have been heard 

to suggest that we lau.11ch a preventive war against the Soviet Union forthe sake 

of national security. Such opinions may be held by people who are so firmly 

convinced of the inevitability of a Soviet-American war that they would not 

shrink from the idea of stril:ing now when perhaps for the last time American 

68 • Mr. A. Sokoloff vr.riting i.11 the ilfoscow New Times of November 18, 1945, says, 
11 The atomic bomb is a signal for reactionnaires all over the world to agitate 
for a new crusade agair...st the Soviet Union." He attributes to these groups in 
the English-speaking cou.11tries a design to reduce the Soviet Union to the rank 
of a second-rate power through the use of the atora bomb. 
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cities could hope to S'lL."!'"Vive another war. HoweYer, the idea of a preventive war 

is so abhorrent to American feeling that no government in this cou.11try, to judge 

from the state of public opinion today, could hope to gain popular support for 

such an adventure. Only if there was grcm-i_ng fear that once in possession of the 

bomb the Soviet Union would seek expansion by force, might a sweeping change in 

public opinion become possible. 
.,.:,:::,\"\nOl~l; <::;-\ 

<,; , ' 

That does not answer the question of whether · e use~of the atomic bomb in 

crusade 11i.g~~ve a broader appeal. the service of some great humanitarian 

Here and there one finds people, not cynical nationalists but high-nrinded and 

idealistic internationalists, playing with the idea of such a crusade. They will 

argue that since 11world government now11 can alone prevent the suicide of civlliza-

tion, it has become an objective worthy of the greatest sacrifices. As long as ... 
this country has the atomic monopoly it has the pm'ler, never before possessed 

by any nation, to break any resistance to the establish.~ent of such a world 

government. If the So;1iet Union should refuse to join, we would be justified, 

according to those who hold this view, in using atomic coercion against her. 

Y!hy, they ask, if vre felt entitled to destroy two Japanese cities fort he sake of 

shortening a war, should it not be right to ta...~e sir.ilar action against the 

Russians if manh."i.'1d can be smred in no other way from the greatest of all catas-

trophes? 

One might brush off this type of argunont simply by poi.'1.ting out that the 

American people could never be persuaded to such a course or one might rule it 

out as being too immoral for serious consideration. Hovrever, it may be more 

important to demonstrate the futility of such a crusade even in terms of the 

objectives of its proponents. Surely nobody would dare to justify an attack on 

a nation with which we were at peace unless he believed that it would save the 

world from the deadly threat inherent in atomic par1er. 

Let. us then, for the salce of argument, assume that this country were to 

propose to the Soviet Union and the other nations the immediate establishment of 

lffV 
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a world government with a federal and democratic constitution and that the 

Russians were to refuse, possibly on the grounds·that the So~iet regime and 

Soviet principles would be threatened by such a world authority. We would then 

have to proceed to threaten Russian cities with an atomic attacl: and be :ready, if 

the Soviet government did not yield, to follorr up our threat with actual atomic 

bombarc1~ent. The Russia.'1S, their cities being defenseless, might conceivably 

bow to our threat and join the world federation under duress. We could not, 

however, e.:>..-pect our threat to induce them to allow· troops of foreign nations' or 

foreign govern~ent agencies to take control of their territory and resources. 

Ylhat then would we have achieved? Even .as a member of the v-rorld federation, the 

Soviet Union could resll!!le her efforts to attain atomic pm-ver. Nothing but con-

tinued coercion or threats of coercion would stand between us and the catas

trophe which we would have set out to render impossible/./ ~ 
r-:: ~I 

An actual atomic attack on the Soviet Union--if o~Qdare ~ntemplate as 
~-

ruthless a step as that--might appear to offer better chances for a permanent 

elimination of the danger of atomic yrar. If it led to a crushing defeat and 

consequent unconditional surrender of the Russians, victory would bring in its 

wake complete control of their territory and resources, a control similar to 

that which we no"Vr exercise over Japan and Ger:raany. But would we and the nations 

· which had associated theTJSelves With us know what to do with the Soviet. Union if 

we had her in our power? Would not the danger we were setting out to ban re-

appear in a more threatening form as soon as our occupation armies were with-

drawn? The Germans have shovm what a vengeful and embittered people will do if 

and when they are offered an opportunity to pay back the humiliation which they 

believe they have suffered. · More recent e.:>..-perience has also shown how little 

the America."1. ·people are prepared to undertake the task of prolonged military . 

control; as a matter of fact, none but a fascist regime would want to train and 

indoctri..1ate tens of thousands of men for the purpose of holding dovm the revolt 

of a country of the size and potentialities of the Soviet Union. 
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The whole idea of an offensive use of the bomb during the period of our 

monopoly can therefore safely be laid aside as utterly :L"Ilpractical. Since there 

is also little danger of our hav:ing to use it defensively in the years al1ead, it 

would seem as if our sole possession of the atomic weapons was not going to be 

of much service to us or the world. There may be another way, hcn·rever, of putting 

the monopoly to use while it lasts. We are today in a position to give away 

what others regard as a great privilege. We ca.'l, if we desire, offer tp end our 

monopoly. The question is whether something substantial for our security or the 

peace of the world could be gained by bargai..riing avray the advantages which we now 

hold but must expect to lose in the near future anyhow. There could certainly be 

no moral objection to such a deal, since we would ge~usly be seeking to 

eli."llinate the threat of atomic warfare. r;:,.·~'·<.~\ 
\-;', ~ 

The term 11 bargaining away11 as applied here sh~/ be understood to mean 

bilateral negotiations by which this country would make direct concessions to the 

Soviet Union. Such a procedure was ruled out when the problem of the atomic 

weapon was put into the hands of the United lfations Organization. Any "bargaining 

away11 of American advantages, if it occurs, will ·take the form of the United 

States accepti.'lg international agreements arisL.'lg from deliberations of the 

Security Council or, what is practically the same thing, the United Nations 

Commission on Atomic EnergJr Controi.69 

It is not necessary to discuss in detail here the advantages of such inter-

national procedure over bilateral Soviet-American negotiations. The last chapter 

will be devoted entirely to the services which can or cannot be derived from 

international efforts in respect to atomic power. They bear on Soviet-American 

relations in several ways. Quite ob'vi.ously it would be more difficult to obtain 

the consent of this country to sacrifices 1i1Cl;de directly to the Soviet Union than 

to Amsrica.n contributions to the common peace efforts of the United Nations. 

69. 
See p. 160 below. 
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Furthermore, by approaching the problem of protection against atomic weapons 

through an international organization, countries other than the two major powers 

not only gain a chance of participation but an opportunity to help bring about 

agreement between the two :most important members. Finally, it is hoped that both 

this country and the Soviet Union will make greater efforts to reach agreement if 

in so doing they can strengthen the UNO. 

However, the choice of an international of 

negotiation cannot do away with the underlying problem which is the distribution 

of atomic. power between the United States and the Soviet Union. This country as 

the sole possessor of the bomb is alone in a position to make immediate sacri-

fices or contributions. The Soviet Union is today the one country among the 

United Nations from which we must expect early and independent atomic production. 

It is ·therefore the one country from vrhich, if we are to make conc.essions, we 

must insist on obtaining re~iable safeguards. h'hatever international agreement 

may be negotiated within the frarneYrork of the UNO will, thus, in the beginning at 

least constitute i.~ essence a Soviet-American agreement, rei..."lforced by the par-

ticipation of others. It goes r-dthout saying that any agreement on atomic povrer 

would have to take care of whatever dangers might arise from countries like Ger-

many or Japan which are outside of the Organization. 

Theoretically this count:ry could have offered a far more S11eeping contribu-

tion to the solution o! the ator.lic problem than anything ever hinted at in the 

Trtk"'la.I1-Attlee..King declaration and the subsequent :Moscarr resolution and could in 

return have asked for correspondingly svreeping contributions from the Russians. 

Speci~ically, our government might have declared that the United States was ready 

to scrap all existing stockpiles of atomic bombs as well as all the plants in 

which they ·were produced. In return it would have had to demand that all other 

members of the Organization, including the Soviet Union, commit themselves, under 

stringent international guarantees, never to 1.L.~dertake the production of atomic 

bO!Jbs. Here again one is tempted to forego further discussion on the grou.~ds 
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that the consent of the American people could neve~ have been obtaj_~ed for such a 

scheme; but that would seem. to pL~ on the American people all the blame for de-

feating what might be the pa.~acea for the ills of the atomic age. For this reas-

on it is worthwhile, as in the ca5e of the humanitarian crusade which we dis-

cussed earlier, to show that the idea is not merely utopian but unsuited to the 

purpose which it would be designed to serve. 

No scrapping of American plants and stockpiles 

happier days of the pre-atomic age. The 11 lmow-pow11 and therefore the potential 

existence of atomic weapons is here to stay. By ridding itself of all atomic 

power the United States would e:>...'JlOSe itself to the danger that the Soviet Union 

or some other country might violate its co:r.imitmants and emerge as the sole 

possessor of the bomb. At the same t:illlc this chance of a ttai..."ling a monopoly 

might nw.kc the temptation to violate international agreements almost irresistible. 

As a matter of fact, it is unlikely that our disarmament would induce the Soviet 

Union to abstain from those activities which would give her the 11 know-howtr and 

exper~ence. Another objection to this scheme is worth hlentioning. Efforts would 

no doubt be made to preserve the production of atomic power for peacetime·uses; 

.but it might prove technically impossible to do so while destroyine the means of 

producing atomic weapons. 

There is another way by which, in return for commitments and guarantees, we 

could offer to end our monopoly, although this one can s.::i.fely be passed over ~'ith 

few CO!llr.l.ents. We might offer to distribute our stoc!-::piles of atom bombs among 

the United Nations and specifically help the Russians and others to erect plants 

for the production of bombs. Yet nothing·woltld be achieved by such procedure 

other than to hasten the advent of a situation which the Russians and possibly 

other nations expect to bring nbout at an early date cmyrray. Since the Soviet 

Union has little to fear from our monopoly wl:i.ile it lasts, v:c could not hope_ to 

obtain from her long-tom commitments which she vrould not be equally ready to 

make after getting into atomic production 1vithout our help. By putting this 
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deadly weapon into the hands of others we might help create an atmosphere of good 

l"ri.11 from which, hawtn'er, we could expect no more than passing gains. To rule 

out this radical solution docs not mean condemning as useless or i!:!practicable 

the idea of gradually lifting the veil of secrecy which today surrounds the pro-

duction of atomic energy mid atomic weapons. The revelation of secrets will tend 

to shorten the duration of our monopoly, but it might constitute a reasonable and 

limited concession in return for which the Soviet Union might pen:rl.t the UNO to 

start experimenting with inspection schemes suitable: tc;~.future conditions ·of dual 

possession of the bomb. 

No attention need be given to the d there that we dis-

close our secrets to the Russians in return for a prooise on their part not to 

:make use of then. It would be folly to eJ..."Pect then to make any such promise 

since if they did they would be condemning their country to pernanent nilitary 

inferiority. Britain is in a different position. Although in on the secret she 

may decide to forego the luxury of establishing plants.of her own in the belief 

that she is sufficiently protected by our possession of the bomb. 

It is being vri.dely held that there is still another vmy by which our mon-

opoly could be brought to an end. Instead of substituting for-±t·either total 

atomc dis'1.I'I:Ja.l'Jent or multiple possession of the bomb, we could ain at what is 

being called the internationalization of atomic weapons. This would suggest a 

transfer of our atomic monopoly to the United Nations Organization. On closer 

scrutiny any scheme of UNO possession of the atomic weapons, hm~ever, turns out 

to be not a solution~ generis but another form of either Anerican monopolistic 

possession or of dual possession of the bonb. This can be dononstrated by an 

a.'t'laJ.:ysis of Hr. Stassen' s suggestion th.'.l.t all stockpiles of atomic bombs be handed 

over to an i..'t'ltcrnational police force and that further production be stoppod. 70 

10. 
Address of Harold E. Stassen delivered before the Acadeicy" of Political Sci

ence, November 8, 1945. Now York Times, !ITovcmber 9, 1945. 
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Under the present United Nations Charter such a_police force cotild operate 

and undertake atomic attacks only againet lesser powers and only with the consent 

of the United States and the Soviet Union. If such action did take place, the 

Soviet Union would have gained little or nothing by the fact that the bombs had 

been transferred from American to international possession. She would be no 

worse off if the stoclcpiles remai..>J.ed vrhere they are today and were dropped from 

American planes operating in ~he service of the mw. ~"~\ 
The situation would be quite different in the c~J~ of a~oviet-American war, 

~ 
the only contingency concerning atomic warfare which as far as one can see today 

need seriously concern the Russians and ourselves. Neither under the present 

Charter of the mm nor for that matter 1mder any charter conceivable today would 

the International Police Force be entitled to take action against either the 

United States or the Soviet Union. The main question therefore, is what would 

happen to the atomic bombs held by the units of the police force in case of such 

a war. According to Mr. Stassen•s scheme they would be the only atomic weapons 

in existence at the time. The answer is clear. Whatever legal provisions or 

prohibitions had been enacted prior to such a war, both countries, acting under 

militar<J necessity, would be forced to seek control of the bombs as soon as war 

betrreen them appeared imminent. Failure to do so would expose a CO"J.I1try to the 

disastrous consequences of an atomic monopoly in the hands of its opponents. rt 

folloY'S that as far as both the Soviet Union a.ri.d this country are concerned every-

thing would depend on the geographical location of the "five different suitable 

bases" among which, according to Mr. Stassen the International Police Force would 

distribute its stoc1cpiles of bombs. If they vrere safely wit.11in our reach, the 

American hlonopoly for all practical purposes would have remained untouched. If, 

instead, they vrere so distributed. that we and the Russians would have a chance 

of gaining control of equal shares, the situation would be one of dual possession 

similar to that which would have e:-d.sted if Yie had given half of our stockpiles 

to the Soviet Union in the first place. 

, n? 
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Similar considerations would apply to the plants whichlproduce the .bombs. 

If their ownership were transferred to the m~o, the effect on Soviet-American 

relations rrould depend entirely on the location of these plants. If they re-

mained in this country, our monopoly, as far as any threat to the Soviet Union 

is concerned, 1rnuld not have been touched. Or does anyone believe that in case 

of war we Trould fail to use plants which were within our reach? The establish-

ment of a.Tl international police force and its equipment r.:i..th atomic bomb~ may 

prove to be a wortl1while objective for many reasons; it cannot solve the problem. 

~ which the atomic weapon has introduced into Soviet+.Juneric~ relations. 

The discussion of.. the 11 bargaining 1ralue11 of o~ monopoly has led to 

negative conclusions. The monopoly has no value which would allow it to be ex-

changed for immediate and substa.~tial guarantees against the future dangers of 

atomic power. We can no more end our monopoly for the good of mankind than we 

can use the atomic bomb for that purpose. The line which our government, to-

gether r-dth others, has taken offers the only practical alternative. It con-

sists--as a later chapter will show--in using for the preparation and negotiation 

of agreements the breathing spell Yrhich our sole possession of the bomb gives to 

the world. Such agreements would be designed to minimize the dangers inh3rent 

in a situation in which more than one country possesses atomic v;eapons. All the 

efforts nmv under way within the mm are_ in the nature of such preparatory spade 

work. While they cannot prevent the advent of a condition of dual or multiple 

possession, they should, at least, allow this cou..'1tiy to examine C.ispassionately 

its position on the day vrhen its monopoly will end. Atte.ii""Ipts to push beyond what 

may seem a modest goal or to try to lay obstacles in the way of Ru.ssian parity 

vrith the United States would disturb Soviet-American relations and thus increase 

the danger they were designed to eliminate. 

Once the Soviet Un.ion-a."ld perhaps other countries--starts produci.i."lg atomic 

bombs, thereby putting an end to our monopoly, a truly revolutionary cha.l'lge vdll 

have ·occurred in the military position of this country. While it may still prove 
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capable of avoiding defeat, never aga.:LTJ. will it be able to fight a major war 

TI'ithout be:L"lg exposed to vast destruction. No i..'"lternational agreements however 

strin.gcnt will remove this threat entirely. With every day that passes we are 

mov'...i.Ilg gradually from a position of unusual safety to a kind of earthquake zone 

which Y1ill be rendered livable for our urban population only by the hope and con-

fidencc that the outbreak of another 1mr will be prevented. 

The change in the position of the Soviet Union 17ill be considerable too, 

although it will be less spectacular. Possession of the bomb cannot return to 

her cities the security from ann:i.Jri.lation which_ ~<3~them at least enjoyed be-
/ c· ~ ': . 
' - . 

fore our discovery of atomic weapons. It shouldf~;pormvcr, prove much of a relief 
·~ 

to tho Russians to gc:in the power of retaliation in ki...'1d and to feel, if for 

prestige only, that they had gone a long way tovlard :raatching our mill tary porrer. 

If it were certain that the U.S.A. and the u.s.s.R. would at all times act 

in a "spirit of unanimity and accord," as Stali..TJ. has called it, relations be-

tween the tJ-;o countries vrould be little affected by the tcrr..ination of our oonoP-

oly. In that case the tno countries would have no reason to com.pare each other1 s 

military power, atomic or other. Russian atomic weapons vmuld, if used at all, 

supplement our orm and merely serve to make the threat of UNO sanctions against 

third countries, such as Germany or Japa.'1, r.ioro effective. This· is i,-;hat people 

r:rust have :L'1 r.d.nd 17hcn they speak of the Russians and ourselves agreeing to put 

our atomic power into the service of world peace. Unfortunately, the two peoples 

do not and cannot feel sure that accord between th an will prevail at all times. 

Constant efforts vr.ill be required if the two countries arc to view each other's 

possession of this lethal weapon ~ith anything like a spirit of equanimity. 

Russian atomic power is bound to have profound effects on American psychology. 

1"lhat they ;till be can."1ot be predicted rtith any degree of cert.'.linty si.'!lce nothing 

like it has faced this country before. Possib~- the change in outlook and senti-

ment will not occur imr:lediately, particularly if in-the light of friendly rcla-

tions 17ith the Soviet· Union the threat should seem far-off. One need, however, 
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only imagine the impression it would make on our urban population if a serious 

crisis in Sov-iet-American relations should be accompanied by the sudden realiza-

tion that an atomic surprise attack was not beyond the rea.1lll of possibility. 

It might be thought that some insight into the kind of reaction to expect 

could be gained from a study of present day Russian psychology; but aside from 

the fact that such a study would be almost impossible under existing conditions, 

differences between the two countries would make it of slight significance. Theo-

. retically, Russia's situation today is more dangerous than ours will be later. 

If the United States at this time were contemplating an attack on her, she would 

have no way of threatening retaliation. Yet it would not be surprising t.o find 

that there is little alarm in the Soviet Union. Surely the Russians feel reason-

ably confident that we will not attack them and. tr.at they have it in their par.er 

to avoid a clash at least u..Titil our monoply has been ended. Furthermore, Trith 

its strict control over all means of .information, the Soviet government can pre-

vent and may actually be preventing the Russian people from realizing the new 

threat to their lives ~d cities. 

If one wishes to draw conclusions 

I~ 
(/ \', 

from histerical precedent, 
"'('"'·" / 
~ 

the experience 

of Britain in the late thirties should prove far more revealing. !fer situation 

then shovrs striking similarities with "\Yhat ours will be in the future. At that 

time the British people awoke to the fact that Germa.."lY had created an air force 

capable of striking at the cities of England. As a result, ;ntensified fear of 

war gave impetus to the desire to appease Hitler. One ca.TI easily see how serious 

it would be if the same kind of reaction should set in here and exercise similar 

effects on American foreign policy. 

The two situations are not entirely alike, since we could be more confident 

if not of Russia's peaceful intentions then at least of our ability to deter her. 

It made some sense for the Genna.TlS to believe that BritaiJ1 was incapable of re-

taliating effectively in kind; the Russians cannot hope to make their country 

:iJn:nune to atomic counter-attack. It seems probable, nevertheless, that this 
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country, so averse to war anyway, will show greater reluctance to take up arms 

against the Russians once they possess the means of destroying our cities. 

This is particularly true since our disputes with the Soviet Union are like-

ly to center around Russian claims or moves concerning regions far removed from 

the United States. Like Britain in 1938, this country might become hesitant to 

risk for the settlement of troubles in "faraway places" not merely war but the 

very existence of its urban populations. If American security and Trorld peace 

should at arry time require that the spread of Russian influence or control be 

checked in such regions, excessive .American fear of the atom bomb might seriously 

interfere nith our peace strategy. Those who would spread panic at the mJ:?e 

thought of atomic warfare must realize that they raight undermine the influence 

for peace and world order which this country now possesses. The mere suspicion 

on the part of the nations of Europe and Asia that the United States had became 

intilnidated by Russian atomic pcrr.er and could therefore no longer be counted upon 
.. -·~, 

for protection might lead them to bow more willingJ.i'.to So'viet demands. Nobody 
-:: ~ ~ 

would want this country to assume unnecessary ris!r~
7

~.iruction; but it would 

not serve peace if one of the major powers of the world were par~ed by fear 

and thus diverted from the course which it would otherwise have pursued. 

If it were asked why Russian foreign policy is not being equaJ.ly weakened 

today when we alone have atomic bombs, the answer is that she has several advan-

tages which we do not possess. Tie have already mentioned the fact that the 

Russian people may be far less aware of the danger. But even if they r.ere, the 

Soviet system of government allows far less scope· ~or the pressure of public 

opinion with the result that the apprehensions of the Russian people may exercise 

no marked influence on Soviet foreign policy. Furthe!'I!lore, the international 

situation of the tr.o countries differs in such a wey that the question of whether 

to appease the United States may never arise in Moscow. The Soviet Union, as 

recent events have demonstrated, is far less satisfied with the existing status 

~ than is the United States. If unilateral action to change ·the status ~ 
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occurs in the future, it is. far more likely to originate in the Soviet Union 

than here. As a consequence the choice between defending the status quo or 

pursuing a policy of appeasement will, if it occurs at all, present itself-to us 

rather th.an to the Russians. 

Fortunately the experience of the thirties contains a warning not only to 

any would-be appeasers a.!!d defenders of the established order but equally to any 

country which might believe it could change the status quo by force without there

by incurring the risk of war. Hitler deceived himself, with c;lisastrous con-

sequences to his country, when he assumed that British fear of bombardment and 

~eluctance to become involved in a war over Central Europe would outlast any 

provocation. Even if the Soviet leaders shoul~ome future date feel strongly 

about the need for further Russian expansion~~=~'~erience with the E:nglish

speaking countries coupled with Japanese expe~t Hiroshima and Nagasald. 

could har~ fail to exercise o.~ them a restraining or cautioning influence. 

When speculating about the change of psychology which dual possession of the 

bomb may bring about, some hold the hopeful view that the two countries, to-

gether with the rest of the world, will be drawn closer together by the common 

danger. They believe that a sense of solidarity may develop in the face of the 

unprecedented threat which the atomic weapon represents to civilization. It 

would be rash to discard this possibility. The Russians and we, concerned about 

our cities and industries, might be led to combine in a vigorous common effort 

to bring atomic power under control. However, it would be a mistake to overlook 

the other possibility, if not probability, that our fear of Russian bombs and 

their fear of American bombs will prove more powerful th.an our common anxiety 

about the atomic bomb in general. If that should turn out to be the case, the 

nevr weapon will tend to strain the relations between the two countries rather 

than to associate them in a common enterprise. 

Those who take this second and more pessimistic view incline toward the 

belief that Russia's possession of the bomb irill unleash a dangerous and 
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unbridled Soviet-American armament race vrhich will further strain and poison re-

lations between the two. countries. Whether this is likely to happen depends to 

some extent on the mean:i.ng we give to the term "unbridled armament race~!! I.f all 

it is supposed to indicate is a situation in which the Russians are influenced in 

their armament policy by the state of American military power and vice versa, 

then we are engaged in sucp an armament race already. Nobody could maintain that 

Russian efforts to produce atomic weapons-or a big navy for that matter-are 

dictated solely by an.."d.eties regarding Germany, Japan, or even Grea~ Britain. 

Similarly, our preparedness is obviously not being decided without c~nsideration 

for our security from. Russian attack.' The· policy of each c01mtry in regard to 

atomic power 1dll certainly follOYr the same J..ine, Yri.t=iout necessarily harming the 

/~; 
I,·' ·~ ". relations betvreen the two countries. 
t c: :.. ; ,_ -J 

It would be a different matter if the''<IJ .. S.A. and the U.S.S.R. were to become 
~ 

engaged in a competitive strugge for arms superiority of the kind that developed 

between the European powers in the years immediately preceding the tvro world wars. 

There is no reason why dual possession of the bomb should•produce a situation so 

obviously fraught with danger. Arms races of that type have in the past been the 

result not of new and porrerful weapons but of a deterioration of relations betvreen 

nations which led them to expect an early outbreak of hostilities. If Soviet-

.American relations were ever allOi•ed to degenerate to a state of eru:d.ty, an un-

bridled arr.ia.ment race would follow as a consequence. 

Such a race would not be limited to a struggle for more and better atomic 
, 

weapons, although that might become its most spectacular aspect. As a matter of 

fact, it was shown earlicr71 that an atomic race after reaching a certain point 

offers relatively modest nilitary advantages. Instead, major benefits :might be 

found along such lines as the greater dispersion of targets or the alignment vdth 

more and stronger allies. While arma.."llGnts of the kind 17hich both countries arc 

71. 
See above, :g:i. 36-,aS. 
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planning at present, and which merely take the pOV'rer of the other country into 

consideration, might be_ held within limits through agreements on the limitation 

or reduction of armaments, it is to be feared that an unbridled armament race 

would eventually lead the two countries into a policy of evasion if not of open 

'violation of ;my- commitment w~ch might stand i.~e way of their quest for 

superiority. Nothing shows more clearly how 4~~"~~danger represented by dual 
I"- I 

possession of the bomb depends on the future ~ Soviet-American relations. 

Even while the American monopoly lasts our statesmen must be planning to 

meet this da..."lger along every possible line. It would be a grave error if a solu-

tion were expected from a single approach l'Tith neglect of others. The time may 

be short during which we can prepare and erect barricades of protection; but 

there are several "lines of defense11 which we cans tart building simultaneously. 

The first line is directly connected with SoYi.et-American relations. It 

consists in proper efforts on our part to settle our disputes with the Soviet 

Union peacefully and to avoid adding nev: ones. In this way only can we hope to 
\ 

remove the i.llcentives to war as well as those fears of a Sov""iet-American war 

which are turning atomic pcmer into a veritable nightt".are. The importance of 

this approach to the problem cannot be exaggerated, though any attempt to discuss 

it here would transcend the limits of our subject. This much, however, should be 

said. The peaceful settlement of disputes is not a one-way affair. This country 

can succeed only if the Soviet Union is equally eager to eradicate the danger of 

atomic war and is equally convinced that continued conflict with this country 

would eventually bring dmm the calamity of war upon ourselves and the world. 

A policy of one-sided concession, instead of bringing us nearer to our goal, 

might have the opposite effect. It might lead the Soviet leaders to believe that 

ue would continue to retreat indefinitely and that further demands or even uni-

lateral acts on their part would, therefore, not endanger the peace. It would be 

equally wrong to regard every concession to the Soviet Union as an act of appease-

ment or to interpret every Russian claim as evidence of an insatiable desire for 
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expansion. That would close the door to all eff crts at conciliation and at sat-

isfaction of reasonable demands the Russians may make. T!ise statesmanship 11ill 

have to seek a mode of conduct nhich will neither tempt the Soviet goverrm1ont to 

overstep the limits we can in sai'~ty and decency concede nor provoke actions taken 

out of sheer resentment or suspicion of our intentions. As we turn to the con-

sideration of other lines of defense it should be particularly emphasized that 

~ their usefulness may be nullified if they distU!'b Sdv:iet-American relations. 

The second line of defense i not strict~oviet-American character. 

It consists of international agreements and control. We are already committed to 

this line; the UNO is embarked on efforts to eliminate--or to reduce--the dangers 

of atomic weapons. Whatever success is achieved in this respect will benefit 

this country and the S oYiet Union as it will all other members of the 0 rganiza-

tion. If little is said about this aspect of our problem here, it is because the 

general treatment of the subject of international control in the last chapter 

'Will indicate what protection the two countries may expect from this line of 

defense.72 It should, however, be mentioned here once more that the success of 

the UNO must depend primarily upon the Russians and ourselves; the world is 

looking to Washington and Moscow with the hope that they will agree to inter-

national rules and machinery removing the dangers of dual possession of atomic 

povrer. 

In view of 1mat has been said about the first line of defense, it is worth 

repeating that attempts to establish international controls might def eat them-

selves if they led to ne'i'r conflict between ourselves and the Soviet Union. One 

example will suffice to demonstrate what this implies. It may be true, thcoret-

ically, that the removal of the veto rights of the great p~ncrs would pave the 

way for more reliable safeguards against atomic attack. But the Sm.riet Union 

has good reasons for believing that the veto constitutes an essential element of · 

72. 
Seo bclovr Chapter V. 

114-
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her security. It 1I1akes it impossible for the rest of the world to conspire and 

11 ga.'lg up" against her in a coalition disguised as a world organization, The 

Russians seem to fear nothing more than that. Therefore, if this co111ntry were 

to advocate the abolition of the veto rights which it accepted earlier as the 

basis for big power collaboration in an international organization, it would 

risk aggravating our relations with the Soviet Union most seriously. Tlii."'s 'Would 

:LTI turn mean undermin:Lrig the first line of defense. Even worse vrould be the 

effect of any official move to scrap the UNO and to replace it by a world govern-

ment. The Russia..--is have shown themselves more suspicious of the agitation for 

world government, now under way here and in Oreat Britain, than of our atonii.c 

monopoly or our atomic secrets. 

If it were safe to assume that 
~\ 

intelii.ation~ controls a.Tid friendly settle-
':· ;' 

:..A",_;,~ ...... t. s . t-~-~ . . h succe"'~i-'reven mg oVJ.e .f1,.lo=r::i..can as-ment of disputes would at all times 

tilities or the use of atomic weapons in the course of such hostilities, there 

would be no need for a third line of defense. There is, hcr.vever, in the history 

of international relations little that could induce responsible governments to 

act on such an assumption. One might argue that it is better to put one's faith 

unconditionally in the first two lines of defense rather than to undermine them 

by a lack of confidence; but that would be more of a gamble tha..'1 governments 

could dare undertake. The Russians, as a matter of fact, would not be making 

efforts to get into production of the bomb if they believed that Soviet-American 

friendship coupled rd.th international agreements could offer them sufficient 

protection. 

The third line of defense is of a military character. It consists in all 

the steps a cou.'1try can take in order to deter another country from risking war 

or from attacking it vrith atomic weapons. If we should fail either to elindnate 

atomic i;;eapons from the arsenals of national governments or to remove the incen-

tives which might under certain conditions lead the Russians to risk war vrith us, 

our hopes for peace will rest on our ability to deter them from taking_ the fatal 
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decision. 

It should perhaps be added that a policy of determent in regard to Russia 

has nothing to do with a:rry imputation of aggressi-re or ua.rlike motives~ The 

gra~est danger to us lies in the fact that ~'ithout proper precautions on our pa.rt 

the Soviet Union might some day stumble into a war with us. Misjudging the sit-
' 

uation, the Russians might advance to a position from which it 1'Tould be hard for 

them to retreat. They might decide to go through with the action they had 

started, believing that we would either not oppose them or, if we did, be in-

capable of doing them much harm. From their point of view the same danger would 

present itself in a different light. They would fear that if we did not regard 

the risks for us as being too great we might oppose by force action they were 

undertaking under the compulsion of vital necessities. Heither country has any 

reason to resent what the other may do to miltiJnize the cha.."1.ces of an outbreak of 

Soviet-American hostilities which would be the greatest calamity iillaginable for 

both of them . ::~-

In the atomic age the threat of ·;etali~ion i.'1 kind is probably the stron~
est single means of determent. Therei·~e preparation of such retaliation 

must necessarily occupy a decisive place in any over-all policy of protection 

against the atomic danger. Neither we nor the Russians can expect to feel even 

reasonably safe unless an atomic attack by one will be certain to unleash a dev-

a.stating atomic counter-attack by the other. However, once vre are living under 

the threat of atomic attack, even the most reliable preparations for retaliation 

in kind may .not prove sufficient to give us a sense of security. We are too 

much aware of the risks which the Nazi dictator was willing to take to feel sat-

isfied that the Soviet leaders would under all circumstances shrink from sacri-

ficing their cities. We may be doing them a.."1 injustice; the fact remains that 

only recently dictatorially ruled and dissatisfied nations took up arm.s at the 

risk of immense sacrifices. ~They did so at a time vrhen their rulers felt sure of 

ultimate victory and were Y>'illing to pay the price :Lt required to attaiil it. 
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We shall have far less ground for anxiety, therefore, if we can feel corifident 

that the Russians will not expect victory to come from the sacrifice of their 

cities. Hitler might have gone to war even if he had not believed that Germany 

would escape vrholesale destruction from the air; it is hard to believe that he 

could have overcome the opposition of his generals to a war in which they would 

have seen no chance of victory. /:,~~ 
'6 ) 

Cbviously, if the Russians fear that w~~~ttack them some day, they 

too will seek to deter us not merely by holding themselves ready for retaliation 

in kind but by depriving us cf the hope of ultimate victory. Efforts by both 

countries along this same line, if equally successful, would bring about a 

situation in which a war ending in stalemate would appear most likely. Nothing 

could be less tempting to a government, provided it were in possession of its 

senses, than a war of mutual destruction ending in a stalemate. It would not 

be surprising, therefore, if a high degree.of Soviet-American 11 equality in de-

terring power" would prove the best guarantee of peace and tend more than any-

thing else to approximate the views and interests of the two countries. Sue-

cessful efforts by both countries along the "third line of defense" might thus 

help to bolster the first and second lines "l'rhich were discussed previously. 

There are some who despair of our ability to deter the Russians. They 

take the view that once the Sovie~ Union succeeds in producing the bomb she 

will hold all the trumps. Others assume, on the contrary, that our head start 

in atomic production coupled with our general technological superiority guar-

antees us :i.Imrrunity from Russian atomic power. It should be evident that no 

intelligent and far-sighted American policy in regard to the Soviet Union and 

the atomic bomb, least of all an adequate military policy can be formulated 

unless some light can be thrown on this matter. Extreme views might lead 

either to a defeatist attitude little conducive to vigorous protective efforts 

or to a spirit of complacency, the unhappy results of which are sufficiently 

lmown. 
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The question of what chances the United States and the Soviet Union may 

have in the future of deterring each other, should that ever become necessary, 

crui be ansvrered only if vre have soinG idea of ·what a war between them would be 

like. The risks of destruction and defeat 'Which the two countries would face if 

they engaged in hostilities vnth each other depends on the character of the war. 

The outlook for determent will be brighter if these risks are GXtcnsive and 

apparent. 
. ~· '--\ 

It is not a happy task to try to Visualize 1 aw ar, the outbreak of which 
:,, ) 

would :mark a tragedy exceeding in horror'~t rnnn. has e:h'"Perienced. Some 

nouJ..d have us abstain fron attempting it lest 1w arouse the sleeping demons of 

war. Their apprehensions, however, are not justified by history. Of the ma..'1Y 

writers who have discussed the causes of the two world wars none has suggested 

that the Western Powers talked themselves L.-ito them or brought them about by a..'1 

excess of early thought about their probable nature. The opposite is more 

likely true. Obviously any attempt to imagine such a future war, even in its 

roughest outlines, must at this time be highly speculative a.'1d tentative. The 

Jules Vernes of the atomic age may come to look foolish very quickly! 

It needs few words to dispose of the idea that our present superiority in 

atomic production need give us riiarked advantages far into the period of dual 

poss~ssion of the bomb. In an earlier chapter it was pointed out that a stage 

may be reached by both countries beyond which the advantage of possessing larger 

stockpiles and better atomic weapons Yrould decline rapidly. 73 This does not 

mean that in a protracted war our impressive a..'1d possibly lasting technical and 

industrial superiority would not pay high r.iilit~J dividends. The later dis-

cussion of the non-atomic aspects of a ·v;ar in an atomic age should bring this 

out more clearly. 

In respect to alliances there might be a tendency to cverestiI:late the value 

73 • See above ip. 36-38; p. 65. 
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of Russia's head start. The Soviet Union has allied herself with Brita:L"l and 

France as well as with so!ll8 of her small neighbors; we have concluded no formal 

alliances. However, Russia's alliances, particularly those with France and 

Britain, are not directed against the United States. Instead, Britain and 

CD.Ila.da, sharing our -atomic secret, constitute a kind of military combination 

with the United States as far as atomic prepnredness ·is concerned. As a matter 

of fact, both the Russians and vre might f:L"1d it difficult to induce other 
~ 

cou.11tries to pnrticipate in a Soviet-American wa:i:i Those that did would risk 
l:: ~ l 
\ "'. I 

becoming targets of atomic attack. It is h"T!porta:ti-~is connection to note 

that, because of the veto power of the Big Five, membership in the United 

Nations Organization has committed no country to participate in a war against 

either the Soviet Union·or the United States, Only through specific military 

allianc~s could such commitments be obtained. It is far more difficult for 

this country, both constitutionally and traditionally, to conclude alliances 

than it is for the Soviet Union. ~:'hether sympathies ·with our cause or national 

interest would in the end lead more countries to line up with us would depend on 

too ma."1.y changing factors to be predictable. 

The Russians, once they possess the bomb, have a number of unquestionable 

military advantages which go back to their form of goverTu~ent. The problem is 

whether they would suffice to elevate tl1e Soviet Unior. above the level of risks 

which might deter her. 

Only a dictatorial government has a chance of successfully launching a 

surprise attack on its opponent. Preparations for such action and the action 

itself could be und.0rtakcn by the Soviet gov.Jrrunent without prior public dis-

cussion or congressional debate. ~uch of the prevailing pess:L'Tiism in this 

country can be traced to the idea that our cities ·will become constantly exposed 

to the threat of annihilating "Pearl Harbors. 11 Tvrn things can be said to 

relieve this anxiety: The first, already mentioned, is the fact that no surprise 

attack on this country would allovr Russian cities to escape devastating retalia-
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tion in kind unless our military leaders had been criminally negligent.74 

There is no reason why democracy should make such negligence necessary. The 

second has to do with the character of the surprise attack itself. 

If a surprise attack were to come out of a clear political sky, it would 

put even the most carefully planned preparations to a severe test. Past experi

ence, however, does not ~uggest the likelihood of such an event. Even if a 

Russian government should ever feel tempted~...,~imitate the Nazis or the Japanese, 
.I' ..::, •• , 

I c '~, \ 

it must be remembered that the 11 surprise :.~tacksi'y carried out by those two 

nations were preceded in every case by mon~ not years of tension and mount-

ine; portents of vrar. It is hard to believe that this country, fearing for the 

fate of its cities and urban population, would not use such periods of crisis 

to make its arrangements for retaliation irranu...'1e to the initial atomic attack. 

In this connection something needs to be said about the possibility of a 

Russian V.surprise attack by planted bombs" which is creating considerable 

anxiety here. If it were an effective method of defeating this country, it 

would be one which a dictatorial~r ruled country and no other might decide to 

employ. However, as was stated earlier, it would be hard to believe that before 

the number of bombs was large such action undertaken by or for a foreign govern-

ment would not be detected. What the reaction in this country would be, once 

the first bomb was discovered and particular~r if Communist Russia were involved, 

is not hard to imagine. Not only would saboteurs have a bitter ti.."lli; thereafter 

but retaliation in kind, difficult though it might be, would not be out of the 

question. 

In a more general way preparations for sabotage undertaken in a period of 

peace constitute a forn of "armament" for 'Which democracies like our ovm are 

little adapted. The fear of Russia's indulging :L~ them, though it might be 

quite unjustified, would become strong i...'1 this comi.try if Soviet-knerican re-

lations were ever to become seriously strained. Nothfr1g could do more to 

threaten our ability to retaliate in ldnd than "fifth column.11 activities directed 

74. See above Pp. 66-68, p. 73. 
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toward putting out of action either our weapons 

~r:,11l1G :~,_..r 

Ou 1'110 service them, 

The fact that Nazi Germany did not succeed in carrying out large-scale sabotage 

measures in this country or believed it to be in her interest not to undertake 

them does not prove that the Soviet Union might not in case of war or as a pre-

lude to such a war be able and prepared to incite serious disturbances over here. 

Communists and Communist sympathizers are passionately opposed to any action 

directed against the Soviet Union and seem always ready to assume that the 

responsibility for conflict lies on the side opposed to the Russians. It would 

be a sad consequence of the dual possession of atomic power if unreasoned fear 

of such sabotage should come to poison political and social relations in this 

country. One would hope that more confidence would be placed in efforts to 

convi_nce all groups of the population that their -country was preparing or under-

taking defensive action only and that readiness for retaliation in kind was the 

only means by which the cities and the densely populated working class collliiluni-

ties of this country could hope to escape annihilation. Internal.security 

measures should be able to cope with the rest. Nothing would lead one to believe 

that this country could or would compete with the Soviet Union in the field of 

fifth column warfare. 

The Russians can derive further benefit from their form of government and 

economic system when it comes to dispersing the targets of atomic attack. While 

there is some doubt whether our government could hope to do anything substantial 

about decentralization of our cities or production centers, the Soviet government, 

if it decided to do so, might be able to go to almost any length. How much it 

will actually undertake in this respect remains to be seen. 

Thus it appears that in a number of respects the Soviet Union will be in a 

better position than we. Some were not mentioned, such as the greater facility 

with which a totalitarian regime can, if it wishes, evade international in-

spection schemes. None of these advantages, however, provide the Russia."1.S with 

any substantial guarantee of innnunity to atomic attack unless we should fail to 
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take the necessa...-y measlll'es in regard to retaliation.in kind. If it is enough 

to instill the fear of such retaliation, our policy of determent can be made 

effective despite the handicaps under which we have been found to operate. 

However, determent, as we said earlier, may require that tc: the threat of 

destruction be added the threat that despite all sacrifices victory would not be 

attained. We must .seek to discover, therefore, what chances of victory the two 

countries could expect to havep A war under conditions of dual P,9Ssession of 

atomic power could be won by the countr.r which was more capable of accepting 

punishment; its opponent might collapse or slll'render under the sheer impact of 

atomic attack. In that case the vrar might take on the character of a brief 

atomic blitz campaign. If instead neither party were to give up despite t_he 

horrors and losses inflicted by atomic weapons the war would be drmm out and 

call for non-atomic operations and the invasion of enemy territory. It is 

necessary to assess the winning chances of the two countries in respect to both 

types of war. If neither had reason to expect victory from a blitz campaign, 

the decisive deterring factor would be ~ck of hope of winning a protracted 
/ -:' 

war. 

It is hardly necessary to inquire w this country would dare attack 

Russia because it hoped to be more capable of standing destruction. The idea of 

the United States starting a Soviet-American war appears preposterous in itself. 

But aside from all other considerations, we have certainly been too much i.m-

pressed by the way the Russians were able to take punishment in the last war to 

have a.."'ly illusions in that respect. Even atomic borabard."!lent could hardly 

exceed very much the damage which the Germans inflicted on the western and 

southern parts of the Soviet Union; yet the Russians fought on. 

The chances of w:L"111ing a 1.Yar against this country by the use of atomic 

means alone mi6ht look more promising to the Russians. This country has had 

experience neither vrith air bombardment nor with the lr..i..Ild of guerilla warfare 

by lightly armed a..."'ld independent u.'1.its ;vhich the Russians used last time and 
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which might prove necessary again in a war in which the main production centers 

were undergoing destruction. It is also true that we showed ourselves more 

reluctant than the Russians to accept great losses of men--a fact easil,y 

explained, however, by our ability to spend the costs and ti.me necessary to 

substitute machines for men. 

While it is obitiously impossible to predict vrhat punishment we could take 

or what our fighting power would be after our major cities had been ~ped. off 

the map, one thing remains certain: there could be no more serious threat to 

our policy of determent than if l're were to create the impression that we "could 

not take it. 11 The consequences of Hitler's failure to U.."'lderstand what the 

British could take are still fresh in our memory. Nothing in the last war sug-
~'. 

gests that the America."l people would shrink from .. ariy sacrifices which were (: -· 
necessary to achieve victory. One thing this cmfutry aJarently "could not take" 

~ 
is the idea of accepting ultimate defeat. If anything needs to be emphasized 

for the sake of peace, it is this. 

Assu."Iti.ng that neither country could expect to defeat the other by means of 

an at~mic blitz campair:,'Il and the spec\.acular methods of surprise attack and 

sabotage which might accompany it, the chances of vri....n."'ling a pro:tracted war vrith 

this country might decide Yrhat course the Soviet leaders would pursue. It seens 

hardly doubtful that the advantages which the Soviet Union was found to possess 

would lose much of their weight in a long war and that one advantage on our side 

might at least balance them. It consists in the more favorable geographical 

position of this country. When it comes to warding off invasion or to invading 
• 

ene!IT'J territory, the insular position of this country would reassert itself in 

its old defensive glory. The Soviet Union would be severely handicapped if she 

attempted to breach the defenses of this country and sought to penetrate into 

American territor~i· Airborne invasion--possibly across the polar regions~or 

amphibious operations across the oceans are under no circumstances an easy 

enterprise. With her cities and production centers suffering atomic bombardment, 
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the Soviet Union despite meticulous preparations should find it difficult to 

carrry them to success. Her expectation of success would depend largely on the 

defensive counter-measures which we had undertaken, There would be little 

danger to us from invasion attempts if we were able to rescue a large part of 

our naval and air power from atomic destruction. Since non-atomic weapons 

would come to play a decisive role in all operations accompanying or following 

upon atomic attacks and counterattack, our general technical and industrial 

superiority, if it survived atomic bombardment, would add to our geographical 

adva..ritages. 

The land masses of the Soviet Union, with their extended boundaries, could 

hardJ.y be made equally i.mmu.Tle to external penet~n~: Our forces, even if re-
, I~ ';;,•\ 

duced to light armament, should be able to strike at the Russian homeland. It 
~, 

does not follow that such i...~vasion of Russian soil would bring certain or easy 

victory. History offers ample evidence that the contrary is more likely to be 

true. Our policy of determent, however, does not depend on whether we can 

defeat Russia; to be successful it need only prevent the Russians from expecting 

to defeat us. 

Even if the Russians did not fear ultimate defeat of the kind Hitler 

suffered, similarities between the situation of their country in a war with us 

and that of Nazi Germany in the last war could hardly fail to imPress itself on 

them. They too could expect to enjoy considerable advantages in respect to 

preparedness in the initial stages of a war with us. They would, however, risk 

finding.the odds against them if they became engaged in a protracted war. The 

similarity would become even more striking if, as another land power With easy 

access to foreign territory, the Soviet Union planned to overru..'1 some of the 

weaker countries which surround her •. The.result might again be that defense 

a~ainst invasion would become more difficult. As a matter of fact, the Russians 

might plM an atomic blitz campaign in ·which the ti.llle-consuminc; occupation of 

weaker countries would be unnecessarjr.and constitute a wasteful diversion of 
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effort. This, by the way, .suggests that the possible consequences of atomic 

warfare on the weaker countries need to be carefully explored. A feu tentative 

remarks may help to indicate the i."TIJ)ortance of the problem for the military cal-

culations of tr.is country and the Soviet Union. 

The military situation of the lesser countries, at least if they possess no 

atomic power. of their own, will certainly continue to be unenviable. ·If any of 

them should become involved in a Soviet-American atomic war, the survival not 

merely of their cities but of a major part of their population would come to de-

pend on discussions of the two major belligerents which they could not hope to 

influence. If, :for instance, the Soviet Union, with her easy access to.some of 

these countries, decided to overrun them, they would become exposed to .American 

atomic bombardl:!imsnt. Such occupation might appear to the Russians to off er r.il-

itary adva.'1tages if, in expectation of a long struggle, they hoped to divert 

some of our attacks to targets outside of their borders or believed they could 

m.n control of unda-rna.ged productive facilities while their O\'m were being de-

strayed. 
• - F 

In vievr of these dangers, the prm~~pinion appears to be that the 

military position of lesser countries, precarious enough in the past, has now 

become desperate. Some go so far as to suggest that the weak cou..'ltries of Europe 

and Asia night as well save the money they are spending on obsolete non-atonic 

weapons and, in case of n Soviet-American wa:r, run :for shelter by joini...11g the 

side which would have the best chance of overrunning them first. This side 

would obviously be the Soviet Union. If this were the policy which we would 

have to CA-pect these countries to pursue, the effects on our policy of deternent 

of Russia would depend on how much nilitary benefit the Soviet Union would hope 

to gain froo the alignment with these weaker countries. 

There are sone reasons, however, why the weaker countries mny discover their 

prospects of keeping out of a war between the two giant powers, or of defending 

themselves if attacked, more promising than before the atomic age. We have 
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mentioned the fact that the Soviet Union mght pref er to stake her military 
I 

fortunes on an atomic blitz campaign in TI"hich the tvm r.iajor belligerents would 

fight across other countries 1vithout having to conquer them. .Also there '\"rould 

be considerable inducement to spare the productive facilities of lesser cbuntrics 

in the hope that they night eventually be substituted for those destroyed at 

home. Finally, a great por.er, suffering hcaYily fron cneny atomic boI:lbardmcnt, 

mght ill afford to divert as :::mch strength to the conquest of foreign tcrritor'IJ 

as Gcrma.."ly vras able to do in the early years of the last liar or to risk engaging 

heavily a..""!:lod forces nt great distnncos 17hcn they would dcpond for their supply 

and roscrv0s on hone bases and conr:runic.::ttions i'lhich were open to total destruc-

tion. If this proved to bet rue, tho defensive: power of lessor countries r.ould 

have become grentcr than it was in the Second World War and their non-atomc 

weapons would not have bccone obsolete. Also, as a consequence, the position of 

tho Soviet Union i...'1 tho ho.:irt of Europe would hz:~ir::-lost sono of its ::ri.litar.r 
/ .._-:..\"' . ...,.~~~\. 

1,;,· - • 
adva.ritagcs. ("' • 

These considerations, of course, apply ~~~ So-vict-iu:lcrican or a sirn:-

ilar war in which two tlc'.l.j or povrors, both i...'1 possession of a tonic weapons, would 

face each other. The outcor.ie of a '.7ar ir1 nhich tho Soviet Union uas fighting on 

one side and lesser p017crs without sufficient atonic lTOapons 3Ild without ~cri-

can aid on tho other would be a f orcgonc conclusion. The opponents of Russia 

would be in such a case in all probability have to capitulate even before the 

r:~r had started. One need not wondor, thoroforo, if in tho r:L"il..ands of Eurasia 

tho old id.ca of c::. "balance of porror11 as .a najor protective device had lost none 

of its traditional popularityt 

If socic of tho wealwr mtions should cone to possess atonic woapons of their 

mm, thzir position would, of course, be strengthened. They would bcco!:l.c w6rth-

vrhile allies for both the S evict Ullion and our sol vos. Tho stature of a c ou.'1try 

like Franco, 17ho could thro-r. her Yrcight to one side or the other, would r;row 

considerably.. But ·whether tho Russiu..."lS or we would sta.TJ.d to gain by such a 
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developnent would depend on nany unpredictable factors. 

The suggestion that the two najor belligerents night hesitate to expend 
I 

their atonic bonbs on targets within the weaker countries does not il:Iply that 

there would be a general tendency not to use atomic weapons at all. While the 

fear or certainty of retaliation would1 as in the case of poison gas, serve as a 

potent deterrent, it would be dangerous to set too :mch hope on such abstention 
J 

in the case of a SoYiet-Anerican war.. The Russian prospects of winning such. a 

war by the use of non-atocic -v1eapons 'Only were shmm to be slin, particularly if 

we had ::::ia:intained our naval and air suprer.Jacy. The Soviet Union would, there-

fore, alnost inevitably pin her. hopes on ancatonic blitz cru:rpaign which by its 

terror and destruction raight overvfhel:i us after all. Our best defense !JUSt re-

I:Jain our ability to discourage any Russian expectation of such a blitz victory. 

Little confort could be gained fror.: this discussion of the 11 third line of 

defense" if all it had proved were that we could hope· to v.;ard off defeat at the 

hands of the Russians provided we were ready to fight on while our cities were 

being wiped off the nap. But that is not the rain conclusion. Rather has it 

appeared that a well-planned and cor;rprehensive policy of dete!'r.1.ent ained at pre-

venting the Soviet Union fr on risking a war ~tbis count~J offers appreciable 
(t ~) 
\~ 

chances of success. 

Nobody Yrould want to suggest that we content ourselves -rrith the protection 

offered by such a policy~ But if both countries by their respective r.rl.litary 

and psychological preparations establish a kind of "equality of deterrr.ent11 be-
• 

tween then, agreer.ient on D.easures of international control •Thich perm tted ther.! 

to renain roughly on a par with each other should be able to follorf. 

The end of our nonopoly when it cones 1till nako our security and that of 

all cou.~tries which count on our protection far ~ore precarious than it is today; 

but there is no reason for pa..."'1.ic at the thought that once the Russians have the 

bonb we shall depend for the very existence of our civilization on the vd.se and 

successful pursuit of three ria.jor objectives of our foreign policy: on peaceful 
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relations with the Soviet Union, on international controls of ator.ri.c power and, 

last but not least, on our ability to deter t~et Union fron any action 
I_..,, ·"- \ -

•dlich woul.d lead her into a war with us. u 
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Chapter IV 

EFFECT ON INTERNATIONAL ORGAf.TIZATION 

Percy E. Corbett 

The preceding chapters show clearly enough that from now on the security of 

nations will depend on the possibility of dissuading governments from using at-

omic weapons- as instruments of national policy. The dissuasion may come from 

the-establishment of such a balance in the possession of and ability to use these 

weapons that only the most foolhardy counsellor would adYocate their use. Or, 

eventually, it may come from a supranational agency equipped with legal authority 

and the actual power to enforce its decisions. Such alternative methods of con-

trol a.re studied later. Our point for the moment is simply that in the presence 

of these newr vreapons nations cannot achieve sGcurity for and by themselves. Even 

a large superiority in stocks and in methods of reaching targets will provide· 

nothing like a satisfying guarantee against ~ing attack or crushing re-
. /.;f ''"-;.:.\ 

I=· ...:.. l 
taliation. \ ~~" ) 

As the knowledge spreads that there is ~r any geographic remoteness 

which offers imr.runity, and that no nation in the world can, merely by accumulat-

ing offensive and defensive a.rT.laI:lents, ma:L~tain it3 vray of life and guarantee 

its physical security, the ancient and rooted obstacles to international organi-

zation are pari passu losing their strength. The current attempt to work out 

through the United Nations a method of elir.iinating or at least regulating 11 ato:r:ri.c 

weapons and all other IJa.jor weapons adaptable to mass destruction11 has met vrith 

no open resistance. In other words, the direct attack on this vast new problem 

via international orga.11ization has evoked something approaching universal approv-

al. The rcmainine; differences of opinion turn on the zype and degree of inter-

national organization t:hat will be necessary to handle the problem. Even more 

significant is the 0videncc of a grordng conviction that all indirect means of 

-124-
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avoiding war, particularly atomic war, must be worked to the ut!il.ost. Clearly 

the more frightful war becomes for victor anQ vanquished alike the more effort 

must be devoted to the peaceful settlGrnent of disputes a.~d to remedying cond;i-

tions that make for W"c:U". 

These trends in general thought were already for 

··coll-ective security and for economic and social co-operation which culrii.:inated in 

the San Francisco Charter, and in the reception which those pla..11s f ou."ld the 

world over. They have been strengthened in tho interval of reflection which has 

followed the first shocked reaction to the reaJity of atomic weapons. 

One instantaneous effect of the boob that fell on HiroshiDa on August 6, 

1945, uas a revival of the federalist movement. hlen who had previously thought 

of a Trorld state as something too reBote to be wo!'th striving for, were con

verted overnight to tho viel"; that the race could not sur-Ji.ve u.11lcss states gave 

up their sovereignty and merged in one universal union. There ...-rore even some 

wbose attachncnt to national individuality a.~d international variety had made 

the:T. hostile to the whole notion of world govern.r:ient, but Yrho nm;, faced ...-:ith 

the dread potentiali tics of the ncvr Yreapon, proclaimed the sudden conviction that 

the peoples nust un.ite or perish fro~ the earth. A new clichc was added to our 

stereotyped vocabulary, na.:;iely, tl1at tho aton bonb had nade an anachronisE of the 

San Francisco Charter. 

That there waE" ample excuse for intellectual and spiritual disturbance ca.."1-

not be denied. There is, it is true, vertJ little evidence to support the adYo

cates of il:rr:i.cdiate world federation in their apparent belief that the aton bo;::ib 

has frightened a;rr.ay all tho obstacles to the consunnation of their desires. In 

any event, terror is hardly the perfect basis for union. But one thing is clear. 

A powerful conviction is abroad in the world that, unless means can be devised 

to prevent the coripctitive national production of atomic weapons, tho existing 

plans for c·ollcctivc security will be worthless. 

It does not follow that the design so laboriously worked out at San 

J!u:J 
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Francisco is already archaic. The three governments that developed the bonb 

took a contrary view. They believed that the United Nations Organization was 

the very instru:;ientality through which the nearest approach to efficient control 

of atomc fission could be achieved. In the armouncell13l t issued from yrashington 

on Nove:r.1ber 15, 1945, they c xpressed their belief that "no system of safeguards 

that can be devised will of itself provide an effective guarantee against pro-

duction of ato:r.tlc weapons by a nation hcnt on aggression." Declaring that 11 the 

only co1:i:plcte protection for the civ"'ilized world from the dcstructiv-e use of 

s cicntific lmowledge lies in the prevention of nar," tho:;,r went on to pin their 

hopes of lasting peace explicitly a."ld firr.lly to t~nited Nations Orga..-U.zation 
~(;,OW!;>,-~ ... , 

and to ask that institution to devise ways and .~~ans 'cif insuring that atotic 
\~<'. J 

energy shall be used only for peaceful purposcs~<~.s' declaration of faith was 

acco:r::paniod, however, by an adr.rl.ssion that the authority of the Organization 

i.zill need to be consolidated and m::tcnded. 

Those ·who urge a super-state;; now will probably interpret this a.drJ.ssion as 

a pro:::ri.se of rapid evolution in the United Nations towarclD vrorld govcr:ni-:i.ent. 

But extension docs not necessarily !.'lean anythi."lg more than the addition of a 

special instrm:lentality to assist in the control of atomc energy; while the 

appeal to consolidate can be road ocrely as a fresh injunction to faithful cot:-

pliance rrith obligations under the existing Charter. 

It is true that in Engla.'ld opposition a.J.d goverIL-:10nt alikG have: evinced new 

willingness to discuss the sacrifice of national sovercignty.75 But there has 

been no official response fror1 T!ashington to this overture; while fr on tho 

Sov"'ict Union--an indispensable p<lrtncr in a.J.y project i."lvolving tho ~ergor of 

state sovereignty i.J. supranational orga.."lization--thc repercussions have been 

definitely negative. 76 nor is it clear th.::tt obstacles vrill be thrarm i...J. the 

75. 
See speeches in tho House of Connons by !:x. Edon on Novcnber 22, and by ~Ir. 

Bevi.'1 on Novm::.bcr 23, 1945 
76. 

The editorial in Pravda &.ted Decer:i.ber 2, 1945, reported on the folloTring day 
in the New York Times, is typical of Russian cor.n:1ent on tho suggestion thrown out 
by Ivir. Eden and Mr. Bevin. 

13 / 
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path towards '\7orld government solely by great powers. Far as the small states 

have gone in the subordination of their external autonomy to the United'Nations 

Organization, some of themv.rD.1 object to closer union. llr. Herbert Evatt, AUB-

· tralian Minister of External Affairs, in a speech made in Iiew York on November 

27, 1945, issued a caveat which will probably be echoed by statesmen of other 

middle or small nations. World government, he is reported to have said, if it 

means some form of federal union, is 11 impossible of acceptance. The plain fact 

is that the nations and peoples of the world are not yet prepared to surrender 

the rights of self-government in ord~r to be governed by a central executive and 

a central legislature on which :r.iost of them woulc;i-~e-\a tiny and very insig-· 

77 (~ \ 
nificant representation 11 f - ~ l . \~~ 

\(-:.:v o,,. . 
The official response, then, to the challeng · the atom bomb, is not an 

inclination to scrap the San Francisco Charter and to substitute for it a fed-

• eral world constitution, but rather to use the machinery already under construe-

tion for the solution of what is admittedly the greatest international problem 

of our time. The program a.n..~ounced at WashinGton by the American, British and 

Canadian governments was concurred in by the Soviet Union at the Conference of 

Foreign Ministers held at Moscow in December, 1945. With only the Philippines 

protesting the somewhat cavalier manner in which the General Assembly of the 

United Nations was being instructed by the great pm1ers, that body, sinking any 

procedural pride in its desire for an effective control syster.i, adopted on Jtirl-

uary 24, 19L6, the formal resolution asked of it. 

Ev-Gr since the Trmnan-Attlee-King annoimccr.ient o~ November 15, 1945, the 

suggestion had been heard that any agency set up under the United Nations to deal 

with the subject of atomic energy should be appointed by and responsible to the 

General Assembly rather than the Secwity Council. A variety of arguments were 

put fon·rard to support this contention. One ·was the U."liversal interest not only 

77. 
New ~ork Times, November 28, 1945. 
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in protection against atomic ·weapons but in the potential peaceful uses of the 

new source of energy. Another was the absence of a great-power veto :in the 

Assembly. It appears to have been thought that a body with purely advisory 

povrcrs, as the Asscnbly is, might set up and control an agency entrusted with 

the most critical of security problems. 

\'.Jhat the armouncer:10nt of Nove...'nber 15, 1945, contemplated was not a control 

agency itself but simply a conE'.ission t:o to raak~ rocommcmdations on Yrays and 

neans of preventing the use of atomic energy for other than peaceful purposes. 
-~ -

1Jr. Tru."1ml, in a press conference fiYc days aftor'tne ~..nou."'1.c~ent, sugeestod 
I''- : ·. 
~ ~ ~; 

that all nations should have a voice in selccting,~J:JrJission, and that its 

members should be clcsi&iated by the General Assenbl~r. But it was only in the 

most f or:rnal way that this suggestion survived the Moscow meetin~ of the three 

Foreign lli..."'listcrs. The domi.na.'1t opinion thero was apparently that even at tho 

stage of mere proposals for subsequent adoption or rejection by the i...'1tercstcd 

st.'.ltcs, the Security Cou."'1.cil should play tho leading role. 

So, 1-rhilc tho Moscow Conference i."'1.dced arranged that the Gcnern.l Asscnbly 

should act as forr:w.l creator, it laid dovm tho nonbership, fu.-rictions <i.."'1.d re-

sponsibility of tho commission to be crc.:i.tod. ]ic1Jbcrship is limited to the 

eleven states represented on the Security Council with the addition of Canada so 

long as Canada is not on the Cou...'lcil. In matters affecting security the Council 

is to issue directions to t..~c cor.Jr.lission and tho conr.d.ssion is to be accountable 

to the Council. So jealously is tho suprer.iacy of tho Council safeguarded, thc::.t 

all reports and roco::n:mnclations nre to bo submttod by tho cor:n:ri.ssion to tru:i.t 

body, which in its discretion r.m.y trans~t them to the Gcner.:i.l Asso:c:ibly, to other 

ngoncios, or to the ncub;:;rs of the United HJ..tions Org<::...'lizntion. 

The Goncrnl A sscnbly' s po.rt in pla.n."Yli...'1g for tho eventual control of J..tonic 

cnorgy w'ill thus be conplotcly subject to the authority of tho Security Council. 

7 . 
N01·: York Tii:i.es, Novor:Jbor 21, 194). 
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And if such precautions are taken to i!lSure the Council's control in the Ilcre 

planning phase, it r:iay betaken for granted that e:n.y ach:iinistrative agency set up 

as a result of the planning will be completely subordinated to that body. The 

Council will delegate to the General Assembly or to agencies responsible to the 

Asscnbly only matters bearing exclusively on the peaceful uses of atomc energy. 

In view of the nature of ·the natter in hand, and of the division of functions 

under_ the San Frmicisco Charter, this policy is appropr·iatc and even inevitable. 

The present conmission is not an agency to control atonic a.rmancnts. Its 

function is solely to devise a plan of control. That is likely to be a long task. 

It r;m.y conceivably end in failure. At the best, we probably have before us a 

fairly prolonged period in Tihich all nations rGmain free to invent and produce-

though not to use--any kind or qua..'1tity of ator.lic. weapons within their sev8ral 

capacities. /~, .... 
. . - <: \ 

!::1 

Vlhat arc the probable effects on internation~zation of the exist-

ence of atonic ueapons·in this indefinite.period before a systco of control cnn 

cone into operation? 

The United Nations Orga..'l"lization has bccor::.e a reality. It is already at work 

trying to disp<?_sc without violence: of a cor;iplcx of knotty problcns in uorld pol-

itics.. All its ncDbers arc legally bou..rid to settle their international disputes 

by peaceful nca.ns and not to resort to the throat or uso of f orcc in any way in

consistent with the purposes of the United Nations.79 That would be a fairly 

good beg; "'ll.1i..11g oven for an organization specifically designed to prevent the 
.. 

aggressive use of atomic weapons. Jt has the adv11Iltage of prohibiting all forras 

of f orcc--soneth:ing not to be overlooked in our present prGoccupaticn ~"ith a 

single new forn. 

The prohibition is subject, however, to an exception. Article 51 lays dOim 

the: pri.."'1.ciplc that 11Nothi.Tlg in the present Charter shall iDpair the inherent 

79. 
Seo the Charter, Art. 2, paras. 3 and 4. 
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right of individual or ~ollcctive self-defense if an armed attack occurs against 

a mcI:lber of the United Nations, until the Security Cou.Ticil has taken the meas-

ures necqssary to :maintain international peace and security. 11 

The limited nature of this exception should be carefully noted. It is 

av.:i.ilable only in the case of arncd attack and only rlhcn and so long as the 

Security Council has failed to tnlce adequate measures. Furthermore, as the 

reraaindor of the Article IJ.akes clear, action taken in alleged self-defense is 

subject to scrutiny by the Council. If the Council finds that such action was 

not self-defense within the lir..ited :uieaning of the text, this finding !fOuld . 

anount to a decision that the member had resorted to an illegal use of force. 

ihe neobcr, unless one of the five enjoying the right of veto, would then be 

subject to such enforceoont ncasurcs as the Council night decide to be necessary 

for the restoration of international peace and sec ~· • The legal difference 
/-:-~:,n1.01i<..,,. <.. 

between the five pern~ent ncnbers of the Council" and ci 10r r.iembers of the 
\"'.~~ \o 

United Nations Organization would hardly bo natch 0 
i so great a difference in 

actual fact, since any given raember would usually be able to count on the sup-

port of at .least one of the five groat powern. This would be particularly likely 

in cases of "collective self-defense," which ncans joint defense under a regional 

or ot..11or lini ted arrangement. .Most of such arrangcr.:t en ts would invol vo one or 

another of the pcrnanent members of the Security Council; nnd the pernanent 

nenberts veto would nornal]y be available to prevent any preventive or punitive 

action. 

The "inherent right" of self-defense will be no less precious in an age of 

ato!Jic weapons than it has been i.~ the past. It boc~~es doubtful, indeed, 

vrhethcr tho lir.i.tation of the right to cases of 11 arnod attack" can be sustained 

if such weapons are available to c.n aggressor. Can n state, satisfied that 

another st~to is preparing to boobard its cities with atonic projectiles, and 

seeing no adequate preventive ncasures undertaken by the Security Council, be 

expected to wait until the first boobs have landed before taking steps to 
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_protect itself? 

The question should,, perhaps, be broadened. What measures can the Security 

Cou.Tlcil take 11 to maintain or restore international peace and security" once an 

attack with atomic weapons has been launched? Such devastation is likely to be 

wrought in the attack that the victim's need vrill be restoration .from the ground 

up. Its security will have been shattered at the first blow. If so, the only 

·protective. measures that rill make any sense must be measures to prevent attack. 

'thless, in other words, the Security Council has always at its cornraand the means 

of preventing the aggressive use of atomic weapons, its function as the agent of 

ccllect:i:Ve security will amount to relatively a world in which such 

weapons are freely produced. Any attack vrith .. apons b'iJ a state legally 
·-;;,Q 

subject to its control Trill nean that it has fa •qi its task. ~7 e may indeed 

go further tha11 this and say that a threat of aggressive use by a state actually 

possessing a stock of such weapons will have to be recognized as bringing into 

operation (for what it is worth) the right of self defense. Ot.herrdse the law-

abiding nation vd.ll be exposed to m7ift annihilation. 

Wo have been assuming far the moment that atomic neapons may be freely pro-

duccd or acquired. Our argument is that under these conditions the Security 

Council's protective function is moved back to the prevention of attack. Even 

in a world without such vrcapons, the Council would always make great efforts to 

prevent war breaking out rather than delay its action until hostilities had 

begun. Now, far more imperatively than before,, security from mass destruction 

dc..":la.Ilds that the attack shall not be launched. It therefore becomes important 

to estinate the Council's chances of accumulating such actual power as will nakc 

it an effective preventive force. 

Article 43 of the Charter imposes on all :ocmbers the obligation to nego-

tiate with the Security Council agreements specifying the forces and facilities 

which they are to make available for the maintenance of international security. 

Later, in Article 45, members undertake to hold air contingents :i.Dmediatcly 
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available for urgent Dili tary measures in behalf of the United Nations. By 

these agreements the Security Council night be enabled to nobilize enough povmr, 

including even forces using ator.ti.c vreapons, to insure that an agrrcssar (other 

than one of the Permanent Members of the Council-a large exception to be dealt 

vrith later) would ultimately be defeated and devastated. If so, this would 

probably be a strong deterrent. 

:au.t will it be possible to te the detailed ag:reenents 

security until ~pecific 

arrangcncnts have boon nadc for the shared control of ato:cic energy?· The fear 

and distrust acconpanying a cor:rpetitivc devolopraent of atomic weapons vrill hard-

ly provide an at:cosphcrc conducive to working out the nctv•ork of agreeI:lents and 

plans contenplatcd in Articles 43-47 of the Charter. In any event, nations 

attcnpting to keep a weapon secret are not likely to place it at the disposal of 

rui international agency. At the best, they raay agree to use it thcnsclvcs in 

behalf of the Security Council. This Y:ould not enable the Military Staff Cor:i-

r.ti.ttec as a joi..'lt body either to plan or to direct its operations :intelligently. 

The conclusion ;;ould seen to be that tho Security Council will have great 

difficulty in pla:;"ing a significant role in collective security until a systcn 

. is worked out, setting narrorv linits to the production and distribution, and 

still narrower linits to the use, of atomic weapons. Failure to devise such a 

systcn nay indeed destroy the func1.1.I!lental condition of peace, nm:ioly, a working 

harm.any of thG United States, the Soviet Union, ruid BritaLTl. 

The joint ::i.nnounconont of Novorabor 15, 1945, r:l<lkes the point that 11 co:::iplcto 

protection froIJ. the destructive use of scientific knowledge" can only be secured 

by preventing war. The authors of the announccr::.m t re.:i.lizcd, however, that war 

might well result fron a race in atonic arr . ..ci.:mnt. That is why they wore not con-

tent to roly upon the gonern.1 effort of the United Nations OrgiJJliz.:i.tion as [plClr-

dian of peace, but proposed that it should devise special machinery for the 

specific task of preventinc the destructive use of atonic energy. They were 
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nevertheless wise to insist upon the necessity of success in the general activ-

ity of the Organization in promoting the settlement of disputes, strengthening 

the rule of law, and remedying social aid economic conditions which contribute 

to international conflict. Failing success on this broad f'ront, no system of 

specific safeguards can be expected to prevent recourse to any Y.ind of force 

available to states. <,;,,c•
00 w,, ,-~ 

Q' ~ 

Every addition to the destructive powe_r\-of ~ts increases the need for 
~ j 

strengthening the agencies and procedures of peaceful adjustment between nations. 

Not the least of the dangers connected with the atom bomb is that the unsolved 

problem of its control may lay a blight on all the activities of the United 

Nations Organization and its entire prospect of consolidation and development. 

The whole future of the Organization is botL"ld. up vrith the success or failure of 
• 

the current effort to find an international solution of the problems posed by 

the most recent and most formidable achievement of science and engineering. The 

result of failure would be a situation threatening the world's peace; a."ld the 

United Nations would be co:r:ipelled either to cope Yrith this situation or confess 

its bankruptcy. Coping with the situation could mean nothing else but resuming 

the effort to establish a control system. This is not a case where the Organ-

ization can admit failure and turn to sooething else. 

Left out of account so far is the possibility that a solution might be 

found outside the United Nations Organization. If the coUJmi.ssion established on 

January 24, 1946, fails to devise an acceptable system of control, conceivably 

the four or five great powers may be able to work one out among themselves. 

Putting the control in an agency indcpond~nt of the United Nations might even 

have the advantage, it has be~ suggested, of by-passi..~g the thorny problem of 

changing the voting rules in tho Security Council. 

Theoretically this would result in a position where the United Nations 

Organization could operate precisely as planned at Sa.~ Francisco. The entire 

problem of ator.rl.c weapons would be removed fr6m its competence, at least in the 
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first i.TJ.stance. Unless the Charter were amended, members could still start pro-

ceedings to avert a threat to the peace arising out of this problem. But so 

long as the control system worked efficiently, the Security Council might per-

haps devote itself to preventing illegal use of other instruracnts of force; and 

all the other organs of tho United Nations could get on with their judicial, 

economic, and social tasks. In the total schc!l1C of world security the United 

Nations Organization would occupy a secondary position, since the focus of atten-

tion woul<l i."'leYitably bG the machinery engaged in controlling tho use of atomic 

energy. This would not be a serious o-~joction, since the important thing is 

that war should be prevented, not the name of the agencies by which this is to 

be accomplished. ~\ 
r,; ~} 
~ -_:, . 

It woulC. seem likely, however, that ~hat. vve1 have called a secondary posi
~ 

tion i.."1 the schen.e of world security would be: a position of no significance at 

all. The pr:ixla.cy of the neiv weapons among the ~eans of destruction will tend 

to make any agency controlling them not only the focus of attention but the 

operative center of collectiYc security. Means calculated to prevent their 

aggressiYe use will be adequate to prevent a.TJ.y aggression. To the same agency 

must go that other najor business of tl'1e Security Cou.."lcil and Military Staff 

Conmittoc, na.':1.oly the for:rrulation of plans for the regulation of a.rmaments "and 

possible disa.rnanent.1180 This is major business no·~ pri...TrJ.arily : .,- because of the 

vride dom.c:ind for relief fron a wasteful financial burden, but because the pros-

pee"\: of peace is adr.ri. ttcdly small L"l a world of nations armin~ at discretion. 

Tho ·whole busi.TJ.css of ams regul<ltion nnd reduction i:i.ust be hand.leG. together. 

Separate agencies regulating atonic and non-atonic arI:1a!ilcnts ma.kc as little 

sense as separate agencies prov~nting atonic o..nd non-atomic aggression. 

The conclusion suggested is that either the atomc control schenc will have 

to be brought U.."1der the United Nations or the security function i..'1 general be 

Bo. 
Articles 26 and 27 of the Charter. 
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assigned to the body regulating atomic energy. But if the security function is 

detached .from the United Nations Organization and assigned to a small group con

sisting exclusively of the great.powers, it will have to be performed without 

those advantages of broad participation which the Organization was designed to 

insure. The peace would be kept by a naked great-power dictatorship. Any group 

controlling atomic weapons has in its hands the means of governing th~ world. 

If this group is to be also the legally constituted agency of collective secur""'. 

ity, it is highly important that it should include, as the Security Council 

does, a substantial representation of the smaller states. To organize it other-

wise would be to violate pri...'1ciples proclai...T!led throughout the war by the demo-

-!--" t" 81 cravJ.C na J.Ons. /.~" 
Ii:.:.-~~ <,' 
t ~· s.I<- ". 

If this reasoning is sound, no satti:.=sfactory solution of :.the international 

problems raised by atomic fission can b~-~outside the framework of the 

United Nations Organization. It has been maintained in an earlier chapter that 

the crux of the whole problem is the necessity of such a.."1. arrangement as will 

give to the Soviet Union and the United States a mutual sense of security. That 

view does not conflict v:ith the thesis that the arrangement must be one that 

will give other countries as well a sense of security. To achieve that essen-

tial purpose it :must be a."1 arrangement in vrhich they participate. 

The comnission set up by the United Nations is instructed to make proposals 

· 11 for the elilllination from national armaments of atomic weapons and of all other 

major weapons adaptable to nass destruction," and Hfor effective safeguards by 

way of inspection and other means to protect complying states against the haz-

ard.s of violations a.."1.d evasions. rr 

These instructions represent a necessary and ulti;,ate objective. Nothing 

less would satisfy the anxious hopes of peace-loving peoples. But a literal 

"elimination from national armaments," coupled with "effective safeguards," may 

81. 
E.g., The 1.'ioscow Declaration, point 4, and the fifth paragraph of the 

Teheran Declaration. 
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'Vrell take a long tine. Practical considerations may dictate an intervening 

stage of limitation rather than elimination, with the obligation not to use the 

weapons except with the approval of the United Nations. In this stage, as in 

the final and ideal one, that part of the plan of control which has to do with 

the production, possession and use of atoI:lic 'Weapons will necessarily corae under 

the direction of the Security Council. Since that body is not in perpetual 

session, though 11 so organized as. to be able to function continuously, ·1182 it will 

have to entrust the routine of control, including inspection, either to such an 

existing subordir1at0 agency as the Uilitary St~i'f Cor.nnittce or to a specially 

created subordinate body. Cle<:!rly the conti..."luous function of inspection ca...'1!lot 
/~>, 

be subject to veto; and one advantage ct£: treating it as a technic<il, c cb:i..nistra-
1 

.~ I 
tive matter handled by a body other than;~h responsible to, the Security 

Council is that, if this is done, no question of c ha."lging voting rules estab-

lished 1·dth great difficulty need arise. 

On the other hand, any question of enforcement against a nation found to be 

Yiol:J.ting the control regulations will have to be dealt with by the Security 

Cou.."lcil. Unless the veto of pernanent ~erlbers is abolished, no enf orcenent can 

operate against then or against their client states. In a world that has learned 

how to nakc and use atomic weapons, as before, the security of all will depend 
' 

or. the good faith of the great powers or on such strength as each nation can 

r.ru..ster fron its own or allied resources. The United Nations Organization falls 

short of world gover:rmcnt by a nargin Yrhich includes the United St~tes, the 

SoYiet Union, Britain, c,hina and France. The abolition of the veto would, le-

gally spc:;aking, eliminate this :r:i.c.r,:;in. ·whether it would r.ia.kc any practical 

differGncc is aJ1othcr and a highly dGbat°a.blc ·ques.tion. 

There seems to be little prospect that the great-pmver Yeto will be given 

up in any near future, even for the limited purpose of controlli..~g atoi::tl.c 

d2. 
San F'rancisco Charter, Article 28, 1. 
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a.rIJa.Dents. statements which we have cvcrJ reason to regard as approved by the 

Soviet governnent sharply oppose any sudl amend::ient of the San Francisco Charter, 

<md present indications do not encourage the view that the United States Con-

gress would take any i;lOre kindly to the idea than does Mos corr. 

Even if so grcn.t an addition to the legal authorivJ of the Security Cou.11cil 

were politically possible, it would not autoraaticn.lly deliver the world fron the 

terrifying risk of atomc war. The greatest states would still exercise a don-

irulting influence in the Organization, mid even th/~ ... tpe necessary :i:iajority 
,. ("'\ 

were obtained there would still be f;ro.ve relucta..fe~ to l~Unch onforcencnt mQas-

ures against one of then. To do so would still b~:~ly like the begin.11ing 

of war. It would still be possible for a deternined aggressor to play off one 

interest against another and delay action until it believed itself in a position 

to defy the ·Vlorld. Such risks nay be mtigatcd to sonc extent by organization, 

but only organized power based on willing consent .:md a deep s cnsc of cor.mu.rii ty 

can reduce then substantially. It is easy to design mchinery; but the more 

cssentit:!.l. condition of peace in <l...'1 a too-splitt1-11g age, as before, is underlying 

acceptance of co:wnon vtlues. Until such acceptw.1ce is achieved, the :machinery, 

though far fron useless, 1vill be frail. Its justification is that it In<lY help 

to preserve conditions in which the agrccncnt on c o:::Elon v:iluos can grovr, thus 

providing the foundations indispensable to r cliablc organization. 
within the United Nations Organization, · 

Tho legal situntion,/ then, is that no s tato is obliged to join in any 

action against any of the five pernanont IJcnbors of the Security Council. The 

veto neans that action against one of these is not within the legal powers of 

the Org.:mization. There is little likelihood that this situation will change 

·in the near future.· As a control agency over atonic weapons, the Organization 

thus has the obvious wcaknass of providing no sanction enforceable ~go.1-~st those 

very st<J.tcs which :ire nest capable of accunuln.ti-rig t:-ri.s type of <J.rI.1'.l!-:J.ent. The 

Org.:mization can provide tl.Cru1.S of ascertaining danger and identii'ying a treaty-

breaker. At its very first session the Security Council heard disputes in which 
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two great powers, the U.S.S.R. and Britain, were accused o.f endangering the 

peace of the world. But, so long as the veto survives, the ultilllate external 

deterrent operating on the five permanent members of the Security Council will 

be the prospect that a violation of their agreements will bring down upon them 

retaliation which the United Nations Organization cannot order under the present 

terms of the Charter. 

The legal position being what it is--and the legal position corresponds to 

the political difficulty of establishing a world government strong enough to 

coerce great powers-there will be a natural t endenc~he part of states 

fearing conflict with one of the great povrers, to s~k ass'J.ance of help outside 

the provisions of the Charter. They may find this ~eral treaties of 

alliance, or in regional pacts, or in both. The search for reinsurance against 

the possible breakdown of a general security system was a familiar phenonenon 

during the life of the League of Nations, and it 1vaE well under way again before 

the end of V!orld War II. The San Francisco Charter gives formal recognition to 

those realities in world politics which provide the motive for this search; and 

the advent of atomic weapons has done nothing to check the tendency. It may, 

hovrevor, do something to change the direction in which states will look for 

supplementary guaranties. 

The overall trend that seems most likely -will be for states to group them-

selves around that neighbor who combines the greatest capacity to launch atomic 

attack filth the greatest capacity to survive it. This trend Yrill probably not 

alter the constellation of hemispheric security in the Americas; but it may rad-

ically change tho shape of things in Europe. The present movomcnt there is 

to~·rards an Eastern grouping aro'\L'l.d the Soviet Union, and. a Western grouping 

around Britain and France. But even if France soon Trins the secret of manu-

facturing atomic ·weapons, and if she and Britain merge an:y productive capacity 

vrh.ich they may be able to develop, they vrill find themselves, as soon as the 

SoYiet Union is i.~ production, in a position which at least on tho defensive side 
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w:i.11 be inferior to that of Russia. The Soviet system combines two features 

that will be useful in a tom:ic warfare, namely totalitarian central government 

a."ld ample space for dispersion. Since this will mea.-ri a higher probability of 

survival., it may increase the drawing-power of M9scorr as compared with that of 

London and Paris. The Western grouping will be weakened, while the prilnacy of 

Russia in Europe will be still further emphasized. The result for Britain-and 
, . 

for France also if she does not enter the Russian orbit--must be :increased· re-

Such a clear-cut polarization 

/:~~,. 

of ~i~und the two great continental 

lianc.c on .America. 

countries, the Soviet Union and the United States, offers scant prospect of a 

peaceful world co-operating in the coI:Iraon purpose of increased welfare. What 

chance there is of averting it lies, it seems, in the fullest and speediest 

possible development of all the conciliatory, judicial, economic and social 

activities planned for the United Nations Organization.t coupled with the con-

stant effort to devise such a systen of control over the use of atomic energy 

as ~ill overcome the fear that the new discoveries have brought upon the 

world. 
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INTEr1NATIONAL CONTROL OF ATOMIC V!EAPOUS 

William T. R. Fox 

From the Second World War all that victory was expected to bring was one 

more chance to solve the problems so badly mishandled during the inter-war 

period. Vic.to~ itself was not supposed t~e the answers. What victory 

was not supposed to bring was a new probleDt d'«arf i\ g in importance all those 
. <' 

left over from the war itself and the ce ~'hich preceded th~ war. The 

eJ...-perience of 1919 seems to be repeating itself. In 1919, it 1vas an eJ...-plosive 

new idea, the Bolshevik idea, which seemed to be threatening the foundations of 

Western political life. In 1946, it is an explosive new material force, that of 

atomic energy. The statesmen of the West are as much appalled by the spectre of 

the atomic bomb as were their predecessors of a generation ago by the spectre 

of Bolshevism. 

Traditional ways of playing the diplomatic game seemed pitifully inadequate 

in 1919 a..'1.d they seem pitifully inadequate today. To their peoples clamoring 

for a period of calm after the sto!'Ilzy' years of war, the statesmen can only re-

peat with G. K. Chesterton: 

11 No more of comfort shall ye get 
Than that the sky grov:s darker yet, 
And the sea rises higher. 11 83 

11 The hope of civilization," President Truman hn.s declared, "lies in inter-

national a,rrangements looking, if possible, to the renunciation of the use of 

the atomic bomb. 1184 Many would go further a.'1d say that such a revolutionary 

development in war technology demands a revolutionary change in the organization 

83. 
Quoted by Eustace Percy in The Responsibilities of the League. London, 

Hodder and Stoughton, 1919, p. iii, when writing of the alleged menace of 
Comnunism after the First World War. 
84. 

Message to Congress on atomic energy, October 3, 1945. 
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of peace. Nothing less than the creation of a world authority strong enough to 

enforce its will even against the greatest states vrould, they say, abate the 

menace td mankind of the atomic bomb. 

The case for world government right now may in fact at first glance seem 
' 

impressive. Mankind will pay a terrible price if its leaders make the Tirong 

choices in their efforts to achieve the social co~~~°) atomic energy. "Lack 

of decision.within even a few months," according It;? one ~oup of nuclear phys

icists, 11Ydll be preparing the world for unprcccd~struction, no~ only of 

other countries but of our O\m as wen.11 85 Docs "YTorld government right now" 

provide the only intelligcr_t goal around vrhich men of good uill vlho seek to pre-

vent the total destruction of civilization can now unite? Is it in the realm 

of human affairs the invention which is the counterpart of the atomic bomb in 

the reaJJ:i of science? The frantic casting about by the leaders of the great 

states for some lesser solution and the apparent inadequacy of all such solu-

tions so far suggested would seeo to point to an affirmative answer to these 

questions. 

"Onf ortunately for those who believe that a program of mass education is 

all that is necessary to make ~orld government right now feasible, that high 

goal is right noVT or in the near future ir:ipossiblc of achievement. Even Anthony 

Eden, ·who believes that discoveries about atomic energy have made the great-
' 

parrcr veto provisions of the United Nations Charter an anachronism, confesses 

that "It is yet true that national s entimcnt is still as strong as ever, and 

here and there it is strengthened by this further conplication~the differing 

conceptions of forms of government a..~d differing conceptions of what wordS like 

freedom. and democracy nca.n. 1186 What Mr. Eden meQ.Ils is that neither the Soviet 

Union nor Great Britain is now ready to surrender its sovereignty to a ·world 

85. 
_ Statetient issued by Association of Los Al<llnos Scientists, October 13, 1945. 

New York Tim.es, October 14, 1945. 
86. 

Speech in House of Comnons, November 22, 1945. 
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authority vThich might be dominated by the political beliefs of the other. The 

United States and the other non-Connnunist states of the world are not ready 

either, but it is probably the Soviet Union which is and will remain the most 

adamant in opposing a general surrender of sovereignty to a world authority. 

It is that country which would be most 

the world. 87 

It is therefore not surprising that Soviet co,mmeff:~ 

a parliament of 

idea of setting 

up a world government iir the near future pour scorn and sarcasm on the proposal. 

Th1is, one Soviet commentator, in writing about those who dare to advocate that 

the Soviet Union along with other nations should yield up sovereignty, declares: 

"At present.they are not only talking about a United States of Europe but also a 

United States of the world, a world parliament, a world government and so forth. 

Fine phrases, and behind them renunciation of the basis of the struggle against 

fascist aggression and of what is the foundation of the struggle for a stable 
88 

peace. 11 Ambassador Gronzy-ko, Russian delegate at the London meeting of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, spoke against "voices ••• heard from 

somewhere stating that the Charter had already become obsolete and needs re

vision.1189 Evidently, no voluntary yielding of authority to a world govern..'11.ent 

is to be expected from the Soviet leadership at this stage in world history. 

According to Clarence Streit and the advocates of 11 Union Now, 11 there is no 

need to wait for SoYiet Russia; but a world government whose authority did not 

e:>.."tend to the Soviet peoples would be no world government at all. It would be 

87. 
When the United Nations Conference on International Organization voted in 

plenary session to invite Argentina to send a delegation, there was a preliminary 
show of Yoting strength a:s between the United States and the Soviet Union. 
The vote was 31 in support of the American position and 4 in support of the 
Soviet position. United Nations Conference on International Organization, 
Verbatim Minutes of the Fifth Pl'enary Session, April 30, 1945. 

J. Viktoroff, Soviet radio comrn.entator, quoted in the New York Ti.'Iles, Dec
ember 4, 1945. 
89. 

United Nations News, February, 1946, p. 2. 
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an organization of a substantial part of the world which -rrould unquestionably 

provoke a counter-organizatio~ of the rest of the world. It would raa.J.{e atomic 

warfare not less but more likely. The advocate of world government right now 

is in fact advocating, in the face of the declared Soviet position, that a 

great power be coerced into making the necessary surre ~~:, .• , (of sovereignty. 
¢c,,c ~-;. 

This would make atomic warfare not merely lilcely but1 ~:2ost - crtain. 
\ '-.; . 

It would be ungracious of the writer not to repe~ 0
.. at t.11.is point 

that, in his judgment, the United States also is unwilling to surrender a de-

gree of control over its own destinies sufficient to permit a world authority 

to enforce its d.eclared policy against any challenger. 'rhe advocates of Trorld 

government, however, believe that American public opinion can be brought in the 

very near future to s ce the necessity of world government. Even on this assump-

tion, the problen vrould still remain of securing a similar development in the 

public op:L"'lion of other great states. It is too rauch to expect such a develop-

:raent in those countries :L11 which no organized agitation is permitted against an 

officially declared public policy and in which the declared policy is reliance 

upon the principle of voluntar:r collaboration among the greatest states. The 

SoviGt Union is such a -country. World government right now is therefore not a 

possibility, and there will almost certainly not in the near future be that 

revolution :L11 world opinion TI"hi:ch alone vrould no.kc it possible. 

But vrould v7c ;;a..'1t ·world government right now if 1rn could have it. Is it so 

desirable, or arc all alten1ativcs sc undesirable that men of good. will should 

concentrate their cff orts on that onc-in-a-thousroid chance that they could soon 

achieve world govcrn.":lcnt? :·111at prospect would that gover!lLlcnt have for achiev-

ing an equitable settlc:I:J.Cnt of those international disputes which, prior to the 

advent of the bomb, were felt to be so "li"ital that tho nc~tions concerned were 

willing to settle theI!l by resort to war or by tho threat of war? It would be 

very dangerous to create a rnnchincry of central force baforc one created a 

IJachinery of central justice. For a machi...'lery of central justice to work 
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satisfactorily, its judgments would have to be based upon u world-1tidc comr....•unity 

of values. That community of values does not ey...ist today. To set up a central 

rnach:L~ery of force in the present state of the world might be to create a new 

instrument of coercion which disaffecte¢. peoples Trould come to regard as in-

tolerable. 

It l:11.Y be said in rejoinder that first orld govorrun.c2rt or 

uorld federation will necessarily be ir:lperfect, that tho way to develop the con-

r.iunity of values is by creating and operating a machinery of central justice. 

Rofcrenco :::iay be mci.de to the e:::pcricncc of the United States first under the 

Articles of Confederation a.~d later under the Constitution :L~ perfecting its 

federal system. This nation's experience in perfeding its federal systcn u.i-i-

fortunately includus t.hc: bitter, bloody, and protracted Civ'il War. Could a 

world govcrnr?~nt afford to perfect itself by expcricnc:L~g a world-wide civil 

war? Not if it is true that any large-scale v;.:i.r in an era of atoLrl.c 1"larf.::.re 

thrcatc:ns tho whole future of civilization. Unless the world, govcrn.TJont frotJ. 

the first promises to settle those rlisput.:.:3 f orwcrJ..>"7 scttl.Jd o:r 1:7.r so uqui'tably 

that there Yvi.11 be little or no pressure to resist the enforcement of its do-

cisions, it offers no sure cure against tho threatened extinction of civiliza-

tion; it offers no ccrtai.~ty that other hunan values besides survival will be 

protected any bettor, or indeed as well, as they ~re protected under the present 

admittedly unsatisfactory s-.rstcm of regul~tinc international affairs. 

It is the threat of general 1·rar which provid~s the excuse for establishi."1g 

11orld governnent now. To substitute the threat of world-wide civil war for the 

threat of world-Yvi.de international war is to nclrn ver·y little progress in ato2ic 

energy control. Ono c.::.n only conclude with Sccret.'.lr'IJ of State Byrnes that 11 wc 

nust not inaginc tha~ overnight there can arise fully grown a world govcrillilcnt 

wise ancl. strong enough to protect all of us .:md tolerant and den.ocratic enough 

to c onnan.cl our willing loyalty. fiO 

19. 
Charleston speech, Novcnbcr 16, 1945. 
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'!'here is still another count :L-ri the indict:;:icnt against a progrnn of :i;:ia.ss 

.education for 11world govorr..ncnt right nm·f • 11 It is frequently and falsely said 

that at the very worst an attcnpt to establish world govcrlliilent immediately 

could do no har:t:1. It can in fact do ham in two ways. It can divert public 

attention fron the urgent necessity of discovering a less sir.lplo and less spec-

tacular solution. A slogan as attractive c;:,:n"W~Jd goverru:ient right now" can 
t,, ~\ 

easily becono a IJass anodyne, excellent f~,socth~ g a disturbed pUbliG opinion 
·-;;.c- •v l 

but unfortunately also effective in distract- 0 att~ntion fron the inporative 

quest for another type of solution to the control problcn. 

The other da.-riger to which the United States and tho world nay be exposed 

in tho event that Ancrican p1.iblic opinion is brought to believe in the urgerrt 

necessity of world govcrn.>:tent right now is even norc serious. If frustrated in 

their efforts to achieve world govern..-:ient by voluntary agrecnont, nanywould 

cone to believe that forcible unification is better thnn no unification. They 

would advocate the alternative route to world unity, via irlperial conquest. 

They T•ould procl.:i.in and belic,..re that they were advoc.:i.ting war only because it 

i;ras nade nocossary by the unf ortunatc unwillingness of the lcadGrs of c crtain 

states tc grasp the conpollL~g necessity for .:i. surrender of sov~reignty.91 If 

survival ~ere the only hu.-:i.an value and if the political unification of the world 

offered the only chance of surv"'ival, t hon ::t good case night be nade out for the 

reorgD..n.iz:ition of the world under A.-:i.crican he;;ur.iony. But survival is not the 

only hurJLl.!l value. In spite of c.11 talk in this country of the bonb as 11 a sacred 

trust" 1·;hich the Alnighty L"1 His wisdon h::ts soen fit to give first to the United 

Stntcs, no ~erican ro::i.lly believes that denocr.::.tic v:ilucs can be preserved 

either here or clsoTrhorc in the world if the United States undcrk.kcs to U..."1ify 

the world by using or thrc.:i.ton:L.'1.S. to use the bonb on any rccalcitr:::.nt. 

Evidence has alr0ady been cited to show th.:i.t the voluntu.ry adherence of the 

91. 
See Chnptcr IV, suprn.. 
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Soviet Union to a11 agreement to set up world government :immediately is not to be 

expected. The advocates of full-fledged war if necessary to establish a central 

world IDachinery of coercion would therefore be advocating in reality a Soviet-

American war~ The prospect of coercing the Soviet Union into acknowledging the 

authority of a world govern."llElnt is a grim one. It would involve fighting right 

now the very war which the advocates of world government insist can only be 

avoided by establishing world government. 92 
1,/

0

"

0

"' •r «\ 
'"' ~ ,_ 

If the United States did successfully 11 b:titz11 th Soviet Union qr some les-
"' o1r1 

ser opponent of forcible unification, it wuld then stand at the bar of world 

opinion as the only nation which had ever.used the atomic bomb and as a nation 

which had used it in two successive wars~ OUr critics would frequently point to 

the fact that it had been used first against a rapiQcy' collapsing foe and second 

against a foe whose only crime was not to yield to force majeure in the form of 

the bomb. At the moment of victory, the people of the world vrould be ill-

disposed to permit the United States to run the world. 

In the face of a..'1. aroused and indignant world opinion, the United States 

government could not in its hour of victory, even if it wished, then afford to 

surrender its ovm sovereignty to a new ·fforlcl authority. It would be driven to 

attempting the unilateral regulation of -rrorld affairs. The United States is 

ill-equipped for such a task. It lacks both the professional arrcy- and the ex-

perience in colonial administration. World-wide civil vrar is a possibility in 

the event of a voluntary political unification of the world. It is a near cer-

tainty in the event of its forcible unification. 

This much remains to be said in behalf of those who favor world government 

right now. They are ~kely to be so successful in converting American opinion 

to their cause that the dangers suggested in the preceding paragraphs will ever 

materialize. On the, other hand, the world government advocates grasped sooner 

92. 
The e·v"idence is by no means clear that such a war would be the twenty-four 

hour war which its advocates would promise. See Chapter IV, supra. 
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even than its responsible official leadership the salient fact which must dom-

inate any discussion of atomic energy control, namely, t bat the bomb is not 

11 just another rreapon. 11 In so far as they serve to auakcn American opinion to 

the seriousness of the problem and to prepare the minds of .Americans for what 

must be novel steps in international organization, their propaganda is bene-

ficial. Furthermore, much of the discussion of world government right nOW' will 

help to focus opinion here and abroad on the question of the ultimate dosirabil-

ity of world government. It by no means follows that all the arguments adduced 

in thi~f analysis against world.ng to establish world government in the near 

~-\ 
future have relevance in a long-range program. u·c;". ~ ' 

:; ;;; ) 
<O 

.. ~. ~~ ~~ ~~- -~.. ~} -?f- ~f- -j~ -:..('.> Dq 1 

If such obvious lines of action as voluntary unification of the world by 

establishing "Vrorld government right now, and its si..'1ister alternative, forcible 

unification of the world by the use of America's atomic might, are to be ruled 

out, what is left? 

There are two rather simple courses of action "'•rhich are frequently suggested 

and which need to be briefly examined at this point. These are the 11 tcll-a.411 

and the "do-nothing" proposals. The "tcll-all11 school urges that retention by 

the United States alone of the technical knovrlcdge necessary to produce the bomb 

will make it impossible for the rest of the world to have confidence in American 

good intentions. Sharing of atomic knowledge is therefore held to be necessary 

to dispel tho clouds of suspicion which prevent the establishment of effective 

international controls. 

· In view of the fact that nuclear physicists are practically unanimous in 

believing that present secrets are destined to be short-1.ived, the United States 

would not appear to be giving away very much; the effect of this proposal might 

be only to adva."1.cc the:: &.te upon ·which the United St.::.tcs would have to bargain 

on equal terms with other stutes in negotiating international control. If it is 

true that the secrets arc not of as great value as is sometim~s implied in the 
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American press, giving them aY;ay might not lllD.lce the spectacular impression on 

skeptical foreign statesmen that proponents promise. 

Whether "telling-all" would be a quixotic gesture or an act of sublime "l'Tis-
; 

dam is, however, almost beside the point. On one point alone has policy 

crystallized to such an extent that it is unlikely to be affected by further 
.. nn o 1~ E 

public discussion. That has been on the necessity f~>'h • ·_ "safeguards" 
I~ ~i 

before mking revelations at least of engineering te~/in atomic energy 

production.93 In his radio address of August 9, 1945, just after the first 

announcement had been made of tho new weapon, President Truman emphasized that. 

"The atomic bomb is too dangerous to be loose in a lawless world. That is why 

Great Britain and the United States, who have the secret of its production,, do 

not intend to reveal the secret until means have been found to control the bomb 
. . 

so as to protect ourselves and the rest of the world fron the danger o;f total 

destruction." This sentiment has been reiterated in subsequent public discus-

sion. Full revelation is clearly not politically feasible. 

Insistence that secrecy r::ru.st be preserved until "means have been found to 

control the bomb" leads naturally, in the minds of those who believe that means 

of international control of perfect efficacy will not be found,· to the "do-

nothing" course of action and to the abandonment even of the quest for common 

international action. There are two grounds upon which a do-nothing policy has 

been advocated. On the one hand, it is argued that the atonic age will be an 

age of plenty, that there will be so much for everybody that no one Trill covet 

93. 
It has sometimes beon argued that the spirit of free scientific inquiry 

demands that there be no restri:tion on the diffusion of basic scientific 
knowledge, whatever policy is adopted regarding engineering processes and de
tails of weapon construction. General Groves has indicated that data in certain 
wide fields of basic research arc soon to be 11 declassified11 and made generally 
available. Hovrever, when asked what he meant by "basic knowledge~~1 he 'is re
ported to have replied "that he thinks of basic knowledge as that which either 
is generally known or can be easily found out. The Arrrry docs not intend to 
keep secret fron American students facts which aro openly taught L"1 schools 
abroad. 11 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists of Chicago, December 24, 1945, p. 2. 
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that which his neighbor has and no nation will covet that which its neighbor 

has. Although Secretary of Commerce Henry Wallace definitely does not belong to 

the do-nothing school of thought, his assertion that 11 the expectation of a new 

age of abundance for all will do more to prevent war than the fear of being 

blown to bits1194 illustrates the attitude which sees escape from disaster and 

indeed from the necessity of binding international agreements through a mass 

distribution of the benefits of atomic energy~~tion. If the new sources 

of energy developed in the last century and ({ hali'~md ma.de the twentieth cen-
\ -'.'- I 

tury more pacific than the eighteenth or nineteeritil, we might gain more comfort . -
from this line of reasoning, than we actually do. 

The 11 tough-minded11 argument for a do-nothing policy is somevrhat different. 

It is argued that whatever progress other nations may make in nuclear research, 

the United States can with its magnificent laboratories and brilliant scientists 

keep its present lead. If it were true that a better atomic bomb would give 

security against one not quite so powerful, the United States would indeed be in 

an advantageous position. Its present lead will, however, seem less important 

when it first becomes known that some other nation has learned hovr:to produce 

even the most primitive bombs. As Dr._ J. R. Oppenheimer, director of the group 

which actually designed the first bomb, has declared, "from the armament race 

that would almost certainly follow, the United States might or might not emerge 

the Yvinner, nor would it greatly matter. It is not necessary for a nation to be 

able to produce more or bigger or better bombs, but only for it to decide to 

proceed independently with its ovm atom bomb program, after which with very few 

bombs it could put any other nation, our 01'm included, out of action.u95 ·when 

dealing with the absolute weapon, arguments based on relative advantq,r;e lose 

94. 

95. 
Nei.7 York Times, December 5, 1945. 

Tost:ir.J.ony before Senate committee, October 17, 1945; quoted in the New Yorlc 
Times, October 18, 1945. 
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11Tell-all11 and 11 do-nothing11 have much in connnon. Both ctll for a great act 

of faith on the part of the American people. In the 1~~se, they are asked 

to believe that a spontaneous sharing of our present( ~tomic · o;rledge rill work 
.,~"•o 

a revolution in the minds and hearts of men and so bani spectre of atomic 

war. In the second case, they are asked to believe that the United States is 

the only country to which the Lord will see fit to entrust the bomb, at least· 

until atomic energy has become so plentiful that there will be nothing left for 

men to fight about. 

The t"ffo policies have another feature in common. They are unilateral pol-

icies. Under neither plan would the United States have to bargain with other 

sover~ign states. Only a solution which accords to each major power a position 

in world affairs consonant with its position under tho pre-atomic age distribu-

tion of power will be considered desirable by those great states who together 

represent the mininum essential nucleus for agreement. 

Nothing can guarantee the indefi.ri.ite prolongation of such a pattern. It is, 

for exal!Iple, possible that in a generation fifteen or twenty nations will have 

the scientific and engineering knowlGdgc and the i...'1.dustrial capacity to make 

enough atomic bombs to destroy the major cities of even the greatest state. In 

,such a situation, the Big Three vlill have become a Big Tv;enty, and states will 

be equal in a sense hitherto unknown in our Wostorn state system. That, however, 

is for the future. If and when it happens, it will be time enough to negotiate 

an international <:!.greement appropriate to that pattern of por•er. 

In the raeantime, agrucmont raust be sought on the basis of the present ~ccog-
, 

nized pattern, the bipolar pattern of the super-powers. In this pattern the 

Soviet Union and the United States find themselves the nuclei of attraction 

96. 
See Chapter I, supra. 
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around which other states tend to group.97 One may think of the present as the 

' age of the Big Two or the Big Three or even the Big Five. It is not yet the age 

of the Big One, and no international agreement to control the use of the bomb 
/'' r,'r.::l ~Y &r 

will make it so. · (':',c \ 
A proposal which would leave the United Stat~~ in P.~Jrmanent possession of a ~: 

.. 
stockpile of atomic bombs while denying to all other powers the right to have 

them or permission to manufacture them would therefore be ruled out. Govern-

ments other than that of the United States do not need to sign such an agreement 

in order to bring about a situation of American monopoly. They would have nothing 

to gain by formally acquiescing :L:.i such an unequal arrangement. They might feel 

that they had a great deal to lose since they would never be sure that the sue-

cessors to the present American leadership might not be tempted at some future 

date in some as yet unforeseen conflict to resolve that conflict by use of bombs 

uhich the United States would then alone possess. Many governments would, there-

fore, feel more secure if the possible existence at a future date of a stockpile 

not under A."!!erican control were not forbidden. Its existence would furnish from 

their point of view a needed deterrent to any Ar:lerican goverru:ient tempted to use 

the bomb for its OV1l1 national purposes. 

The requireillsnt that an acceptable plan not disturb too drastically the 

existing balance of interests leads to the conclusion that certain other states 

are not prepared to negotiate -with the United States voluntary agree.-:ients which 

Ydll significantly prolong the period of American monopoly. American policy 

:must be planned for the not too distant day vmen at least some other countries 

will bargain on an equal footing with the United States. 

There is another corollary to the principle that an international control 

agreement not disturb the existing balance which can be stated more positively. 

The agreement must offer ·effective guarantees that bad faith in carrying out 

~7. 
For an exposition of this pattern, see William T. R. Fox, The Super-Powers, 

New York, Harcourt, Br:acc and Coi:ipany, 1941+. 
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such an agreement will achieve no radical disturbance of the present power pat-

tern. If, for example, nations agreed to forego the r· of possessing atomic 
('c,,':r.hDl\fl, .(. 

"" bombs at all, then a single nation which violated th ~agre~t could enforce 
~o 

its will against those which had acted in good faith. n akings to abolish 

or limit drastically the possession of bombs or of atomic energy installations 

would have to be accompanied by provisions for close inspection. 

Is an inspection scheme really feasible? It would have to be one in which 

all states had full confidence. It would have to work ·with equal effectiveness 

in all countries. Pravious experience with international attempts to regul.:i.te 

the narcotics traffic dcmonstatcs the feasibility of detecting many violations 

of such an international agroenent. However, that particular inspection scheme 

has never been one hundred per cent effective. It has hardly been effective at 

all against violations committed Yd.th the tacit approval of national authorities. 

It has certainly not been effective to the degree necessary to justify a nation 

in pla~i..'1.g sole reliance upon a sir.riJar inspection system for the control of 

t . d t" 98 a on:i..c energy pro uc ion. 

98 •. 
See L. E. c. Eisenlohr, International Narcotics Control, London, Allen and 

Umti.n, 1934. In the applicability of the CJ<.."'Pcrienco in controlling the traffic 
in narcotic drugs to the proble:::is of inspection and regulation· of the ~ traf
fic in genorD..1, sec 11 Analogies beV.veen the Probler.i of the Traffic in Narcotic 
Drugs .:md That of the Trade in and Manufacture of Arms," League of Nations, Dis
arr:iament Section, Conference for the Reduction <lil.d Linitation of Arr:ia.'11(3Ilts, Con
ference Docunonts, II, 494-502 (League of Nations Doc'IL::c.."'lt IX, Dis~cnt. -
1935. IX. 4). This analysis rrcparod in the League secretariat for tho use of 
the Conference points to the great differences in the two problems, since i.."1 the 
case of narcotics it is private illicit traffic which the agreement scales to sup
press and i..'"1 the case of a.rIJS production it is action taken "with the active or 
passive conplicity of tho Government" which is most likely to constitute a vio
lation of the agreement. Seo also 11 Ch~"llicD-l, Incendiary and Bacterial Weapons: 
RGply to the Questionnaire Subr.ri.ttcd by tho Bureau to the Special Comrl.ttee, 11 

ibid., 448-72. Som of the conplusions there roached regarding tho ii'1practic.:i.
'6Ility of prohibiting the na.'1.ufacturo, in:port, export or possession of :ir.lple- . 
nents or substances capable of both pacific <lil.d DilitQ.I"Y utilization apply with 
even greater f orcc to prohibitions in atooic energy production. other conclu
sions D..lso suggest the extent to ~hich discussion of atoDic energy control is 
traversing ancrv ground already covered in considering previously lmown "instru
nents of tl<lSS dcstruction, 11 e.g.: "The; tlore highly tho chenical industry is de
veloped, the less would production in war tili'le be delayed by a prohibition of 
the manufacture of the corapounds exclusively suitable for chemical 1"Tarfarc (p .. 
454). 11 "The prohibition of preparations for chcmcal warfru:'e nust not hinder 
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Anidst tho welter of c.sscrtion and counter-asscr · regarding the foasi-
~nll c 1~ "'' 

¢~ <.d 

bility of this or that of any systcrJ of inspection . :· d contxol, only one fact 
\~n ) of 

stands out clearly.The social scientist working on tfi~lell/control docs not 

have the scientific or engineering data necessary for hin to make an intelligent 

forecast about the feasibility of inspection md control. Nor do r.uinr of the 

physical scientists have tho data necessary for-such a forecast. All that 

any physicist or engineer has been perttltted to lalow about ator:ri.c energy devel-

opnent is that segt10nt of lalowledge which was indispc.~sablc for the perf or:ia.nce 

of his own job. As a result, according to the Bulletin of the Atowic Scientists 

of Chicago, "Because of the secrecy of and conpartnontation lici.tations in the 

Mnnhattan Project, it has been inpossible for experts in each branch to consider 

a:ny probleo which involved a detailed knowledge of the infcn:m.tion availnble in 

any other branch. This not onJ.y slows down tho developnont of atomic energy, 

but also prevents an integrated study of the technical f casibility of in.spec~ 

t . 1199 ion. 

Once it is possible for the scientists and engineers to state noro fully the 

facts upon which their conclusions have been based, tho social and political 

:i!:J;plications and the problcns of public policy can be sketched out in greater 

detail. Meanvrhile, the social analyst has at his disposal only a series of vig-

orous assertions of the necessity of inspection and control made by certain 

physical scientists. These scientists have displayed a high and admirable sense 

of civic responsibility, but they are not under present security regulations in 

------------------------~ 
footnote continued from page 152. 

chemical and.pharmacological research lest such prohibition should prevent the 
growth of human knowledge and the prospects of overcoming the forces of nature 
and of combating the scourge of disease (p. 456). 11 11We must therefore have the 
courage to acknowledge that, if leaving on one side the question of its moral 
value, we only consider the purely technical value of the prohibition to prepare 
chemical warfare, we must conclude that this prohibition is not of much 
practical effect (p. 459)." 

99 • Vol. I, No. 3, January 10, 1946, p. 2. 
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a position even to indicate how complete or incomplete their own knowledge of 

production processes is. Presumably what they ragard as necessary they believe to 

be feasible. ~~~"
0

'"' «.,," 
..;- ~- t 
0 ~ l 

As a matter of fact, no one questions the ca~ a national government 

to protect itself against the illegal production of bombs within its territory. 

It follows, therefore, that there are unlikely to be insuperable scientific or 

technical obstacles to effective inspection a.~d control. The obstacles~ if they 

~st, are political. All that a social scientist can now say is that if 

adequate inspection is possible through careful inspection of a few strategic con-

trol points--like the sites of known uranium deposits, for example--the prospects 

are better than if adequate inspection requires the policing of the internal 

affairs of each country so complete that that country's basic social institutions 

are threatened. It would be premature for policy-makers to make long-term 

decisions of fundamental importance until the analysis of the feasibility of in-

spection is more complete than it now appears to be. 

In the meantime, the United States must have some policy. This policy must 

be able to win for the nations of the world time to make a more profound study of 

the problem of controlling atomic energy on a long-term basis. So long as the 

policy is clearly understood to be a short-run policy, the necessity for evolvi_ng 

a long-term solution will not be forgotten. Neither will the necessity of keeping 

the short-term policy in harmony with ultimate goals. 

Judged by these standards, how adequate is the beginning made by the United 

States in the international control of atomic energy? Two three-power conferences 

have been held. The first, the so-called Potomac Conference resulted on November 

15, 1945, in the "Agreed Declaration" by President Truman and Prime Ministers 

Attlee and King.100 The second, held the following month at Moscow, was at the 

Foreign Minister level, and resulted on December 27, 1945, in a joint communique 

lOO, Department of State Bulletin, November 18, 1945, P• 781. 
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by Messrs. Bevin, Byrnes, and Molotov.101 Four-power agreement was thus .secured 

regarding preliminary steps. The United States, Great Britain, Canada, and the 

Soviet Union agreed to urge the creation of a special United Nations commission 

to study and report on atomic energy regulation, to facilitate mutual voluntary 

disclosure of scientific data by the exchange of scientists, scientific publica-

' tions, and scientific materials and to 'vork step by step for the eventual elimi-

nation of the qomb and other instruments of mass destruction from the arsena"'ls-

of nations. /~. 
'"' ~ \ 

The governments of France and China joined ~nnt.nhee 920 1ve to have a special 
~ 

commission on atomic energy crented by the General Assembly of the United Nations 

at its first meeting. There was thus six-power agreement on the initial step. 

As was to have been expected, the six-power proposal was unanimously approved by 

the Assembly on January 24, 1946.102 That the new commission contains only the 

representatives of states with seats in the Security Council plus a representative 

of Canada means that security aspects of atomic energy control are to be no more 

and no less "democratically" dealt with than other security problems. 

This very moderate program will certainly win time.103 At the very least, 

it will win some months during which the United Nations' new commission will be 

studying the control problem and preparing to report. It can do more. An 

orderly program of investigation will give the national governments an opportunity 

for a complete exchange of views and lay the groundwork for broader agreement at 

a later date. If meanwhile a program for voluntary reciprocal scientific dis-

closure is vigorously pushed, an atmosphere will have been created which will be 

lOl. Ibid., December 30, 1945, p. 1027. 
102 • The Philippine delegate, alone among the smaller powers' representatives, 
voiced a vridely held sentiment against the slight role allotted to the Assembly 
either in specifying the membership of the new commission or in supervision of 
its activities. 

l03. See Chapter III, supra, for a fuller.discussion of this program. 
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more conducive to agreement upon provisions for inspection and ultimately con-

trol. So far as they go, these first steps seem unexceptionable. 

Can they be criticized as so timid as to be~y inadequate? Could a 
/~.; __ , - ' -' <~:. .\ 

/-.:, -~' 

forthright American leadership have secured agi7eement t a bolder program? Con-

trary to common belief,. the .American- bargaining~100 "~ on in pressing for a 

fundamental solution to the control problem is not overwhelmingly strong. The 

present united States monopoly in.thB manufacture of atomic bombs may even be a 

wealaiess for the purpose of these negotiations. The other nations of the world 

already have that protection aga:L~st the bomb which comes from its being in the 

sole possession of a•war-weary and non-aggressive country. While it would be 

clearly in the American interest to get an effective limitation scheme adopted 

before the Soviet Union er any other country was producing bombs, there seems to 

be no equivalent advantage en the other side unless the limitation proposal is 

accompanied by a.~ American willingness to scale down or share or turn over to the 

United Nations Orginization its own stockpile and possibly even to destroy its 

installations for the manufacture of bombs.104 At some future date American 

willingness to sacrifice its own stockpile may be greater than it is at present. 

Or successful production of the bomb by some other country may increase that 

other country's 1villingness to see all producers of the bomb including the United 

States and itself brought under control. 

In the light of the present apparent inability of American officials to 

secure agreement of a more far-reaching character, critics should be slow to con-

demn the rather r.iodest start made toward the solution of the control problem 

during the first six months after the dropping of the bombs on Hiroshima. Only 

those .Americans who are able to demonstrate the desi~ability of immediate des-

104. 
As has been shown in a precading chapter, a proposal to turn the control of 

a stockpile of _bombs over to some orgrui of the United Nations Organization is 
in fact a variant of proposals either to retain or to share the existing stock
pile. See Chapter IV, supra. 
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truction of the .American stockpile and of .American installations for manufacturing 

further bombs, or some equally radical .American sacrifice, are in a position to 

criticize the government of the Un_:J..ted States for not at this time pressing for 
c \'\'n 0 ~ ... f..r 

an effective control system. ~:'' \ 
1 

The United Nations Atomic Energy Commission J\.,now ~~en created. Whether l~E 

or not a bolder attack on the control problem would have been possible, it is 

clear that in these first months no irreparable missteps were taken. There may 

have been an unjustified .American delay in initiating negotiations, and the 

Anglo-Canadian-American Potomac Conference may have given an appearance o~ anti

Soviet exclusiveness; but Soviet collaboration in the first steps at least was 

secured by the subsequent Moscow Conference. 

With a special United Nations commission considering the problem, the 

pressure for immediate action by .American government officials may be relaxed for 

a p~riod of several months. This interval of relaxation must not be wasted. At 

the end of the period, the United States must have canvassed thoroughly alterna-

tive control policies on the basis of a careful evaluation of American interests 

and an accurate estimate of the position of other governments. 

There is another ·way in which the respite won by the creation of the Atomic 

Energy Commission can be and must be used. It must be used to create an en-

lightened public opinion. American officials must be protected against sniping 

on the home front by those who believe or say they believe that their government 
-

is giving away precious scientific secrets, knowledge of which may shortly be 

turned against our own country. The initial reaction of Senator Austin and 

Senator Vandenberg to the publication of agreements reached at the Moscow Con-

ference of the three foreign ministers in December, 1945, shows that even the 

modest step there taken toward international agreement regarding the bomb can be 

challenged as foolhardy. The records of Senators Austin and Vandenberg by no 

means suggest that they are narrow nationalists. When criticism comes from 

responsible senators whose past record shmvs a willingness to support inter-
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national collaboration, when and if they are convinced of its desirability and of 

the public demand for it, the necessity for building up an informed pub~ic 

opinion on questions of atomic energy control policy ~0iapparent. 

Our discussion of world government and of the pcil?-cy of ull revelation 
~~ 

OoH 

leads to the conclusion that one wing of public opinion as to be 1educated as 

to the very narrow limits within which international action to control the bomb 

now seems possible. The Vandenberg-Austin wing, on the other hand, needs even 

more to be made to understand the very moderate character of the steps now being 

taken. It may be unfair to denounce them as recklessly bold. In a country in 

wb.i.ch each step in foreign relations has to be considered in the light of both 

domestic and foreign repercussions, it is not enough for high policy-makers to 

know what is right. They need support from an electorate which also knows what 

is right. There can be no- substitute for an understanding public opinion if 

American officials are to have the freedom and the guidance which they need. If 

they do not have this home front support, they will surely fail. The time is 

short in which to develop it. 

-~***~f--~-~**i*-* 

Even though it seems probable that the scope of the agreements immediately 

forthcoming on matters connected vdth atomic energy will be very modest, it is 

not too soon to begin speculating on the nature of a successful long-term atomic 

energy control policy. 

There is general agreement regarding the long-term control objectives only 

on two points. Control is to be established step by step. Eventually, there is 

to be an inspection system. Beyond these two points, a long-term control pro-

gram, to be successful, must be based on the following considerations. 

1. The control problem is inseparable from the general problem of relations 

among the great powers •. It is most intimately related of course to Soviet-

American relations. No serious consideration therefore should be given to types 

of solutions which stand no chance of being accepted by either the United States 
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or the Soviet Union.105 World governinent right now has already been ruled out 

on this count. 

Z. The powers and especially the prepared to accept 

a substantia1. narrowing in their range of free choice of policy. Current talk 

about sacrificing sovereignty recognizes this necessity. The difficulty with 

the phrase "sacrificing sovereignty" is that it seems to imply that the 

sovereignty is to be handed over to some supra-national authority. To endow a 

supra-national authority vdth great power might make the national authorities 

more apprehensive of it than each other. It is at least conceivable that the 

powers can contrive some scheme for narrowing their own freedom of action so as 

to reassure each other without at the same time broadening the scope of free 

action of the supra-national authority. The powers might) for example, agree 

that the bomb is not to be used at all except in the most narrowly defined circum-

stances. This would be far different from creating a world authority which it-

self had bombs at its disposal. 

3. Any legal underta.J:...i.-ig limiting the right of states to'· produce, 

possess or use atomic armaments must be self-enforcing. Only if as the result 

of the legal undertaking, a factual situation is created in which the powers are 

not tempted to break the agreement would this condition be met. An agreement 

outlawing the production or use of atomic bombs would have to be accompanied by 

provisions for inspection and penalties for violation to meet this test. The 

failure of belligerents in the Second World War to use poison gas tempts one to 

assert that simple international agreements outlawing the use of a weapon might 

be effective •. The experience with poison gas, however, is not wholly reassur

ing.l06 Gas has not proved a decisive weapon. Had Hitler or Tojo been capabie 

of averting defeat by using g.as, few doubt that they would have used it. 

105. See Chapter IV, supra. 

106. See Chapter II, supra. 
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4. The limitation as in form binding on 

the United States as much as on other There is no way in 

which the United States by pressing for· international agreement to control the 

atomic bomb can hope to preserve its own adva.'1tage in this field. Few states and 

certainly none of the great states will be prepared simply to accept American 

assurances that our present stockpile will never be used except against an 

aggressor. This will be especially true so long as the United States is the 

pQwer which determines whether or not a given act constitutes aggression. 

How can this description of the mini.mum conditions of a successful cont?'ol -

• scheme be translated into a prescription for statesmen charged vr.i. th the grave 

responsibility of avoiding atomic war? If the problem of atomic energy control 

is indeed inseparable from the problem of Soviet-American relations, then the 

principle upon which these good relations are to be preserved must be strengthened 

and not scrapped. Specifically, a control proposal which is to have any chance 

of general acceptance must not require the elimination of the voting procedure 

developed at Yalta. 

A careful comparison of the Agreed Declaration emanating from the Potomac 

Conference and the joint communique of the three Foreign Ministers after the 

Moscow Conference suggests that the Western powers made an abortive attempt to 

maximize the role of the General Assembly in atomic energy control. John Foster 

Dulles declared on N
0
vember 16, 1945, the day after the publication of the Agreed 

Declaration :'!We have set up a General Assembl.y to be the 'town meeting of the 

world. 1 Let us invite, and heed, its judgment of what we should do. I have no 

idea vrhat the Assembly would recommend, and it is not of primary im?ortance. 

What is most iraportant is that we accept a procedure which shows that we really 

mean it when we sa;r that we are merely a trustee of atomic power (Neu York Til!les, 

November 16, 1945). 11 The Moscow communique on the other hand made it abunda...'1tly 

clear that th.e functions of the Security Council are in no vray being impaired 

by the creation of a special atomic energy commission. Thus, the integrity of 
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the principle of voluntary .collaboration among the greatest states, which is 

implicit throughout the whole field of Security Council action, has been preserved. 

As tbe special United Nations commission on atomic energy con~rol begins to 

operate, it will not find it useful to recommend principles for control which do 

not take full account of the special position of the permanent members of the 

Security Council within the Organization. Indeed, there is slight probability 

that it will do so; for the Commission contains only the representatives· of those 
' 

powerp "With seats on the Council, p~us a C~~~presentative whenever that 

power does not possess a Council scat. \~, ~ 

With the veto principle intact, it becoin.~sible for the Security Cou.."1cil, 

or its alter ego, the special commission on atomic energy control, to exercise 
• 

the broad powers of regulation a."1d supervision which the Charter already grants 

them. The Council now has, and might delegate to the commission, primary respon-

sibility for prescribing the conditions under which the production, possession, 

or use of atomic energy is permitted.107 , 

There is one use-of atomic bombs which is at this moment legal and which 

the Council will not want to forbid. This is its use as part of the enforcement 

arrangements of the Security Council a.~d its Military Staff Connn:i.ttee. In the 

unhappy event that Germany or Japan should again in our time attain military 

power sufficient to make themselves major threats to the p:;ace of the world, the 

bombs might be used against them. Given the present voting arrangements in the 

Security Council, there are no other potential major aggressors against which the 

Council might apply this terrible sanction. 

There is another use of the bomb which its possessors ought not only to be 

permitted but to be obligated to make of it. This would be to retaliate :i.m.~edi-

ately against any power using the bomb which was not acting with the express 

authorization of the Security Council. Only retaliatory action which was not 

107. 
Article 24, United Nations Charter. 
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ex:J:ected to be immediate and certain wo'Uld not be an effective deterrent against 

aggression committed with atomic weapons. There would not be time for the Security 

Council to act after receiving word of an illegal use of the bomb, nor would its 

present orga."lization a.'1d voting procedure permit it to act in the unhappy event 

that one of the great states were to use the bomb. It would thus be necessary, in 

order to insure retaliatory action, to make provision separate from the regular 

procedures for enforcement action and in advance of the aggression. Advance pro-

vision for automatic retaliation by all other nations possessing th~ bomb against 

any one which had illegally used it would be a ~ful deterrent to a would-be 

atomic aggressor. · ~...,-;:.'
1

'''·•r~) 
. \~ 

Separate advance provision for automatic -~~ory retaliation by-passes 

the great power veto. Would such a provision be acceptable to the great powers? 

Here reference should be made to Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. This 
' ', 

article specifically reaffirms 11-bhe inherent right of individual or collective 

self-defense if an armed attack occurs'~ 108 Legitimate collective self-defense 

against atomic attack surely includes the right to negotiate bilateral or multi-

lateral treaties in which the possessors of the bor.ib undertake the obligation of 

automatic retaliation. There might even be a single general pact specifying 

this obligation.109 

. 
If a general obligation of instant and automatic retaliation were the sole 

safeguard evolved.by the international community against the new weapon, un-

limited production of atomic bombs would be permitted. It might be argued that 

lOS. See Chapter III, supra. 

l09. This is the suggestion of E. L. Woodward, Montagu Burton Professor of 
IBternational Relations at Oxford, in Some Political Consequences of the Atomic 
B:>mb, L0 ndon, Oxford University Press, 1946, p. 25, except that Professor Wood
ward would provide for obligatory retaliation unless the bomb had first been 
used with the unani.~ous consent of the Council. It would probably be preferable 
and certainly more practical if the Council's authorization were given in 
accordance with its usual voting procedure, as laid down in the so-called Yalta 
voting formula, which does not require the unanimous consent of the non-permanent 
members of the Council. 
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no arms limit~tion is desirable since disarmament would make the disarmed 

nations feel insecure and would also weaken the effectiveness of the retalia-

tory sanction. Furthermore, a system which required no limitation would require 

no inspection, and the insecurities which would arise from doubts about the 

feasibility of inspection would be avoided. 

There are nevertheless cogent reasons why states should not be content 

simply Yrith the primitive and drastic safeguard of retaliation. A world in 

which two or more states were sitting on povrder kegs pm7erful enough to destroy 

every major .city on earth would be a world of half-peace at best. For perhaps a 

generation, no state would press any dispute to the point of vrar because of the 

fear of atomic counterattack.110 In so f~his fear is a restraining in-
1 "'::: '? .... \ 
~ ......, C.' ~ 

I - • • 

fluence on state behavior, it vmuld exis~ __ even ii there were no general obliga-
, / 

tion of automatic retaliation. Hany stat~~ovrever, acting with the knowledge 

of the reluctance of the other party to be drawn into war, might pursue 

policies which their opponents would regard as only slightly less intolerable 

than atomic war itself. In such a situation, there might well be a long-run 

gradual rise in the tension level of international politics until some state 

crune to regard war as less intolerable than the half-peace of l.L~bearable 

tension. 

Sole reliance should be placed upon the retaliatory sanction only during 

an interim period. Meanwhile, efforts should be made to bring dovm. the level 

of permitted atomic armament to a point at which no single stater s action vTould 

reduce the earth to a smoldering ruin. 

If no bombs were to be permitted to exist a."'l)rwhere, then that nation which 

successfully produced bombs in violation of its agreement not to do so would 

have the more peace-loving remainder of the world at its mercy. Furthermore, 

the sanction of obligatory retaliation would have been destroyed. Is there some 

level of permitted ~tomic armament low enough to prevent the first cont'ingency 

110. See Chapter II, supra. 
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and high enough to prevent the second? 

Theoretically at least, there may be Suppose that each of 

the great states and also powers capable of independent production of the bomb 

wore permitted to keep a small supply of bombs. The total number of bombs 

permitted to exist should perhaps be not much greater than that calculated to be 

sufficient to bring about the capitulation of the greatest state. The number of 

bombs permitted to any one state would therefore be very much less than that 

sufficient to bring about such a c.apitulation. The number of bombs beyond the 

control of any given state would on the other hand be such that that state 

would pay dearly for an attempted aggression in terms of the devastation of its 

territories and might even be almost totally destroyed.lll In.this situation, 

the effectiveness of the retaliatory sanction would be preserved. 

Such a situation of drastic atomic a..'l"ITIS limitation would require detailed 

and close inspection of national armaments under the supervision of the United 

Nations Organization. Inspection would not, however, be the only safeguard. 

Discovery of a violation of the limitation agreement would not mean that all was 

alr_eacly lost. Such a discovery would be the signal for a general atomic re-

armament and for political action to enforce compliance by the offending state. 

Long experience with detailed and close inspection for enforcement of 

atomic arms limitation agreements might ultimately permit such great confidence 

to be placed in the efficacy of inspection that the complete abolition of 

atomic arma.-nents would become possible. This third stage of atomic arms regula-

tion is clearly not for our own decade. Whether and how soon it will become 

politically feasible is not for this writer to say. 

m. 
One possible objection to a proposal of this character is that it might 

render even more difficult the inspection problem. The enforcement of a partic
ular distribution of atomic weapons might require a more detail~d iilspection 
than the enforcement of an agreement which forbade totally the possession or 
production of atomic bombs. 
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It is not too soon to take the first step :in the control pattern sketched 

:in the preceding pages. The members of the United Nations should agree now to 

undertake instantaneous retaliation. The second step, the agreement for a 

drastic limitation on permitted atomic armaments and for a detailed and clos~ 

inspection by an :international agency of those armaments, may be taken when 

other nations have discovered :independently how to produce the bomb. Is there 

any earlier date at nhich this step towards a fund.a.mental solution of the con.-

trol problem will become possible? Probably not, unless the United States is · 

~'ill:ing to make a gesture which :many people would regard as even more quixotic . 
than 11 tell:ing-all. 11 This would be to give j..o..___the Soviet Union and to other 

·' .. y:<•.>, 
' .,<' 

me~ers of the Big Five a lil:ii.ited number ?~ bomb~ ~d, perhaps also, the infor-

mation necessary to make some nore. The re~te nu.lJlber would not· have to be 

so great as to permit any other government to destroy the major cities of the 

United States. It would have to be great enough so that the world would be sure 

tm United States would not be tempted to settle current :international differ-

ences by using or threatening to use the bomb. Needless to say, this is not a 

proposal which, :in the present state of American op:inion, the United States is 

prepared to make. 

OUr conclusion must therefore be that a spectacular and permanent solution 

to the vexing and grave problen of :international control of atomic weapons is 

not noVf within our grasp. What we can do now is to take the first :in a series 

of steps which promise to prevent atomic warfare until that date when other 

nations have learned how to produce the weapon and a more fundamental consider-

ation of the problem is in order. 
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